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The Fiiiuba

FP-3S provides
precise, single
stick control ol
rudder und
elevator.

includes a matched set of

our incredible S20's, the
micro-mini servos that

proved good things(and

high performance)come in
very small packages.
RC glider and '/2A pilots
rejoice.The long antici
pated single-stick version of
our popular dual-stick 2E is

The 3S system sports two liny S30 servos and a
double-tuned, RF amplified 3channel receiver.

now available. Plus, we've

added something extra...a
third channel.That makes

our new FP-3S system ideal

Three channels.

for additional throttle, flap

Dual S20's. Single
stick. And just S149.95.The

or spoiler control.

FP-3S. It's our formula for

And each 3S system

soaring.

Futal
Futaba Industries, U.S.A.
630 W. Carob Street

Conipton, CA/90220

Tlie FP-3S.Worth the wait.
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From The SHOE

DON DEWEY

onday mornings aren't usually

Morgan has arranged reservations for a

known as a time for joy around

large block of rooms at the Circus
Circus. Anyone planning to attend
should contact Ed Morgan, 2310
Cimarron Road, Las Vegas, Nevada
89117, as soon as possible for room
reservations and rates. If you wish to
participate In the Fly In, Ed needs to
know your arrival and departure dates,
type of model(s) and radio frequency.
Besides the get-togethers for Quarter

, most offices. It is no different at

RCM, however, we always wonder what
our Assistant Editor, Dick Tichenor, has

been up to overthe weekend.On the last
few weekends it was the Formula I races

at Bakersfield, the internationai Science

and Engineering Fair at Anaheim, the
*

World War li Scramble at Morgan Hill,
the airport at Oceanside with RC'ers and

their full size airplanes, plus nosing
around local R/C flying fields and
printing pictures in his darkroom.

The following are a couple of items of
interest that he would like to pass on to
our readers:
SUPER SCALE NOTE

Quarter-Scale PT-19 designed and
built by Jim Folline (Left). Fiown at
Morgan Hill WWII Scramble by Lee
Taylor(Right). The 28 pound model is
powered by Quadra.

At the risk of stealing a bit of thunder
from Dick Phillips' Super Scale column,
we want to toss in a few "Big is Beautiful"

Scale discussions, there are unlimited
other forms of entertainment in Las

Vegas, Fun Capitol of the World.
Ed has arranged for four man carrying
hot air balloons to be flying during the Fly
In which should provide for some jazzy
aerial photos of the event.
The interest In large models has
become the fastest growing aspect of

R/C model aircraft. Inquiries concerning

words, in the fail of 1977, Ed Morgan

the Fly In have been received from
throughout the U.S. and Canada. There
Is no doubt that Ed Morgan's Quarter
Scale Fly In will be one of model

organized a Quarter Scale Fly in at Las

Vegas, Nevada. It was virtually
unpublicized and yet 32 of the large
flying machines appeared. On

aviation's highlights of the year and

September 28, 29, 30 and October 1,

RCM will be there.

1978, Ed will, under the auspices of the

BIG, BIG SCALE
For more than a year now, we have

Quarter Scale Association of America,

conduct the Las Vegas Second Annual
OSAA Fly in.

The Fly In site will be a 10square mile,
concrete smooth, no obstruction dry
lake bed that is a short distance from Las

Vegas. The dry lake bed is suitable for
full size aircraft operations for those
traveling in personal aircraft. At the time
this is being written, Ed advises that he is
expecting more than a hundred Quarter

ROM's Dick Tichenor wanted to take

Jim Folllne's Quadra powered
Quarter-Scale PT-19(all 28 lbs.)home

with him but Lee Taylor wouldn't let
go.It happened at Morgan Hill.

Scale models to participate.
The Fly In will not be the usual formal

contest, flying with no pressure will
prevail. Enjoyment is the key word with

safety. The most prominent rule is the
grouping together of models on the

vote of the model owners.

A watermelon feast or picnic at the
lake bed and a cocktail party are
planned with a very reasonable fee.

is building a 1/2 scale F4U Corsair. No. it
is not R/C, it is for him to ride in, but he is

using Kraft KPS-9 servos for rudder,
elevator, and aileron trim. His Corsair

has a 108 h.p. Lycoming engine in the
nose and the airframe has a spruce and
plywood structure with blocks of foam for
shape. It will be flying before the end of
this year and we will run a feature article
on it. It is the most fascinating big model
we have ever seen.

only a minimum of rules and restrictions
that will be required In the Interest of

same radio frequency for better and
easier frequency control. Trophies will
be awarded in certain categories (Best
of Show, Best Finish, etc.) and those
winners will be determined by a majority

been keeping a photo progress
sequence on Cliff Weirick's project. Cliff

Shoestring has a new look! Paul
White (Left) has rebuilt the perineal
winner to go even faster. Famous
racing pilot/owner Ray Cote (Right)
approves.

After getting photos of Cliff's foam
application on the Corsair, we had the
opportunity to visit Paul White's hangar.
Paul is the gentleman who built the full
size super-duper Super Fli for Phil Kraft.
Paul was also one of the go-fast guys in
the early days of R/C Formula I and
Quarter Midget racing. His retracts on a
P-51 Quarter Midget was a bit ahead of
Its time and really shook up the QM
enthusiasts.

Paul is re-building the full size

Shoestring Formula I racer. He is putting
to page 184

You won't believe this until you open the box, but.
all these beautiful balsa and Polyflite planes are A-R-F's!
(Almost-Ready-to-Fiy)
HERE'S WHAT'S IN THE BOX:

The wings are made of cut foam or injection-molded foam, and are
already sheeted with balsa. The tip blocks are in place and then the wing is

sanded smooth. You only need to sand the edges and apply the finish.
(Try Superkote and your wing will look like it was painted.)
The stab, fin, elevator and rudder are all balsa and are nicely precut

You just sand the edges, finish with Superkote or paint, and install hinges.
The fuselages are fully built with wood bulkheads, and doublers.
Originally all the J.L. Modelcraft kits had fiberglass fuselages. But, J.L.M.
discovered a better material than fiberglass. They call it Polyflite. You

might think that it's fiberglass when you see it (it paints and glues like
fiberglass) but it's better. No pin holes to fill, no uneven thicknesses, no
brittleness. You just sand the seam (if you like) and spray paint It-it's done.
Just a few hours after you open the box you can have the best looking
most durable RC airplane you've ever seen. You can fib to your friends
that you built it-we won't tell on you.
Hobby Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

Hobby Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

*

Hitrpotn Ftyina Boat $88fi^

CF-'S Tiger _ f99fi«

List Price
sno.oo
List Price

$125.00

Did you ever see a better looking seaplane? Here's the easiest way for you
to start flying off the water. 57" span, 540 sq. in. wing area for .35-.40
engines and 4 RC channels. A nice feature is that the pre-built polyflite
Very, very swift! This is an all-out large pattern plane with a very low drag
factor. CF-5 Tiger is 61" wing span, 660 sq. in. wing area. Fuselage is

fuselage is automatically watertight.

48" long! For 4 channels and hot .60 engine.

Hobby Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

easy Flyer $77fi^

Hofabv Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

IHiniStar

S77.^

L SI P ce

A very hot performer! 50" span,460 sq. in. wing area, for .35-.46 engines.
This is a 4 CHANNEL beginner's plane-a very gentle flyer that's stable,
recovers quickly from unusual attitudes and Is very EASY to assemble.
57" span, 540 sq. in. wing area, for .35 to .40 erigines. The very clear plans

A mid-sized pattern-sport plane In the European style. For 4 channels.
Hobby Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

are ideal for a first-time RCer.

Cessna SiiyBawk

Hobby Lobby-J.L. Modelcraft A-R-F

fBBfi^
List Price .■«
$110.00 ^

Gemini Bipe F99.^*
List PricI

$125.00|

BIG-the fuselage is 6" wide at cabin! Near scale model that makes a great
beginner's plane or beautiful expert model. 66" wing span, 680 sq. in.
wing area, for 4 RC channels and .40-.60 engine.

Designed by Jim Newman. Gemini is a spectacular performer. J.L.M's
clever engineering solves a host of biplane building problems; Fuselage and
cabane strut-completed; wings-4 panels all sheeted with tip blocks in

place; wheel pants mounting plates-soldered in place! 46" span, 740 sq.
in. area. For .60 size engines and 4 channels.

Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN. 37027*615/373-1444

NTERNATIONAL

sm UP TO 68% OH HAHDWARil— new!
smmHAet BmmRm BmRRCHm
Contrpffhrns Pelyprefiylene
RCMetet
75 Control

HinSts

Horns ^9

200

RShnJiike

Comptratt St 0.001

Brass Threaded

Mini Rplon

Mini H^hn

Couplers

Rop Clevises

Pin Hinges

Rushrod

Clevises

2S feet Nylon Outer Tube
25 feet Nylon Inner Tube

^

Hinges <2S9 ''oX'"$e.99
Compare at fllZZn

only

Couplers r3.99
only

only

3 sizes

BWMRACKAGf

BWJtRACKAef BUtKRACHACe BUIKRACHAGC

BVlHRACKACf
8 Wheels

ooiypS.99

Hits O"'" ^.99

Compare at S7.25

4 Pairs:
2" ttiru2K

Compare at $8.56

Compare at SO.SOT^

Compere at

2-56 threaded,
plated-can besolderedl

S1D.76

There ate lightweight, high

BUUtHCHAGi BOtHRRCHAei BmRACKAGC
flex CMe
WRi$ festeners
MSteel Uoks
Rushred

withWReSs

20'/4-20 nylon bolts

''only.^3.99

BOLKRACKAGf

BOlHRACRACf

Rop Clevises

Threaded
Ball lines

Mini kglon

/Offer

20 threadeil wood blocks

20 feet nylon tubing
20 feet 1/16" bronze
Compite it $12.25

Bm RACHAGC k

Surpieal
fuel Cine TuMnp

filters

Compare atSS.SO

only ^2,99

hubs. We think these are

comparable to, or better
than wheels that sell for

wiM /0'*Rods
20 Clevises

only

AA

'IXP3.99

twife the price. We absol

utely guarantee that you'll
like them. If you don't

only Rj,yy

think they're comparable

Compare at S7.00

m

quality air-inflated wheels
on strong molded nylon

to wheels that

twice the price,

sell for

return

them and well give you

your $5.99 back.
Compare at SS.Bfl

GUARANTEE you'll like SUPERKOtT^^

mux BAtse woitD

C
HPW! Pre-veneered
foam wing,
f pre-veneered
foam fuselage
sections^

20-1/16x3x36
20-1/16x4x36

and much more!
HOBBY LOBBY/TRUELINE

HmH€R TYPHOON
There are three things wrong with
this wood: ft still has the sawdust

$88.00

on it: It's a llllle longer than 36":

20-3/32x3x36
15-3/32x4x36
10-1/8x4x36
10-3/16x4x36

$8.80
$999

10-1/4x3x36

$7.77.

It doesn't have anyone's name

List price $115

stamped on it.

$7.77
$ftM
$9.99

If you don't - I'll buy it back from you!/
Hobby Lobby's

$njt

Superkote is a new plastic
heat shrink Model covering

l! NO ADAPTERS NEEDED!

h£^

material. It irons on to an

These will fit any engine!

airplane structure at very

KAVAN ALUMINUM SPINNERS

53 inch wing span near scale model of the famous WWII fighter

low heat Because of this

low heat requirement it is
also an excellent covering
for foam aircraft 1. Super
kote shrinks and keeps on shrinking as you iron
it. Very few wrinkles are so bad that Superkote's
tremendous shrinkability can't eliminate them.
2. Superkote adheres to sheeted surfaces with a
remarkable absence of air bubbles. 3. Superkote
adheres to itself so well that joints are nearly
invisible. 4. Superkote is strong, resists sagging,
and is more easily repairable than other covering

ind ground attack aircraft. For .40 size engines and 4 or 5

1C channels. The kit is a truly deluxe Trueline product: prehaped balsa parts, veneered foam wing panels, 3 large veneered
oam fuselage sections, formed wing fairings, cowling and
letall parts, authentic spun aluminum spinner, decals, accessary
'acks, detailed drawings and step-by-step building sketches,
yphoon Is an excellent stand-off scale subject because model
ngines can be effectively hidden in the unusual deep scale
owling.
_

\ny beginner can build it. ..

^

Every beginner can fiy it!
Hobby Lobby
RECRUIT

\

IVe"(40mm) diameter
1%"{45mm) diameter
2" (50mm) diameter
IYa"(55mm) diameter
IVi'(60mm) diameter

S4.80
S5.10
S5.40
S5.70
S6.0G

Kavan Four-way wrench

S2.50

27" wide.6 foot roll... $3*99
ist price $6.95

Cessna White
Beechcraft Red

Midnight Black
Campaign Brown

Piper Yellow

Terra Green

Waco (dark) Blue

Taylorcraft Cream

prop nut eliminating adapter bolts. You can use a socket wrench

Ryan Orange

or the Kavan 4 wav wrench to tighten the prop nut. A soft

Aero (light) Blue

Metallic Gold
Aluminum

The deeply in-set flange is held direclly against the prop by the
rubber plug caps the spinner, Spinners are cast and polished
aluminum that'll last when used with an electric starter.

ssembles in an evening-fly it the next day. Ready-built fusege, foam wings that only need joining. Designed to be flown
f a beginner with NO HELP FROM AN EXPERIENCED
Cer. 2 channels required and a Cox Babe Bee.

materials.

N£W! METALLIC COLORS
.Metallic Blue - Metallic Green - Metallic Plum^

SURE FLITE A-R-F
FOAM KITS

^ Brand New Design! UwerPrice!^
sncMU
f. Hichet-Cadmium

STARTS, CHARGES, LIGHTS,
FILLS, DE-FUELS, TESTS!

111

Batteries

PIPER J-3 CUB FOAM

ARF

1 volt 500 mall. Pciicell sire

^ for 89.99

This is the high quality G.E. cell
that's original equipment in the
best radio outfits.
solder tabs.

Cells have

A TTENTION OWNERS OF...

Hobby Lobby and EK-Products, Inc.

List p'ice S37.96

Radio Service

Department. We specialize only in these
two brands of radios. We will return your
radio to you, properly repaired, 5 work
ing days after we receive it from you.

Hobby Lobby

POWER PANEL

POWER CENTER

sq. inch area. 2 to 4 channels.

ders. vinyl numbers, stripes.Jlub

ed radiators. Decal sheet. 50"

decals, steerable tail wheel.

Includes semiscale engine cylin

••
$29.95 ^
^ •

(£SM..

This Is the ideal field box accessory. With your 12 volt battery

J

X

mss
List price

span, 450 sq. in. wing area. For
2 to 4 channels, .29 .40 engine.

you can run your starter, your electric fuel pump and fill or de-

fuel right from the Panell it wit! also fast charge your airborne
NIcad pack and your transmitter battery right at the flying

field, It will power your 11^ volt glow plug on the "HI" plug
position and a 2 volt plug on the "LO" position ... or you can
CESSNASKYLANE 182
FOAM ARF
S28.85

HOWARD "PETE"S18.96
L'St orice S2i.95

use it to burn off too much fuel prime on your
volt glow
plug on the "LO" position. The meter gives indication of glow

plug condition and current flow during fast charging. It won't

36" span, 250 sq. inch wing area,
all foam RTF for .051-.10 engines.

fly the plane or clean It up when you go home, but it sure will

Classic racer of 1930's, includes
decals, hardware, nylon pushrod

your plane fueled, started and staying in the air. Size: 6" x 3 5/8".

Steerable nose gear, 2 hour assein
biy.

material. For 2 RC

List D'ice S37.95

For .15-.19 ertgine. 53" span,420
sq. inch area, 2 to 4 channels.

INTERNATIONAL

For .15-.19 engine. 52" span, 442

Brand new injection molded all
foam kit. Clear canopy and mold

Radio Systems:
We have an excellent

S28.85
List D'ice S37.95

SPITFrnEMKI....$26.85

just about do everything else you need in starting and getting

Channels.

Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, IN. 37027•615/373-1444

H£W! 3 New Kits from SIG

H£W! KDH Hand-Painted Pilots

Clean engine parts quickly!

SIG KAVALIER List price $39.95...$34.38

SONAC CLEANER

$24.95

56" wing span for .29-.40 engines and 4 RC channels. Excellent

choice for your first aileron-controlled airplane. The wings have
built-in "washout". This eliminates tip stall (which in turn
means that the airplane has less tendency to roll in a stall, and
aileron control is made more effective at low airspeeds.) All

(A)

balsa construction.

SIG KIWI

List price $37.50

$32.25

SONAC vibrates at a low frequency. It uses K&S Engine Cleaning

Hand-Painted Full Body Pilot,

1/10th Scale
$6.25
From bottom of seat to top of head is 4".
(8) Hand-Painted Full Body Pilot,
1/8" Scale

Solution as the cleaner (odorless, water soluble, and not harmful
to plastic parts). 30 minutes cleaning will usually clean the
dirtiest parts.

R&S Engine Cleaning Solution,8 oz

$6.99

This outfit starts you flying \

From bottom of seat to top of head is ^Vz".
(C) Hand-Painted Sport Pilot,
TA" TaH
..$2.59

R/C with a full 4 channel plane!

1 RevoMi0Mry! '
SIG COLT List price $20.95 ....

JUNiOR 7£UmS7iR
S£em£RS 0077/7

* Variable Pitch hop!

54" span all balsa 4 channel sport plane for .35-.45 engines.

$17.99

Fox 15 R/C

Hobby Lobby

This is the most revolutionary model
roOP

ENGINE

JUNIOR TELEMASTER

airplane prop we've ever seen. It is 10
MULTl

$2.50

inches in diameter and comes with 3

blades. Extra or replacement blades

ire available from open stock for 99
cents each. You can set it up as a 2,
3, or 6 blade prop. It is scale in
appearance-both the blade shape and

o

the hub. The 3 blade version runs

noticeably quieter than a conven
tional model airplane propeller. It's

made of glass fiber filled black nylon.
It will run on engines from
.29 to .60 displacement be

45" span molded foam wing plane (balsa fuselage ana tail) for
.09-.15 engines. For 3 channels. Easy to build, easy to fly.

cause it can be adjusted to

any pitch you wanti With

The flat-bottom wing makes it a good trainer.

if you'll buy a
you can get a
FOX EAGLE 60 RC ENGINE with it

for only

SUPERK(JTE

RADIO

V^Combo price in effect until Sept. 30, 1978^

3 blades the prop looks
like
a
Standard

— mPA SPiCMU
SENIOR TELEMASTER^^t^

2 rolls/Hobby Lobby

j^Hobby Lobby 6

Hamilton
with the

hydraulic pitch con

trol type of hub. Witn 2 blades it looks like
most private plane props. With 6 blades it looks
unearthly! Since the pitch can be minutely adjusted

TRY USOUT-B.D. did:

". .. been a pleasure to do business with
you. Everything sent. .. I never received
such fast service..

B.D.-Philadelphia

through a range of about 4 to 10 pitch it is capable of
getting the absolute maximum out of any engine you put it

on. You can't imagine what happens to engine performance
when you can adjust prop pitch to any value you select.
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:

^

CALLUS! (615) 373-1444

^

for FAST SERVICE, C.O.D. or CREDIT CARD
ORDERS-ADVICE

Hobby Lobby/S.L.E.C. 10" Multi-Prop ....S9.99
List price $14,50
Special Combination Price of $128.50 for
Senior Telemaster Kit with Fox Eagle 60 RC
Engine will be in effect until Sept. 30, 1978. .

Now there is. ..

Spare 10" Blade for Multi-Prop

t^Spare 12" Blade for Multi-Prop

GREG

99^

$1.49^ t^ith your RC problems.

CANADIAN CUSTOmRS
Hobby Lobby Radios (and REPAIR SERVICE
for Hobby Lobby Radios!) and ALL your RC

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5B 4IVI4
Phone (403)477-3456

FRANK

We've got over 100 years of RC experience
among us (we are older than we look). Call us

List price $15.95

Hobby Lobby CANADA is your source for

Box 6550 - Station C

DICK

Hobby Lobby/S.L.E.C. 12" Multi-Prop ..$11.99

needs! Shop by mail or phone and SAVE!
Mastercharge, Visa, C.O.D.
Catalog with Canadian prices, $3.00.
Send $3 to Hobbv Lobby Canada in Edmonton.

Hobby Lobby CANADA prices...
Hobby Lobby 6 Redio

S349

10" Mulli-Prop

S14.50

l2"Muiti.Prop

S15.85

Supefkote

$5.75

Senior Telemaster
Z-10 Adhesive
HL Power Center

$138.00
S3.75
$26.95

Sureflite Cessna Skylane
182 ARF

Sig Kommander
Sij Kougat

$44.95
$49.95

Revolution 40
Revolution 60

S358.9S
$449.95

Jel Ranger

$495.00

M.E.N, Trainer
$34.95
M.E.N. Bueierd Bombshell$53.95

KSB 61R/Cw/pumper... $122.00
$42.95

K&B40RC

Sureflite Spitfire ARF

S42.95

OS 25 R/C

Sureflite Piper 7-3 Cub.

S42.95

OS 40 R/C

Sig Kadet

S38.95

OS 60 Schnuerle R/C

$74,95
$45.95

$74.95
$149.95

Prices in effect until September 30, 1978

Hobby Lobby Catalog-S2.00, By First Class fiflai!-$3.00
□ I ENCLOSE CHECK FOR $
ADD $1.80 HANDLING

□ charge TO MY BankAmericard
□ charge to my Master Charge
CARD NO.

name

ADDRESS
CITY - STATE - ZIP

rcm 9

EXPIRES.
($2.75 HANDLING)

□ship C.O.D.
($2.75 HANDLING)

V. Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN 37027

• 615/373-1444

INTERNATIONAL

^

15,000 choosy RCers studied this very special radio
and decided it was the one to hny.

American design and engineering.
Beginning RCers need a strong stick center
The range is so extreme that many UL6

ing tension: e.xperts wont lighter tension.

radios can be pomi reliably with partiaiiy

Our control slicks

have ADJUSTABLE

extended antennas.

You are NEVER the lest

Hobby Lobby

radios hove

pilot for a new Hobby Lobby

very low current drain ...

radio design. Our circuit de
sign is so well-proven we've

they fly longer on a charge

and youll never need a field

never needed to change It.

charger. A battery condition
meter shows
remaining
capacity.

The servo electronics are lo
cated inside the receiver case

instead of

There is a 6 month guarantee.

inside the servos.

This contributes greatly to re

Repairs are done right here
at Hobby Lobby.

liability because servos, which
are tightly mounted to the vib
rating airframe, are the worst
place to put delicate electronics.

Airborne weight with -/ servos is only ll'A os.

Yet. this lightweight system has enough servo
power to fly the biggest //4 scale RC planes

'T^
Did you

m
ever need a servo that

rotated in the opposite direction?
Because our •/ main servos have no

You can change the direction of
rotation of our servos in less than a

electronics inside them they are very low
priced . . . only Sid each! You am

minute!

equip a second four channel plane with

4 servos for just S56!

We use Deans Gold-plated connectors.

Our radio is so precise that the servos center

They 're more reliable because you can

within 1/2' of the same center every time.

retighten them.

How about making that 15^001?
C DHOBBY LOBBY 6 DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL

$219.00 HOBBY LOBBY 3 CHANNEL SYSTEMS (27 or 72 mh2. frequencies?

(Includes Transmitter, Receiver. 4 servos, Rechargeable nicads for

□with2servos

able on all 27 mhz, and 72-75 mhz. frequencies.

Uwtth 3 servos and airborne nicads, charger

transmitter and airborne, Charger. 6 month limited warranty, extra
servo outputs, mounting qrommets. Illustrated Owner's Manual. Avail-

{
(

) I enclose check for $
, plus $1,80 handling. (
) Charge to my Master Charge No.

r~j uulth 1 corune
H - i. ^
" j'

$119 00

'

^i^o'nn
iJf

$14S.GQ

) Charge to my BankAmericard No,
^Expires
^Expires
. ( ) Ship C.O.D. $2.75 handling for C.O.D. and bank card orders.

Name
Address

City—State—Zip

Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood,Ti\l 37027 • 615/373-1444

international

Q Would you like a copy of Hobby Lobby 6 Illustrated Owner's Manual? Send $1.00 and we'll send you one by First Class return mail.

Cunningham On

chuck

CUNNtNGHAM

Good ole spring and summer

SPECIAL CONTEST AWARD

lime. Last winter all we did was

gripe about the terrible
weather. This complaint was heard from
ail parts of the country, but now, as I am
writing this, and still, as you are reading
this, the fiying season is with us. Not
much time for building, what with
mowing the grass, and trying to slip out
on the long evenings to get in a little
mid-week flying. But, if you were

Vi PRICE VOUCHER
HOT 8TUPF

it reaily does get hard to get any serious
building done in the spring and summer.
But, since this is the flying season,
iet's take a iittie iook this month at an

often overiooked source of potential
problems. We've talked in the past about
checking out the airframe, the radio
installation, the pushrod set up, and the

HOT STUFF

HOT STUFF
SANOUSKV AVE
P n fuiy 1935
AI-, , tA CA 91331
(2)Jj 099 2301

ADHgSIVBS FOH THl WOHLD ^INDUSTRY-HOMg-HOBBtES

HOT STUFF CONTEST AWARD

planning ahead and got your buiiding
work done iast winter, then now you're
enjoying flying. Unless of course, you're
a iDit like me, and are always wanting to
experiment with something new—then,

HOT STUFF

RETAIL

Chech Hems Deseed ILimi! One Eachi

SEND

3 50

1 75

12 00

6 00

□ HS-5 - HOT STUFF" 14 2 gram (•» orj Slue

4 95

2.47

□ T-500 Telloti Tubing card ol iO|l8"Dkgsl
Make Check or Money Order to SATELLITE CITY

5 00

2.50

□ HS-1 -HOT STUFF" 14 2 gramC, or ) clear
□ HS-4 -HOT STUFF

56 7 gram (2 or I dear

SEND TO; Your Name

PRINT

—

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Sponsor Club

Address .

CLEARU

Name ol Meet

City
State

Zio_.

Catifomia reside'iis add
i
V(M9 where CKOhib<ieo Dv idw

Authorired By
Dale

£.-i7.<sr.

YOUR ORDER SHIPPED UPS PREPAID

care taken in setting up the geometry of
the aircraft. But one field that we haven't

so left over. Don't do It. Never cut off the

Once the antenna has exited the

given too much thought to is the receiver
wiring, and wh^at the receiver wires

antenna wire to suit yourself. This will

fuselage and starts back towards the

completely screw up the reception of the

tail, the easiest way to treat it is to let it
lay upon the side of the fuselage, or to

connect to. Almost all receivers have a

wire cable coming from it to connect to
the battery. Then it has several sets to
connect to the servos, or are plugged
into the case as in the EK-iogictrol
design. And, one other wire eminates
from the receiver case — the antenna.
Let's start with the antenna wire first

---an often neglected, usually

receiver, and ultimately screw the
aircraft very tightly into the ground.
When routing the antenna wire from
the receiver through the fuselage side

and back to the tail of your aircraft, do it
carefully. Use a small button or
something similar to make a strain relief

point just before the antenna exits the
fuselage. Make sure that a slight loop of

angle up to the top of the rudder. You
can stick a slightly bent pin into the side
of the fuselage or the top of the rudder,
with a drop of Hot Stuff to hold it in place.
Tie a small rubber band, about the size

that comes on a newspaper, to the

antenna, loopthe otherend over the pin,
and you have a shock resistant antenna

misunderstood, small and insignificent
piece of colored wire — hardly larger

wire is left back to the receiver so that

mount. If the antenna wire is longer than

you do not strain the connecting point of

the fuselage of your aircraft, then simply

than a piece of carpet thread. That little
piece of thread is the connection from

the antenna and the receiver. If your

run it from the top of the rudder down to

aircraft has a balsa fuselage, then a
simple hole through the balsa will be just

the tip of the elevator, and make the

fine. Vibration of the aircraft will not

if you stretch the antenna wire along the
fuselage, then make a right angle under

rubber band connection at this point. Or,

your airborne aircraft to your hand held
transmitter. We'd iook kind of silly flying
an aircraft around trailing a super long
piece of extension cord back to the

cause the balsa to cut the wire. If your
aircraft has a fiberglass or plastic

transmitter, so that bit of antenna wire is

fuselage, then this is another problem,

the radio's sole link with your thoughts

because then vibration will cause the

the tip of the stab. Again, never, never,
cut off the antenna wire. Also, it's a good

and commands, so treat it well. It's not

fuselage side to saw through the

idea not to let the antenna wire dangle

an insignificent piece of string — it's your
airplane's life-line.
To begin, remember that the antenna

antenna wire after a period of time. The

behind the aircraft. I saw this in a

simple solution is to slip a small piece of

Formula I racer several years ago. The
pilot's helper was holding the aircraft at

fuel tubing over the antenna wire and

wire can become broken from a crash, or

into the hole, thus making a grommet to

fatigue, or abrasion. If it does become

protect the wire. A couple of drops of Hot

broken, then the length of the antenna

Stuff will hold it in place. Make sure that

has become altered, and the radio

the exit point of the antenna is on the
side away from the engine exhaust. If
you put the antenna on the gloppy,

becomes de-tuned. The same is true if

you decide that you don't want all of that
wire flopping around the outside of your
aircraft and grab up the trusty old razor
blade and slice off the offending 10" or

the horizontal stab and run it on out to

the start line, engine all revved up and
screaming. The starter's flag
descended, the holder released his
hold, the aircraft dashed away from the

starting line, suddenly took to the air,
turned upside-down, and ended its race

wick to conduct the oil residue back

splattered all over the runway. The
trailing antenna wire was still firmly

inside the aircraft, even into the receiver.

to page 180

gloopy side, the antenna will act as a

THE GREATEST PLACE TO SHOP- WE'RE SELLING FUN

Hobb

SHOP BY PHONE

■

flHiB

,^5^ SHOP BY MAIL

Aroa 714

18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE

Snaclc 963-9881
idH

CALIF. 92708

MASTER CHARGE CARDS

1^

aero sport 4
& THUNDER TKER

FOUNTAIN VALLEY,

CHARGE IT
BANKAMERICARD/VISA OR

Tie#)

SURE FlITE PRODUCTS
lb# Dni* obotfi (ovMiT

r- ,
'rr> i ccirifnr r Lr,n>
EA.SY 10.ASSEHIEI^E /C/7

i/a-A PIPER J-3 CUB
injection Molded All Foam

\20 R/

SPAN: 42 inches

AREA: 250 sq.in.
ENGINE:.049-.051
RADIO: 2 channel

Retail Value
$340.85 MOLDED NYLON FIREWALL^

Hobby Shack

(fits Cox Black Widow, Golden

DISCOUNT PRICE

Bee <£• Tcstor.049)9 ALUMINUM

199"
THUNDER TIGER

PILOT-HOBBY SHACK A.R.F

TRYSTAR 15

.15111

3 channels

LANDING GEAR•DIE CUT FIN
& STA BILIZER•HINGES•I
PIECE WING9DECAL SHEET•

SURE ELITE

All Foam -l./i.E

PIPER J-3 CUB

RETAIL 5

99

$24.94

HOBBY SHACK

HEAT GUN

.15 • .19 engines 2 • 4 channel

R/C
with muffler
COMPARE

AT $28.95

RETAIL

RETAIL DISCOUNT
PRICE

$29.95

HOBBY SHACK

All Foam

CESSNA 150
.09 - .15 engines

RETAIL

$62.95

$37.95

SAITO-HOBBY SHACK

HOBBY SHACK

THUNDERBOLT

High Efficiency

R/C LONG

FUEL FILTER

1 - 4 channel

GLOW
PLUGS
RETAIL
DISCOUNT
PRICE

HOBBY SHACK

POWER PANEI

RETAIL

RETAIL

$9.00

$2.95

PILOT-HOBBY SHACK

SKYIANE 182.
All Foam

/

A.R.F.

R/C GLIDER

•120 mesh wire screen

6 FOR

SURE FLITE

KITTY R-1500

•Tempered glass bowl
•Easy to clean
•Traps both water & dirt

$29.95

PILOT-HOBBY SHACK

With SPORTAVIA
Tester .049 KrOB

RETAIL
62.95
DISCOUNT
PRICE

HOBBY SHACK

BEECHCRAFT
STAI

2 - 3 channel
2 - 4 channe

.15 - .19 engines
RETAIL

RETAIL

$28.95

$37.95

SAVE
10.00

15 •.25 engines

R/C POWERED GLIDER

l*59M

RETAIL!

$75.00

RETAIL SAVE
13.00
37.95

Special Low Prices

DISCOUNT PRICES

Good Thru

30% ■ 40% ■ SO-^ OFf \s,prro.h'.",78
BRIDI

T.D..051

RCM TRAINER 60

FUTABA6FN 5 CHANNEL

HANDIPUMP

4 SERVO"°
2 channel, dual
stick transmitter,
receiver, 4 servos

Easy to use
No batteries

Nylon gears
Strong plastic case

(3-S16/1-S16L), NiRETAIL

$21.00
RETAIL

Cad battery pack,
switch, servo trays &

RETAIL

hardware.

$8.95

RETAIL

SAVE
22.04

$62.95

HOBBY SHACK

$359.95

WANDERER BRIDI SUPER KAOS

ILGT-HGBBY
SHACK

99 inch span

SUREFLITE

Howard

All Foam
R/C GLIDER

TETE' I

channel

RETAIL
S 24.95

Q.B.2500
A.R.F.
RETAIL

RETAIL

RETAIL

$29.95

$55.95

$37.95

THE 18 WHEELER

llHE MOST IMPORTANT

READY TO GO WITH RADIO

- OVER 22" LONG

Tractor engages and dicsngagcs trailer automatically. Steering wheel control
led transmitter provides proportional steering. Drives forward and reverse.
Brake slop action. Trailer rear doors can be opened. Trailer body can be re-

.051 • .10 engines

riHobbv Shack.

A BREAKTIIHOUGH
IN RADIO CONTROL....

Radio Control Truck
TRACTOR ENGAGES AND DISENGAGES
TRAILER AUTOMATICAUY

2495

!HOBBY CATALOG

moved to reveal flat-bed with loading ramps.

RETAIL

$109.95
Radio Control Voriome

Speed Rodio Control Steering
sniTO

Batteries NOT included

LIVE STEAM AT A PRICE

YOU CAN AFFORD! ,

I

Steam Powered

Harbor Tug-boat
FOR SINGLE CHANNEL R/C

DEI STEAM ENGINE &
081 BOILER & BURNER
The new Saito OEl Steam Engine is beautifully factory built

and ready for installation. The OBI Boiler Is made of brass, and
is housed in a metal shell. The burner is a simple alcohol burn

ing type which slides in under the boiler. Once fired up, the
engine will run for 12 • IS minutes. Complete directions arc
provided for both installation and runnirsg the Englne/BnIIer

SCI up in the Ccrvia boat.

Hobby

Retail $36.95

shack ^27.99

FIBERGLASS

•200 LOADED PAGES FULL OF YOUR MODELING NEEDS *80
PAGES OF FULL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS•DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM COVER TO COVER•LARGEST SELECTION FROM ALL
OVER THE WORLD*MANY BRAND NEW ITEMS*

GEL COATED
Buraer

modelers catalog. Please rush it to me today!

•ALL RUNNING
HARDWARE INCLUDED

m
LOCAL

n /am enclosing S2.00 foryournew fully illustrated

HULL

CervM

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

•COMPLETE HARDWARE

PACKAGE INCLUDED

Hobby Shack SHOPPING

FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Main Warehouse Store

TUGBOAT KIT

RETAIL $90.00

m

HOURS:

Or Mail Order Shopping!
18480 BANOILIER CIRCLE,
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708

(714} 963-9881

7/(<xk - 'Pic

Address:

W -9

Ordering by Mail

Cily.—

W -6

Often SunttcUf .... W - 5

S.O. FWY-- EUCLID OFF RAMP

HOBBY SHACK

18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE,
FOUNTAIN VALLEY,CA 92708

HobbyShack

Srjce: _

POSTAGE & HANDLING INFORMATION;
RIVERSIDE
6135 VAN BUREN BLVD..
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

(714) 785-6773

LA HABRA
1401 SOUTH BEACH BLVD.,
LA HABRA, CA. 90631

(213)947-2574 (714) 994-5721

CORNER VAN BUREN and ARLINGTON

CORNER BEACH BLVD. & IMPERIAL HWY.

18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE

FOUNTAIN VALLEY,
CALIF. 92708

S 0.00 in S S 00 acfd i .90
S 5.01 (o 5 S.OO add 51.00
5 8 01 to 515.<X> add 51.20

S20.01 to SJO.OO add 12.50
530.01 to 5 50.00 add 12 7 5
O'der over 550.00 add 5 3 00

515 01 to 520 00 add 51 60

Calitornia res'deniv pleare add the 6% Slate Sales Ta«

■nolne Clfnic

CLARENCE LEE

In the April Engine Clinic, in

answer to a reader's inquiry
regarding the use of low oil
content fuels in motorcycles, I made

route? What would you recommend for
a person who has a new helicopter
engine (.60), ABC, and whose
helicopter must be muffled because of

mention of a new oil manufactured in

design requirements? What, in your

Switzerland that could be used in model

recommendations, would you change if
the engine was not ABC?
As you probably know, most fixed

engines in concentrations as low as 3%.

However, the oil is extremely expensive
prohibiting Its use in model fuels from a
commercial standpoint. I also

speculated that George Aldrich might be

using a similar oil in the Magnum fuels
he formulates for Carl Goldberg,
possibly having found, a less expensive
source. This past month I received a

note from my old friend George and it
seems as though my passing comment

has caused him some problems. First

off, George is not using the Swiss oil in
his fuels. Although George does not

pitch helicopters are usually operated
under conditions where the engine
spends most of its time in mid-range

(this is especially true for beginners). It
rarely, if ever, spends any time going full
bore. Would you predict longer engine
life for an engine operated under these
conditions than one which is continually
operated full bore, as in the case for
collective pitch machines?

wish to disclose what he is using for

In one of your recent columns, it
sounded as though you recommended
that ABC engines be exempt from the

lubricants for obvious reasons, he did

prolonged rich running of non-ABC

say the lube is not a true synthetic and

types. You also suggested that lean

partially organic in nature. Also, the
lubrication package contains a minimum

runs were not particularly bad either,
due to the expansion of the liner as the
engine overheats. Would this still be

of 3% Baker AA castor oil in conjunction
with the other lubricants. The problem

true under the conditions that most

that has arisen is due to fellows having

helicopter engines run hot and muffled,
with minimal cooling?

read my comment on the Swiss oil and

different combination.

In the case of a helicopter, it would be
desirable to give the engine half a dozen
flights in a conventional aircraft first.
However, many fellows started R/C
flying with a helicopter and do not have

any conventional aircraft flight time. So
in the case of helicopter break-in, it is
generally best to run two or three tanks

of fuel through the engine on a test stand
before installing in the helicopter.
Whether the engine is ringed or ABC,
does not real ly make that much

difference. The only thing to remember
with an ABC engine is that the
piston/sleeve are fit slightly tight at the
top on purpose to allow for differential

expansion. The sleeve grows more than
the piston, the hotter the engine gets.
This feature virtually eliminates any
seizing of the piston/sleeve. However, if
the engine is run excessively rich, as in a
slobbering rich four cycle, it does not
come up to operating temperature and

the piston/sleeve fit remains tight. This
can only result in unnecessary wear of
the piston/sleeve assembly. So,
whereas a ringed engine can be run
slobbering rich (actually desirable), the

assuming that George is, in turn, only

You can probably guess that I'm a

using 3% oil in his fuels. One hobby shop

helicopter flier with a new ABC .60 that

in particular in the mid-west quoted me
directly as saying that Magnum fuels

ABC engine should be run in a fast four
cycle on the verge of breaking into a rich

has to be muffled. I hope you can tailor

two cycle during the first few runs. The
purpose of the initial bench runs before

lubricant percentage he is using in his

any answer you give so that it would be
general enough to apply to most
helicopter pilots. Thanks in advance for
any consideration you might give to this
letter in your column.

installing in the helicopter is just to give
the engine a brief "polishing in" period
with ample cooling. After installing in the

fuels, it is considerably higher than 3%.

Sincerely,

be run on the rich side of a two cycle

George asked that I set the record
straight on this matter. One of the

Tim Peters

even after fully broken-in. To run it

Jennings, Kansas

peaked flat out with the helicopters

only contain 3% lubrication. This is not
the statement I made and it is not true.

Although George did not specify the

problems I have run up against in over
ten years of writing this column is the

Any ringed or ABC engine that has
been properly fit and assembled by the

helicopter, the engine should naturally

limited cooling is only asking for an
engine with short longevity.

number of times that I have been

factory can be flown right out of the box

mis-quoted on things that I have said.
Most times from people who do not even
read the column and picked up their

without any bench running as long as the

Dear Mr. Lee;

owner uses good judgement and does
not try to run the engine too lean or
expect maximum power the very first

queries, you indicate that salt water is

information second or third hand.
•

Dear Sir,

As the number of R/C helicopter fliers
around the United States increases, I'll

flight. Some of the smaller displacement
engines do have lapped piston/sleeve
assemblies and it is usually advisable to

In response to one of your reader
required to initiate galvanic corrosion.
More accurately, galvanic corrosion will
occur when moisture of any form
combines with dissimilar metals. The
action is enhanced when wide

bet lots of them, like myself, would like to

give these a little bench running before
installing in an aircraft. L.apped

hear from you about break-in and care

of R/C helicopter engines. In particular,
what about break-in? I would imagine
that you'd suggest breaking in the

piston/sleeve assemblies do have a

metallic couples and include moisture.

tendency to be a little more "sticky"
when new. By lapped I am referring to
cast iron pistons. Although the ABC

significantly retarded galvanic action by

engine on a plane, but what about

piston/sleeve assemblies are also

people who can't or won't, go that

source. Alternately, if he picks days to

lapped we are dealing with an entirely

to page 12
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operating temperatures accompany the
Subsequently, the reader may have
selecting a bearing from an alternate

four pounds
of free muscle
For a limited time, buy the Super pro or Champion and get one extra servo free. These systems

are equipped with our remarkable super miniature servos. This light weight servo which has an
output thrust of over 4 lbs. allows you to handle any model from 'A A to 'A scale with the SM servo.
Be sure to make your purchase between September J, 1978 and October 31, 1978 to qualify for
your 4 lbs. of free muscle.

EKlogictix>i
EKIogictro!

the super pro

the champion

PLUS

PLUS

1-EXTRA SERVO FREE

1-EXTRA SERVO FREE

Super Miniature Standard

Super Miniature Standard

Super pro ollows up to 7 channel operation with seporofe components and has
become the favorite choice of both scale and pottern flyers. It is the first line best
quality radio and features one or two stick tronsmitter operation. The Receiver is
the super dependoble crystal controlled super-hetrodyne, with double tuned front
end. The system includes 4-servos (SM stondord), NICAD Botteries, Switch Horness,
Wall Charger and mony other features.

This is the same dependoble Champion RC system that sport flyers oround the world

fly with continuing confidence. A chompion that provides 5-channels for control with
two 2-oxis sticks. The Receiver is the super dependoble crystal controlled super-

hetrodyne, with double tuned front end. The system includes 4-servos (SM standard),
NICAD Batteries, Switch Harness, Wall Chorger and many other feotures.

All this plus 1-extra servo free I

All this plus 1-extra servo free!
To take advantage of this tremendous offer is as easy as flying LOGICTROL. Simply make your purchase, the Super pro
or the Champion, and send the warranty registration card and a copy of your bill of sole to LOGICTROL.

Your "Free" Servo will be mailed directly to your address.
Remember now, your purchases must be made between September I, 1978 and October 31, 1978. Also, the warranty
registration cord and copy of the bill of sale must be postmarked to LOGICTROL by November 20, 1978 to take
advantage of this offer.

Logictrol

^^INTERNATIONAL CORP
CC

Reliable radio control systems

DLogictrol Int. Co'p. 789
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"HOT STUFF "HOT STUFF""HOT STUFF""HOT STUFF
"A REVOLUTION IN
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE

"THIS IS THE NUMERO UNO

'A BETTER CYANOACRYUTE

CYANOACRYUTE ADHESIVE
AROUND THE WORLD"

iUST ISNT AVAILABLE"

"THE EMTIRE M0DEUN6
WORLD HAS GONE NUTS
OVER THIS GLUE"

DISTRIBUTED BY:

IN HOBBY SHOPS
EVERYWHERE

ALL MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS:

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

PLUS
SELECTED DISTRIBUTORS

OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA

CYANOACRYLATE
SUPER
ADHESIVES
NEW HOT STUFF

ESLUE LINEE

ORIGINAL CLEAR Formula

1

HS-1 3" PER UNIT
14.2 GRAMS (SINGLE BTL)

^• 3 INCHES OF Comro/Dro/7

if

"5-4 SIZ.DO per pack
• 56.7 GRAMS 2 OUNCES

EXCLUSIVE

T-500 .50 PER PK

A>N FORMULA!!

• IB INCHES OF

(ONE 56.7 GRAM BTL)

TEFLON APPLICATOR TUBING • 8 INCHES OF Comra/Drop

BLUE INSTANT

CONTINUOUS TEFLON

/

Control Drop

■

ir • COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
APPLICATOR TUBING
★ HS-2 7GMBTL SI.95 • COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATOR TUBING
FOR ALL HOT STUFF

★ O

ADHESIVES 10 PKS/CD

MM

/->

★ Atfell*re wif/ PO box 1935. ARLETA, CA 91331 phone f213)899-2301
Actually the Nitromethane in our fuels is
the real cause of the problem due to

ENGINE CLINIC

from page 10

of engines are going to be more
susceptible to corrosion than others.
12

495

back pressure? I have seven plates on

of value to all new modelers, it concerns

the muffler but this is usually not

RIC throttle engines and mufflers.

possible due to interference with the
muffler mounting straps, etc.

oil.

wide selection of base metals to meet

What you say is certainly true but I

HS-5

to keep the baffle in operation along with

any. If an engine were run on a fuel of
straight Methanol/castor oil there would
be virtually no corrosion. Of course, you
then have the gum problem of the castor

doubt if galvanic corrosion is of any
significance in model engines. The
combustion process leaves residual
acids that attack the particular metal.
Aluminum alloy crankcases vary in
composition — containing copper, zinc,
magnesium, etc. Naturally some makes

TEFLON APPLICATOR TUBING
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS

1 am new to the R/C hobby and have
some questions that probably would be

fly when the relative humidity is
50% ± 5%he can reduce the corrosion

G.N. Burkhardt

»

Dear Mr. Lee,

Nitromethane being derived from Nitric

their physical performance
requirements.
On the other hand, these physically
similar metals can have widely different
corrosion characteristics and changing
bearing sources may be a pragmatic
approach to the problem. Using the Lee
method (22% oil content and 3-in-i oil
after each flying session) minimizes the
problem - but I can detect different
levels of, as wellas types of. corrosion in
various engines I own -some of which
do not rust at all but discolor, pit, etc.
Sincerely,

14.2 GRAMS (SINGLE BTL.)

• 3 INCHES OF Control Drop

the muffler. I feel my engine is running
slightly hotter than when I had the
standard Fox muffler on. Any
suggestions?
Thanks,
Eugene Rizzardi
N. Tonawanda, New York
There isn't really anything wrong with
leaving the exhaust baffle in the exhaust
stack when installing a muffler as long as
you lock it in place so that It cannot

acid. Many synthetic oils are of acid
base also which doesn't help matters

even more -but may not get much flight
time during the year.
Metal alloys can be formed using a

ADHESIVE

1 own a Fox RC .25 engine which 1
guess was made previous to the muffler

rotate. It would be even more desirable

Several muffler manufacturers

rule, because it had a baffle plate in the

include baffle hole plugs with their

exhaust outlet! When 1 first put a muffler
on it, 1 left the plate in, when 1 got to the

mufflers. Semco and Murphy both do,
Although the plugs are available, few
hobby shops bother to stock them
individually. I suggest you write direct to
Semco or Murphy. If there are any other

field I found out it was a no-no. So the

plate was removed and the muffler
reinstalled. Well that left two holes and it

makes one heck of a mess, not to

muffler manufacturers out there offering

mention a lack of muffling! So how do I
plug up the holes? I do not have a lathe
to make up plugs. Are plugs for my
engine commercially available? If so,

baffle hole plugs, let us know.
When using the Du-Bro muffler you
want to start out using all of the plates

where?

My second question is: 1 lost my
muffler while flying, and purchased a
new Du-Bro Mufflaire. The instructions

say add a number of plates to give
proper back pressure and muffling.
Well how does one determine proper

supplied. If the noise level is too high for
your club rules, remove them one at a
time until the noise requirement is met.
Each time you remove a plate, you are
going to increase the back pressure,
increase operating temperature of the
engine, and experience an rpm loss. If
to page 174

CARL GOLDBERG
e

NEW

MAU9K n

SPAN 56

LENGTH 47"
AREA 558"SQ.IN.
WEIGHT 4y4T0 5V4LBS.
FOR .30 TO.40 ENGINES
and4-CHANNEL RADIO

The newly updated Skylark Mark H is a sharp, sport airplane with many new
features, strong construction, and great flight performance! If you want a funto-fly ship with pattern capability, here's why the Mark H is the one for you!

NEW

Wider and longer front end
for larger engines and tanks.

new

ing new snap-on hatch hold-

Complete hardware, Includ

new

metrical airfoil. Sufficient
thickness for retracts. Sim

plified wing "bolt-on" op
tion Illustrated.

downs, hinges, wing skids,
etc.

NEW

Stronger wing with newsym

new

Tapered ailerons, and full

Streamlined canopy, detail

molded cockpit, and large
decal sheet.

aileron hardware.

Heavy duty landing gear and

NEW

steerable nosegear.

NEW

Strengthened and simplified
fuselage construction.

NEW

Greatly Improvedplans, with
large, well-organized build
ing Illustrations.

Kit G2in 49^

For best service, see your dealer. U not available, write direct: add SOf per item ($1 outside U.S.I.

CARL GOLDBERG
4738 WEST CHICAGO AVE.«

AVAILABLE IN CANADA

MODELS I

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60651

c.

READ ABOUT THESE RESULTS With

MAGNUM
^ea/i Caul
RECENTLY, I WAS ASKED BY A FELLOW
CLUB MEMBER FOR SOME HELP. Sid Greenleaf was
flying a Sig Cadet with an OS35, but had never gotten a
complete flight because of engine problems. The engine felt

stiff to me, and after starting it with his well-known national
brand fuel, it wouldn't idle. From a moderate 2-cvcle, it
would flood out when the throttle was opened. I fiddled with
it for some time, and finally decided to fly the ship with the
engine nearly full throttle.

After take-off and flying out about 300 ft., and making a

180° turn, the engine quit as though it were lean. I brought
the plane in, restarted the engine, set the needle valve 5 clicks
richer, and took off. Again the engine quit the same way.
With Sid's permission, I drained his tank and filled it with

Magnum Power 10. We restarted the engine, set the needle
valve, and Sid noticed an immediate improvement. We now
had a good idle and good transition from low to high. I took
the plane off, got up to altitude, and handed Sid the trans

mitter. For the first time all summer, the engine ran fine for
a complete flight. After landing, Sid said that Magnum Power

had made a tremendous difference in the way his engine ran.
It was much freer and the first few minutes of running had

Dr. Allen Spievack with his tri-motor Stinson with 3 O.S. Wankels.

cleaned out all the varnish from the old fuel. Sid then made

many more flights, and his engine ran reliably from the beginning to the
end of the tank.

Another time. Dr. Alan Spievack asked me if it was true that engines
ran longer with Magnum Power. Alan flies a tri-motor Stinson with three

OS Wankels. He was getting only 8 or 9 minutes running time with his

He was extremely surprised to find he was getting well over 10 minutes
with Magnum Power. He now had plenty of time to complete his schedule
of running maneuvers. Alan went on to run tests with various airplanes
and engines, and found that everything that is said about Magnum Power
is true and then some.

fuel (also a well-known national brand). I gave him a gallon of Magnum

These two cases just confirm all the experiences I have had with this

Power 10, and he decided to run a test. Using a regular fuel, he flew an
more than with his old fuel, and picked up several hundred RPM as

fuel. In every case when Magnum Power was substituted for the previous
fuel, there was an immediate slight RPM increase, the engine ran longer
per tankful, and the exhaust was very cool and clean. There is no doubt
in my mind that Magnum Power fuel has something that none of the

measured with a tach. He then flew an entire flight again until the engines

other fuels has.

entire flight until the engines quit — rather daring with a scale job. He

then filled with Magnum Power, and restarted. He had to lean bis engines
quit. After landing, he could immediately touch the engines, which he
had not been able to do for several minutes with his old fuel, since they
ran hotter with it. He also noticed a black residue that had been cleaned

out by the Magnum Power, and now his exhaust was clear and clean.

l/ery tru/y yours,
CUSTOM MODEL PRODUCTS
John G. Smith

Brockton, Mass.

For the best performance your engine can deliver, ASK YOUR DEALER TO GET
AVAILABLE IN 5 BLENDS

'Magnum Power 5:

5% Nitro Methane. The best fuel obtainable for break-in,

control-line aerobatics, and sport flying. Good idle.

$3.50/Quart, $10.95/Gal.

' Magnum Power 10; 10% Nitro Methane. Finest extra-power all-around sport
and aerobatic fuel excellent idle.

$3.90/Quart.$11.95/Ga1.

■Magnum Power 15: 15% Nitro Methane. Excellent for 1/4 midget racing,
helicopters, and high performance pattern flying ■ excellent idle.
$4.15/Quart, Sl3.25/Gal.

Manufactured by

'Magnum Power 25: 25% Nitro Methane. Outstanding power for 1/2A, com

ALDRICH PRODUCTS, INC.

bat. and high performance pattern flying - excellent idle. $4.95/Ouart, $16.25/Gal.
'Magnum Power 50: 50% Nitro Methane. Super power wherever maximum

exclusively for
CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC.

engine performance is required.

S7.95/Quart. $27.95/Gal.

CARL GOLCBERC MODELS, IIMC
4738 West Chicago Avenue • Chicago Jllinois 60651
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE IN CANADA

SundQu Flier

KEN WiLLARD

Upon arrival at the scene of the
airplane crash, the rescue team

very cold and soggy Mark Griswold,

ello out there to all you Sunday

discovered that rescue from shore was

boat leaks, Frank."

Dum-Dums from the old Chief

impossible.
Captain Frank Castro, of the ground
crew, returned to headquarters in order

Afternoon ... March 24th, 1978.

It's Happy Dum-Dum Time!

Sunday Dum-Dum. It's time to

listen to some of the high priests of our

whose first words were, "your D__n
And that's how it was ... Good Friday

cult, and award the most devout

to obtain a rescue boat to enable the

(Reprinted from the Bridgeport Post,

practicing Dum-Dum his prize for being
so dumb. And, of course, having the
courage to admit it.
As a connoisseur of the art of being

team to reach the downed plane. By the
time Capt. Castro returned with the
boat, the aircraft had been blown out to

Saturday, March 25, 1978.)

dumb (and a practicing specialist as
well), I gotta tell you that this year's
contest really made It tough for me to
select a winner. Oh, there were some of

FIREMEN RESCUE MILFORD MAN

Bravely, Junior Officer Mark Griswold

Mark Griswold, of 52 Sylvan Court,
Milford, was rescued by firefighters

volunteered to man the rescue boat and

from Engine company 7 yesterday at

set off on his perilous voyage out to the
downed plane.
With minor difficulty, Griswold was

2:30 p.m. after the rubber raft he was

sea.

using to retrieve a model airplane

and finding you had left the wing, or fuel,

able to reach the plane and rescue both

was blown out into the waters of Long
Island Sound, off Seaside Park, by a

or maybe the needle valve for your
engine at home — but for sheer variety,
you fellows really outdid yourselves.
Here, in no particular order of
excellence (excellent dumbness?) are
some of the more outstanding

it and its valuable cargo of receiver,

strong wind and a change in the tide.

servos and engine. Those of us on shore

Griswold, wearing blanket, refused

were elated about the success of the

medical treatment.

the old regulars — like driving to the field

Dum-Dums. Let's begin with this thrilling
tale of derring-do submitted by Patricia

Dugay, secretary of the Connecticut
Balsa Bugs in Milford, Connecticut:
Dear Sir;
Enclosed is an article which I thought
you might be interested in and which I
would like to enter in your Dum-Dum

rescue operation.
But our problems were just

beginning, or rather Mark Griswold's

A great story, Patricia, and I'm sure all
the readers will enjoy it. However, you

were. The wind had definitely picked up
and the tide was still going out, as a
matter of fact, so was our rescue ship!

figure out who was the Dum-Dum. Was it

All attempts by Griswold to reach shore

for not checking it before putting out to

seemed to be of no avail. (Unknown to

sea? So — honorable mention to the

us on shore - he was fighting water in

entire group for an entertaining R/C

the boat caused by choppy seas and a
plane that threatened to leave the boat
with every stiff gust of wind).

adventure.

have to admit that it Is a bit difficult to

Frank, for having a leaky boat, or Mark,

From Niles, Michigan, "Wrong Way"
Ken Johnson writes:

After watching these futile attempts to

contest.

All the facts In the article are accurate,

butI have written the story with a degree
of literary license.
Be assured that everyone concerned
with the story have given their
permission to have this story told.
Enclosed also is the newspaper
clipping which appeared Saturday,
March 25th, in the Bridgeport Post.
Thank you for your consideration in

reach shore for over one hour, we finally
decided to call in some highly trained

Dear Ken,

specialists in sea rescue - The United
States Coast Guard. Unfortunately they

flies UlC and the other(3 years old,says
daddy's plane fall down go boom). Well

were on duty over one and one half

it seems I have this mother-in-law

hours away. No help there. Okay, so we

problem. My wife tells her mother how I
am doing flying the RIC models.

check on the Bridgeport Rescue Boatno help there either. The boat was still in
dry dock. Meanwhile, our man is still
bobbing around like a cork way out

there in Long Island Sound.

this matter.

Sincerely,
Patricia A. Dugay

It started out as a good day to get
some fresh air and get in a little flying at
the same time.

Everything was going well. Everyone
had had at least one successful flight
and it was Ray MacLean's turn for a
second flight. . . and then it happened
. . . disaster on MacLean Airways Flight
II. The plane was suddenly deadstick
over the Seaside Triangle!

Our only other hope is the Bridgeport
Fire Department. We have already seen

I am married and have two boys, one

(Stuffed one last week.) Well
mother-in-law says she would like to
see an RIC model fly as she has never
had the opportunity. So my handle

being "Wrong Way", I load up the brand

how great they are at rescuing downed

new Live Wire Jenny with a MRC 3
channel radio and slightly used .35

aircraft from trees, so we give them a

something or the other engine I

call.

purchased for a small amount. Just
didn't have enough dollars to buy that

They agree to help us and within
minutes are launching their rescue
boat, to go after our rescue boat, which
went out to rescue our downed aircraft!

The mission is successful. Man, boat

and plane are rescued without a hitch.
The rescue boat returned with one

wet boat, one destroyed plane, and one

new engine. Oh, yes, the wife and kids
get in and we drive 185 miles to
mother's place for the weekend.
Saturday afternoon looks real nice so
everyone heads for the flying site right
next to a senior high school. The shiny
new Jenny and the radio look just fine so
15

I fire up the .35 and take-off. At about

r

100 feet of altitude and a couple
hundred feet down the runway, the

INTRODUCING the Rolls Royce of Model
Engines. The most powerful and reliable

engine quits. Well old "Wrong Way"
stuffs full left and a touch of up to turn
around and land. I have done this quite
often, but "Old Wrong Way's"
mother-in-law says, "It's going to crash,
it's going to crash." I get to thinking

RC 60 In the world Is available now.

maybe it will so I ease off the controls

The NEW American

and the Jenny settles into a perfect

Fitzpctrick 60 ABC
Super Schnuerle

glide, right through a plate glass
window. Well, sure enough it crashed,
mother-in-law was right. So now if
anyone says, "Hey your wing just came

off." Isay, "that's all right, wedon'tneed
it anyway."

The super
engine

Your faithful reader,

"Wrong Way" Ken Johnson
Niles, Michigan

$15009

I've heard stories before about planes
going through windows; Ken's novel
twist is in the premonition of his

DIRECT ORDER

mother-in-law about the impending
crash. But not really too dumb on the
part of Ken — just pilot error.

i

Naturally, I received several letters
about flying models with wings held on
with rubber bands, but the modeler

forgot to put more than a couple on, with
the expected results. Now here's a
switch; Stan Winke Jr., of Streamwood,
STRONGEST top end power for competition and the serious Sunday sport flyer.
SIMPLICITY Best possible first engine for uncorripiicated - no tinkering
operation, yet more horsepower than any .80 size engine.

Dear Ken:

I have been flying for 5V2 years now.

BRUTE TORQUE for heavy or large Stand off and Precision Scale, Blpes,
Prototype Pattern.

POWERHOUSE for all Prop Drive Reduction Units and Helicopters,
ADVANCED ABC No breaking in required. Each engine tested for super quick
starting and out of the box performance.

DEPENDABLE CARB.Technical superiority for smooth idle and reliable midrange.
ULTRA PRECISION workmanship. Six years in design engineering development
and field testing. Tolerances to millionths for longest wear.

get up again without repair).
I've been flying a Little Stick for 4
years and I got mighty tired of messing
with rubber bands, so I decided to fix

years I had some mighty oil soaked

100% PARTS AVAILABILITY AND SERVICE shipped same day.

wood and I wasn't sure that the

Beautiful $25.00 silencer included.

threaded blocks would stay in the

DIRECT ORDER ONLY $3.00 shipping and handling. California residents
odd 6% sales tax.

fuselage, so once I finished the thing I
bolted the wing on and started to shake
it. Ishook it like mad for about4 seconds

FITZPATRICK ENGINES 7342 Fulton Avenue,

and then the wing snapped in two -not
evenly either, but the blocks held and
that's what I wanted to find out anyway.

North HollyNA/ood, California 91605
Checks or M.O. payable to SWISSCRAFT at obove address.
Completely manufactured in California, U.S.A.

STING

I'm no expert, but I get 'em up and get
'em down (sometimes they will actually

the thing for bolts. Well, Sir, after that 4

RELIABLILITY Each engine selectively custom hand fit and assembled.
FREE

Illinois, is a strong runnerup forthe honor
(?) of greatest Dum-Dum. Stan writes:

$89.95

V

J

CRICKET
$24.95

Now you might think that's dumb, but
it's not the dumbest thing I've ever done,
that honor goes to the fact that I'm
writing you this letter to try and tell the
world about it. Now that's dumb!

Sincerely (and embarrassingly),
Stan Winke Jr.

Streamwood, Illinois

Took a lot of courage to write that
letter, Stan. But read on.
I kinda like this one from Ron

40 SIZE SPORT PATTERN SHIP

features: Epoxy Fiberglass Fuse
lage, Foam Wing Cores with 1/64
Ply Skins, Hardware, Plans, Instr

T/2 PYLON RACER OR SPORT
features: Pre-Balsa Covered Foam

uctions. All parts pre-cut.

Detailed Plans and Instructions.
Easy Assembly. FAST,

Wing Span 53"—Area 560 Sq.in.
SEND STAMP FOR BROCHURE

MYERS AIRPLANE PRODUCTS

16

Wing, Complete Hardware Package,

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

j

3069 Galena Ave., Simi, CA 93065

Bergmann, who teaches at Bella Vista
High School in Fair Oaks, California.
Maybe not the greatest Dum-Dum, but
his approach to the logic of flight control
movements on the transmitter is, to say
the least, amusing and different. Here's
Ron's report;
to page 169

SooflnQ.AL KINDRICK

Similar to the San Francisco

sad note of this whole affair was that

Giants and the Los Angeles
Dodgers rivalry, the
North/South Challenge Meet was held

even with the pilot skill so evident at this
meet, they still had to be told to winch
down the lines. It's too bad that some

with the same fierceness and

winches had to be re-strung and
untangled which slowed the whole pace
because the winches were not properly

competitiveness as the two major
league ball clubs.

Visalla, mid-way between Los

manned.

Angeles and Sacramento, California,

Only one thermal passed through, but

was the chosen battlefield. Jack Alten
coached the North team while Chuck

that was okay — it lasted all day long. If
this is true to central California, it is a

Beeman led the South Challengers and

Confesf Director for the NorthlSouth

the whole prestlgeous affair was CD'd

Challenge, Tom Williams, discussing

wonder that anything not nailed down
should be above ground level. With the

by Tom Williams.

rules prior to start.

"stump lifter" air it could be seen that the

Upon arriving at the host field of the

marbles would be divided at the landing

Central Valley Fliers late Friday evening,
a few eager pilots were tuning up their

circle, and this is where most of the

sailplanes for the big event. Mark Smith
had graciously set up his winch so we

landing surface, the piiot muttering was
just as fast as the landings. I personally

could all get in, a few warm-up flights.

am in favor of the graceful airliner type

antics occurred. With the slippery

The evening air was heaven, no wind, no

approach but you could see that to be

clouds, no smog — just lift. I am glad
we took the time to look over the field

competitive in this contest you had to put
your tongue in your cheek and spike

because the landing area was

your landings.

something else.

A blow by blow tally was kept of the
team standings throughout the contest
and Saturday it was close all day; very

Many of you have read where airport
safety crews will spread foam over
runways whenever an approaching
aircraft has suspected landing gear
troubles: our landing circles were no
exception

mowed straw. A

few points separated the teams.
Scoring at the NIS meet was expertly
handled by Dave Peltz and Terry
Koplan. Kirk Hanson looking on.

sailplane, making a normal airliner

approach, would grease its way
completely through the circle. Lots of

Midway through Saturday's flying, a
full size 15 meter Nugget circled and
played In our lift for 45 minutes, staying
well outside and above our air space.
With the clear blue sky and the brilliant
sun on the highly polished white
sailplane, the pilots and spectators

times a pilot will see that his approach is
too fast so when his ship Is on the ground
he will dip a wing tip to attempt a ground
loop to stop his forward motion, no way

friend left, and before he wore out all the

did this scheme work; the straw was so

air, a large mulitcolored hot air manned

watched it with awe like it was the first

sailplane that has ever flown. After our

slippery that even with the wing tip

balloon floated to the west of our flying

dragging it still went forward.

site - - - a truly spectacular afternoon.
Three full rounds were completed

After our warm-up flights Friday
evening, we made our way into beautiful

Saturday with two to finish Sunday.
On Saturday night, a night flying
session was going at the camp ground

downtown Visalia for our evening meal.
The town "Pizzaree" was invaded by a
group of motley pilots consisting of Dave

To kill all rumors that Hi Johnson

Thornburg, Mark Smith, Leo and Kaye
Lake, Kirk Hanson, my son Keith, and

doesn't fly. Dave Thornburg is
launching Hi at the NIS meet.

next to the flying site. A two meter "Soar
Birdy" was outfitted with Cyalume

myself. This get together turned out to

Lights. The winch line parachute was
replaced by a light stick and the flying

be the highlight of the weekend. I don't

started. The night air was so calm and so

know what got the most belly laughs,

light that we hated to stop, but by 10:30

Dave Thorburg's stories and jokes or
Mark Smith trying to figure them out or

everyone was very tired.

Mark's episodes in the field of helicopter
flying. After two and a half hours of this

tom foolery, it was time to grab some Z's.
Saturday dawned bright, clear and

hot. Tom Williams and crew got things
going quickly. This event was all

pre-registered so the field of 114 pilots

was processed within 1/2 hour. The

Sunday morning was a Zerox of

rules and scoring were discussed and
flying started at 8:15 a.m.

Saturday. Flying started promptly at

Rick Pearson and Lee Renaud were

co-wlnch masters and kept the pace
going rapidly. Winches were plentiful

with Bill Mueller providing the necessary
12 volt jobs for the "Biggies '. The only

8:00 a.m. The lift was still there, but

much lighter. Rick and Lee kept the pace
very brisk and the 106 participating
pilots finished two rounds by 1:30 p.m.
Dave Thornburg was in the last flight
group and he dazzled the crowd with his
17

MEN TRAINER"40"
For lha aacond plane in your R.'C (lying program.

combined with Vh pound flying weight gives a wing

Model Engineering of NorwaiK hasOeaigned anddeveloped ina men intermediate Tiamei aO"

loading ol 20 ounces per stiuare foot

Tne MEN lour channel aileron tiamer can be slowed
to a taet walk tor landing, yet at (lying speed tl is

letrals. rolled ^ans. building instructions, complete
hardware package, pre-shapadwmg leading edgein

capable of (lying most of the AMA pattern

Model Engineering of Norwaik's THRU-CUT'd>a

cutting combined with "TRI-SQUAflE-LOC" con

The kit features THRU-CUT die cutting, quality ma-

spruce, dre cut spars m iite plywood, and pre-bent
landing gear wire Building lime tor the MEN INTER
MEDIATE TRAINER •40'IS 12-25 hours

struction in lite ply. balsa, and spruce make con
struction fast and simple.

TRI-SQUARE-l-OC enables us to bring lo you the

bast in lite plywood construction This method of
srtuanng.straightening,and holding parts m relation
to one anothei revoiutioniies construction >n lite
plywood

The inherent strength of tite ptywood eonslruclton
provides durability and lasting performance.

The MEN INT6RMEOIAT6 TRAINER "SO' IS de

signed for four cnannel radio control operation with
.35 to .45 model engines. The S3 inch wing span

Now Available: TiM Man Trainer "40" Wing

and SubllUer Kit. List Price $31,95

M.EN.
m
MoM Engineering of Norwalk
54 Chestnut Hill • Norweik. Connecticut 06851

DEALER AMOOlSTRIBUTOn INOUIRlES INVITED

THE M.E.N. TRAINER NOW WITH "THRU-CUT'AND

Engine Size .15-25

"TRI-SQUARE-LOC'CONSTRUCTION
The M.E.N. TRAINER was specifically designed lor the

absolute beginner in Radio-Conliol flying. II is by far the
best trainer available on the market today. Over five years

of extensive design engineering and development have led
to its proven success. Its unique design,construction and
flighl characteristics makesyour inlroduclxinto R/C flying
an enjoyable experience. Even seasoned flyers have found

the M.E.N. TRAINER a truly exciting and relaxing plane to
tly. The M.E.N. TRAINER enables you to learn radio-con
trol flying with minimum supervision and flight training
time. IIS slow llight and ease of command virtually allows

hands-olt control, while its distinctive, size and shape as
sure you maximum visibility and ease In recognition of
^ane attitude when flying beyond normal ranges. Begin

struction—instruction" flying booklet to help the beginner
in R/C - Sturdy Plywood-Spruce-Baisa construclion wilhstanSs beginner abuse - For those first landings...the
M E N Trainer will virtually land itself with little input re
quired from the beginner pifol.

M.E.N. KIT:"THRU-CUT 'diecuttmg combined with "TRtSOUARE-LOC" construction in lite ply. balsa, and
spruce make conslrucfion fast and simt^e Pre-lormed landing gear and brace. Wrapping
wire Included - Easy to follow plans and instruc

tions including a Monokote cutting guide far the most
economical use ol covering material - Generous hard
ware package included witn each kit - Quick building—
Approximately 12-25 Hours.

ner...or seasoned pilot. Choose Ihe M.E.N. TRAINER and

see what flying R/C is ail about.
FEATURES:Under-cambered wing with ample dihedral for
slow, stable flighl. The M.E.N. Trainer flys S-10 M.P.H. •
Trainer will recover hands-ofi from any attitude in 100 leet

or less ol allilude loss when properly Irlmmed-ailows be
ginner lo re-orientate nimseil • 3% lb. Flying weight with

M.E.N.

average radio-control sets. 13 oz./sq. It. Wing Loading •

Model Engineering of Norwalk

Uses .15-.25 engine for fuel economy > Large, roomy fuse
lage for ease of radio installation...old or new - New "con

54 Chestnut Hill • Norwalk. Conneciicul 06851

DEALER AND DiSTRiBUtOR i\OJiRiES iNViTgD

"Bird of Time" sailplane maxing out at
car-top altitude. One more item before
we get to the results. Each pilot was

officially timed by a member of the
opposite team and you could have an
assistant or timer if you so desired. Each
contestant was challenged by a member
of the opposite team and every heat was
flown man on man.
Contest Rules

The total contestants who participated
In the challenge was 106 (54 for the
south, 52 for the north). Contest results
were broken down by Landing,
Precision, Duration and Overall.

Duration:

1. D. Edburg

contest a very memorable affair.
★ ★ ★

2. G. Auman Jr.
3. K. Kindrick
4. F. Weaver

5 B. Nibley
8. J. Yee
7. D. Tatum
8. 0. Fredricks

9. S. George
10. R. Buxton
11. A. Kindrick
Overall:

1. 8. Nibley

Landing:
1. B. Nibley

2. G. Auman Jr.
3. J. Newman
4. 8. Thacker

2. J. Lowe

5. 0. Thornburg

Jimmy Ealy IH, his smiles, his sailplane
and his awards. 9 years old, look out

Sailpianers, here comes a winner.

3. D. Thornburg

6. D. Fredricks

4. C. Nikkei

7. D. Tatum

5- S. Whitney

8. K. Kindrick

6. J. Newman
7. B. Thacker
8. S. Condon
9. B. Gerbin
10. D. Fredricks
11. P. Harris
Precision:
1. G. Noritake
2. B. Thacker
3. F. Weaver
4. G. Auman Jr.
5. B. Button
6. R. Clarke

9. M. Reagan
10. B. Nelson

Place because in both instances the
scores were all tied from the Sixth

Jim Eaiy Jr. of Pottstown,
Pennsylvania, proudly sends in a picture
of his son, Jim Eaiy III, with ail of his
trophies. He soloed with a Hobie Hawk
when he was five years old and was
eight years old during this past season.
He has several legs on Level Three for
LSF and placed 13th and 14th in

through the Eleventh Places.

Standard and Unlimited, He won the

The South flyers were victorious and
ail of them were awarded a printed Tee

Shirt stating they had participated on the
winning team.

The standings for landing and
duration were listed out lo the Eleventh

7. F. Leppla

involved; winches supplied by
individuals and soaring clubs; field

8. L. Kramer
9. R. Norwood

preparation and the scoring chores. All

Cpen Class at the Canadian Nats.
Besides flying and starting to build
some simple scale ships, he helps with
his father's line of soaring products,

of these necessary duties made the

to page 168
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Many thanks to ail of the workers

"MATCHED FINISH SYSTEM"

is a complete correlated finish system providing aii the ingredients
required to cover, repair, seal, prime and paint your modei plane, car, or boat.
K&B FIBERGLASS — for covering

K&B Micro-Balloons FILLER —

The highest quality, toughest weave fiberglass

Ideal for use on car bodies or boat hulls.

available. Excellent contouring qualities make it
ideal for applying to compound curves. Created

Perfect for fillets, filling in dings or dents, or
repairing damage. Mixed with K&B "MFS"
Resin, it sands to a beautiful, smooth, strong

specifically for use with polyester or epoxy resin,
Available in 3 weights - 38" wide - LIGHT % OZ.
CLOTH. For ail wood airplanes — cover 100%.

hard finish.
2.45 OZ. CARTON

MEDIUM 2 OZ. CLOTH. For Increasing structural strength
around fillets, nose, or interior of plane.

HEAVY 6 OZ. CLOTH. For joining wings or molding your
own parts.

K&B PRIMER
K&B PRIMER CATALYST

K&B SUPER POXY RESIN —

The last step before painting.

for sealing and applying glass cloth.
SUPER POXY
"MtrcHEii FnisHSTSicir

Used with K&B Fiberglass, as part of the "MFS" it is easily
workable and requires a minimum of sanding. Little, If any
clogging of sandpaper. Curing time adjusted by the

Super poxy
'fKs- vt5T(«

prime\

amount of catalyst. Durable, does not become brittle.

K&B Primer may be brushed on or
sprayed. Fills every crack, sands
extremely extremely easily to a
smooth, smooth finish.
PtNTS only

1 QT. CAN (including catalyst)

K&B MEASURING CUPS

Twenty-four one ounce, unbreakable plastic cups
with unlimited uses. Epoxy resin and most model
and craft cements will not adhere. Ideal

Jor mixing or measuring small amounts
of Paint, Filler, Resin, Primer, etc.
Each cup accurately graduated with
mlllillters and fluid ounces.
24 TO CARTON

Super poxy
"'^'^TCHEO finish SYSTEM"

paint

AND IT GIVES YOU A CHOICE

SPRAY or BRUSH/SATIN or GLOSS in 33 COLORS
For that final step in the K&B "MATCHED FINISH SYSTEM" Super
Poxy Paint is unequalled in quality. Its super high gloss LASTS
LONGER and is LEAST AFFECTED by ultra-violet rays or manufac
tured fuels. A development of the space age, it is formulated
exclusively for models... MIX and USE, NO WAITING TIME! NO
HAND RUBBING! Easy to apply and most durable, it Is the utilimate in model paint.

11 BASIC COLORS

Red • Blue • Yellow • Orange • White • Black • Aluminum •

Metallic Green • Metallic Blue • Metallic Red • K&B Purple • Clear
All above packed in Va Pt. or Vz Pt. cans

plus 22 ADDITIONAL COLORS by mixing—see color chart at^our dealer
CATALYSTS

• SPRAYING — Satin or Gloss — Va Pt. or V2 PI.

• THINNER

For use with K&B SUPER

• BRUSHING —Satin or Gloss — Va Pt. or V2 Pt. POXY — Pints or Quarts

Only the K & B "Matched Finish

System" offers correlated top
quality products and ease of
application each step of the way.
And beautiful results...

you can see them!

K&B MANUFACTURING

12152 WOODRUFF AVE., DOWNEY, CA. 90241

EMPIRE MODELS
MIDWEST

For That Super-Smooth

DeepVee21 1313

29.95

'NEVir*AtlasVanLinesU-1

33.25

•NEW* Hot Shot 21

Glass Kit

Finish, Use This
PAASCHE H-5 AIRBRUSH

47.25

only J3395

Q-Tee

20.09

Square Soar

22.75

Gere Sport
Questor

36.55
31.95

Aquila St
Olympic II

63.95
45.75

Acro-star

62.49

BRIO!
T-10 Trainer

T-20 Trainer
RCM Trainer 40
ROM Trainer 60
RCM 15-500

RCM Sportster
Super Kaos 40
Super Kaos 60

129Cardlnal Squire

57.49
49.75

19VR/C
15IVR/C
,29BIVR/C

27.20
23.60
25.19

131 Pitts Special

71.75

Fiberglass
ProbarSail Unit

136.95

Dirty Birdy 40

44.25

P-51 Mustang
Quickest 500
RCM BaslcTrainer

97.49
97.49
29.95
29.95

Dirty Birdy

63.75

T-6 Texan

18.23

23.63

2190019 R/C
2250025R/C
13500 35Stunt
1360036
13700 36 BB Combat
23600 36 R/C
24500 45 R/C Schn

21.60
21.60
17.55
17.55
30.38
23.63
35.10

Kadet

27.68

2609960BBEagleR/C

43.88

Kougar

35.60

27800 78 88 R/C

65.46

Komander
Citabra

30.50
45.94

Fox Tanks Wheels All in Stock

Chipmunk R/C

47.52

Mufflers 25% Off List

j.3Cub

30.50

Clipped Wing Cub

30.50

Smith Mini Plane
Doublerll

39.60
19.80

Super Sport
Liberty Sport
Sig Minow

15.84
50.50
22.18

Cessna 150

55.44

Mustang Stunter U/C

22.16

•NEW* AXIFLO
Ducted Fan
•NEW* Easy Flyer
50 Trainer
Heinkel He-162

Ranger 42 ARF

17.95

Falcon 56II
Sr. Falcon

29.95
41.95
8.95
26.20
9.72
41.95

SIG

SOAR CRAFT

Magnum 12
Glasflugel604

84.95
92.50

66.75

MIn Fledgling

16.49
12.75

Fledgeling

31.49

Corsair F4U

23.75

8600 5.8CC FF Racing
8380 3.5CC R/C
8382 3.5 cc Outboard

72.95

North Wind 40/60 Mono

son 40 R/C

42.25

Lil Lightning 21 O.B.

36.75

8360 40 R/C Pump

60.49

Bushwhacker 20 Hydro

82.50

Lil Norlhwind 20 Mono

42.75

6525 61 R/C

57.49
74.25
66.40
40.95

35.95

Current List
DUMAS Scale
PT-109

26.50

Coast Guard Lifeboat
Tuna Clipper

37.90
28.50

6535 61 R/C Pumper
8500 4.9CC U/C
8550 3.25CC U/C

31.25

Coast Guard 40' Utility

51.95
30.50

Travel Air
Air Scout

59.95

Dauntless

43.20

STEVE MUCK

LANIER

DUMAS Hydro & Deep Vee
7.65

Hot Shot Tunnel Hull

27.00
20.95

Comet II
Transit
Cessna
Pinto

U-76 Hydro

34.95

Jester II

Pay 'n Pak

36.95

Rebel Bipe

DV-20CF Deep Vee 20

DUMAS Sail Boats
HobieCat
AlcortSun Fish
30 Star Class

45 Star Class

Bingo 50/800 Fiberglass
219 Lightning

Competition Fiberglass

7.75
13.75
33.75

DV-40CF Deep Vee 40

79.00

DV-60CF Deep Vee 60

160.00
14.25

Competition Fitjerglass
Competition Fitjerglass
DV-10 Mahogany

64.95
69.50
7.85

Bushwacker w/o access
Wanderer

J-3CubARF

23.65

EyeSoarGlider
Spitfire ARF

12.80
23.60

7'Citabria
A7-A Corsair II

84.49
20.25

Baby Turkey

12.12

43.95
33.30
34.85

34.85

P-51 Mustang

44.75

55.15
74.75

P-40Warhawk
P-39Alrcobra

44.75
44.75

P-47 Thunderbolt

59.75

SES-A
School Master
School Girl

44.75
11.25
10.25

TOP FLIGHT MODELS

50.95

MARKS MODELS
Windward 72
Windfree99

25.80
35.25

35.25

School Boy

15.69

•NEW* Freshmanlrainer

GOV.SURPLUS 1.25 VOLT
2AMH WET NI-CADS

6.75
34.95

WHITE SILK 36"

Perfect for engine starting

Want anything you don't see — cafi us!

reg.$3.95 SPECIAL® 1'-

CALL (602) 881-1257 FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS.

WIDE $2^® per yard-

DEPT. A EMPIRE MODELS/P.0. BOX 42287/TUCSON, ARIZONA/85733
POSTAGE AND HANDLING and insurance orders up to $5.00 add .95; $5.01 to (a) C.O.D. within 48 continental states only
Please add $3.00.
$10 00 add $1.50- $10.01 to $20.00 add $1.95; $20.01 to $30.00 add $2.50; $30.01
to $40 00 add $2 95' $40.01 to $50.00 add $3.50; $50.01 to $60.00 add $3.95: over (b) Outside 48 Continental Slates add $10.00 for actual

postage and l^andiing, excess will be relunded.
$60.01 add $4.50. Send money order or certified check for fast service. APO's
Arizona residents add 4% sales tax.
welcome Export welcome. Prices subject to change, some quantities limited. Note:
some of the larger fiberglass kits are sent freight collect best way available. Reserve (c) BankAmericard/Visaand Maslercharge welcome.
the right to clear checks.

44.95

SUREFL1TE MODELS

39.95

RC-4 WACO F-3

32.40

Puddle Jumper

Little Shelley Foss
Shelley Foss

RC-3 FW190

Launch System
STERLING MODELS

33.75

Dumas Hardware 25% Off

AVL-1 Atlas Van Lines

72.90
64.80
42.76

41.75
21.95
25.65
69.65
48.50

7861 35 R/C

AVL-40 Atlas Van Lines 40

105.30
81.00

Diamant
Libelle
Centurion II

8450 3.5 F Rotor
7860 35 Plain Bearing

59.95

69.95
69.95
69.95

60.75
53.95

180.00

59.95

RC-2 T-28 B

33.08

26.95

Barnstormer

DAVE PLATT

10.25
13.95
17.25
17.25

6711 19
671219 R/C

Super Fli

.CONCEPT MODELS

32.95

215 Magician 15
235 Magician 35
235 King Cobra 35
237 Mustang 35

163.95

52.49

Shrike Commander

27.95

•NEW* Love Machine

FOX ENGINES
1160015Schn

K&B

East Coast 12 Meter

134Attacker

2160015 SchnR/C

HUGHEY BOATS

29.95
29.95
39.31

27.95

130 Strike Master

20 Rigger
40 Rigger
19 Hydro

Etchells 50/800

21.95

128 Sweet Stik

31.20

Skylark 56
Jr. Skylark
Skylane62

44.95

22.25
21.95

126SuperChipmunk

67.49

Jr. Falcon

16.75
29.95
37.49

122DasLIIStlk
125CessnaCardinal

35BIIIR/C

GOLDBERG
AIRTRONICS

21.50
15.49

60BII1BBR/C

ENYA

On Your Favorite Model!

106 Tri Squire
109 Lil TrI Squire

BUD NOSENS P-51
102" $129®9

THE FRESHMEN
TRAINER R/C M

reg. 44.95
SALE

3195

MIDWEST

LOVE MACHINE

$3295

Quadra

Engine
$11075

C.G. FALCON 561!

TOP FLITE

SALE PRICE

P-40

$2995

$4475
HOUSE of BALSA

PITTS SPECIAL 29-40

I

$54.75

COX SPORTAVIA
Reg. $69.95

EMPIRE $5945

K & B .61 R/C

DUMAS DAUNTLESS

CAT. No.6535

$43.20

with Perry Pump/

Regulator $7425

LANIER COMET

$4395

SPECIAL
LIMITED QUANTITY
SUPER TIGER X-15 V.I. R/C 44.50
SUPER TIGER X-40
56.60

SUPER KAOS .40
WING SPAN 52"

Includes wedge rudder water pick
up drive cable .150, TFE cable
housing, TFE bearing, shaft
and jam nuts, mounting brackets
good for 19-40

$3031

LIL SWAMP BUGGY
WITH COX BABY BEE
049 ENGINE

COX 6 VOLT

DC CHARGER

Hydro or Mono

swamp buggy. For free running or
radio control. All birch plywood

115 Volt 500 mil amp
Perfect forchargingO volt wet batt
only
We sell 1.25 volt 2 amh nleads,
make your own 6 volt batt pack-

and mahogany. 18" Long—7-V<"

perfect for operating Oumas6 voll

LL SWAMP BUGGY

COMPLETE

LOW PRICE

50% OFF

ROAD RUNNER MARINE
OUT DRIVE UNIT

EMPIRES

50%

WtH COX BABY BEE 049 ENGN

A rugged Florida Everglades

Wide. For .049 engine. Kit AB-3.
23.00
value ^11

$1.95

$4.95

SEND FOR 1978 R/C CATALOG $1.50
REFUNDED ON 1ST ORDER OVER $10.00

SCHUCO
5 cells

WET BATT CHARGER

1.5V./4.8at100MILAMPS.

.95perft.

.1,86 cable for

40-61 engines
.130cable
TFE Tubing for

1.50 per ft.
I.OOperft.

.186cable
I.IOperft.
Many other available items. Call.

Want anything you don't see—call us!

EMHRE MODELS
DEPT. A

1.00per(t.

.130cable

TFE tubing for

$8.95

per cell

$498

*33.50

.ISOcable

CALL(602)881-1257
FOR

P.O. BOX 42287/TUCSON, ARIZONA 85733 IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

ScQle Vieujs- CLAUDE McCULLOUGH

SCALE SPOTLIGHT

looks like a good way to get some extra

points, although if a muffler is exposed,
no penalty can be given. Also, if a muffler

llilnii

is only concealed but not exiting through
the scale locations, my opinion would be
that it would not be eligible for any extra
consideration. This would be the same

as deducting points from other entrants
who had exposed muffiers.

down to fairiy diminutive measurements,

SMALL STUFF

Nothing gives a model the final touch
of authenticity like the reproduction of
the rivets, screws and bolts used on the
full sized prototype. While they can be
simulated with glue dots and other
imitation methods, for perfect uniformity
these tiny items are best done with

there are even smaller versions made.

J.I. Morris,394 Elm Street, Southbridge,
Mass.01550, has the same head styles
in 0000-160 and 000-120. These are so

incredibly tiny that it would be hard to get

a good picture without a microscope!
However, they look exactly like those in
to page 24

miniature hardware. There are a

surprising number and variety of
precisely made products of this nature
available that are of interest to the scale
modeler.

Photo 1 shows some typical miniature
screws. From the left, the thread sizes

enry Haffke (Vineland, N.J.) is
known for his scale copies of

famous racing aircraft. His
Benny Howard "Ike" has been a steady
winner in both static and flying contests,
as can be seen by the hardware
collection in the photo. Flying qualities
are exceiient and it will do about any

aerobatic maneuver. Henry has all of the
stunts he performs in a contest,
documented as authentic by Harold
Neumann, who flew the real racer in the
National Air Races and owned it for a
while. Neumann is still active and I've

shown are 1-72, 0-80, and 00-90 in
round, flat, hex and fillister head styles.
These come in 1/8", 1/4' and 1/2"
lengths and are brass. All sizes have
matching hex nuts and washers when
needed. On the right hand end of the row
is a sample round head stainless steel
self-tapping screw in 00 size. They are
available in 1/8",3/16" and 1/4" lengths.
All of these items are carried in the Sig
catalog, The black screws, second from
the right, is a 0 x 3/8" wood screw(made
from steel) and is from Perfect Hardware
Pkg. No. 101, stocked at many hobby
shops.
While the sizes shown in Photo 1 get

seen him perform many times at Antique
Airplane Association Fly-Ins with a white
Monocoupe.The "Ike" model is light and

I

Midget tools of the detailing trade;
Morris E-Z tap and die set, E-Z socket
wrenches, X-Acto 6412 Carbon Drill
Stand Set with bits from No.80 to No.

61,jeweler's screwdrivers.

DIMENSIONS OF MINIATURE SCREWS AND NUTS

makes a long, flat landing approach. It
looks, from the profile, like this is one

1

THREAD SIZE

0000-160

HEAD

BODY DIAMETER

scale design that wouldn't need any lead

.021

000-120
.034

00-90

0-80

1-72

.047

.060

.073

3/32"

ACROSS FLATS

3/64"

5/64"

5/64"

The ship is built entirely from tjalsa,

HEAD HEIGHTH

.025

.033

.042

.042

covered with Super Coverite and
painted with Randolph dope. Surface
detail includes rivets, rib stitching, and
pinked rib tape. Scale hinging was used

HEAD DIAMETER

.038

.059

.085

.106

.130

HEAD HEIGHTH

.019

.028

.041

.047

.055

HEAD DIAMETER

In the nose to get it balanced properly.

ROUND

actuating rods are concealed. The
muffler is completely enclosed and the

FILLISTER

exhaust exits through the scale exhaust
stacks. Since mufflers are now required
on all scale competition models, this

NUT

.055

,040

.061

.089

.108

.136

HEAD HEIGHTH

.011

.016

.024

.035

.043

HEAD DIAMETER

.035

.056

.078

.091

.111

HEAD HEIGHT

.019

.031

.043

.051

.062

5/64"

5/64"

FLAT

on the control surfaces and all horns and

22

7/64"

HEX

ACROSS FLATS

3/64"

THICKNESS

.025

.033

.040

3/32"
.048

7/64"
.063

>

ropR

'/

/;

•j
a

/,/f

in props

/

h'tj

sihe world's really big name in
Jrops, Top Flite has the right size

jfor every kind of flying. From free
light to today's really big R/C birds,
)ach Top Flite prop is precision

"machined from only the finest straight

^grain,rock hard maple wood with a high
luster fuel-proof finish. Expertly designed
and accurately balanced to deliver max-

li^ljmum thrust, a Top Flite prop is the perfect
/ /

companion for the plane you're now flying, as
;Well as that newest design still on the workbench. Regardless of the diameter and pitch you
choose, our rock hard maple not only reduces
r.-Vibration, splintering, and nicking, but also allows
you to tighten your prop securely.

^'^^Top Flite has a complete line of props for free flight,
control line, slow and fast combat, speed, R/C Racing,
R/C Sport Scale, R/C Scale, and R/C Pattern . . . ask for

f-'iSuper M Top Flite and Power Prop designs, Pylon, Speed and
'Nylon props.

Quality, selection, and lowest price without sacrificing perform•^

i 'i 'i"
■' "S\ i

tce . . . more good reasons why Top Flite continues to be the
:L

of champions.

Introducing Large Diameter Props

/=ZJ^

16"

4

6
6

18"

8

10

r Flite Models, Inc.

n N. Narragansett Avenue
cago. Illinois 60639

6
20"

8
10

f

Before beginning installation of rivets,

SCALE VIEWS

the wood should be covered and/or filled

up to the point of the last couple of color

from page 22

FUEL OF CHAMPIONS
Nobody Does It Better

Nobody Does It Cheaper

Manufacturer of high quality fuel
at the lowest possible prices.

Used By National Champions
RHETT MILLER

DAVEPEARCE

RED-MAX
%
Nitro

One
Gsl.

Photo i, they are just smaller. An

pencil dot. Punch an undersized hole in

accompanying table of sizes will give
you a good idea of what size screw will
come out right in the scale at which you

the sheeting with a pin or needle and

are wbrking,

thick most of the time. It is worthwhile to

push the rivet into the wood. Since they
will only be going into wood 1/8" or so

To facilitate use of this hardware In the

shorten them. I use a fine tipped pair of

best way, a set of taps and dies are
needed. This will allow holding parts and
assemblies together in exact scale
fashion, by threading them to take the

jaws. You soon develop a knack for
cutting the rivet shank off, gripping the

appropriate screws or nuts. Operating
landing gear scissors, opening hatches,
removable panels and cowl retaining

fast, but you'll find it will take longer to

needle nose pliers with Integral cutting

remainder in the needle nose and

Inserting them. It sounds slow and It isn't
plot the pencil dot locations onto the

fasteners in correct locations are a few

model from pictures than it will to add the

of the possibilities. 12" brass rods in 00

rivets. And It is a fine way to unwind from
a hectic day at the office.

(.046"),0(.059"), 1 (.072")and 2(.085")

I've used a lot of these rivets and soon

Five

55 Gal.

Gal.

Drum

$158 FOB
$188 FOB
$216 FOB

are available (Sig) when a project calls
for threaded shafts. Or you can get fully
threaded rods from 0000-160 on up to
2-56 (Morris).
Photo 3 shows three types of rivets
that are valuable for this important

$274 FOB

effect. At top left, is a copper rivet, 1/32"

or enamel, a little cap is formed over

flat head x 5/32" long, in the center

each rivet. It is sufficient to hold the rivet

group, aluminum rivets, 1/32" round
head x 5/16" long. On the right is a round

in the wood, even though the finish may
not be sticking to the rivet head all that
well. To get one out. It Is necessary to cut

5%

$ 6.20

10%

$ 7.70

$28
$32

15%

$ 8.70
$11.20

$36
$45

25%

coats. Mark the locations of rivets with a

Castor Available Same Price
55 Gal. Drum

FOB Charlotte, N.C.
SPECIAL

Ten 5 gallon cans of 10'/r Red Max
$200.00
FOB Cfiarlotte. N.C.
—or—

We can brew to your specifications.
FALL SPECIAL
ICQ Gallons in

one gallon bottles
$480 delivered in USA

head copper rivet, 1/32" x 5/32". The
copper rivets are most useful when

actual mechanical hammered riveting is

gluing makes a real mess with plenty of
wiping up required. When the final color
coats are applied, be they dope, epoxy

around the head base with a razor blade.

I've seldom, if ever, had one come out of

indicated, or when soldering of parts will

balsa wood. This doesn't hold true when

be done. For the usual metal panel
riveting reproduction, aluminum rivets
are best and lighter as well,something to
consider when using several thousand

they are inserted In a plastic or fiberglass

on one model.

of Eppxollte or epoxy glue over the line

cowl since the finish does not seem to

get such a good grip. In this case, I bend
them over on the inside and put a seam
of rivets.

In hammering these rivets to pean the

RED MAX 10%
P.O. Box 240066

found that it is not necessary to glue
them in the holes — luckily, since

I

i

back, a bucking tool should be made to
protect the round head from being

Pressley Park Charlotte, N.C. 28224

deformed. Grind a hole with a Dremel

(704) 523-5441

tool engraving cutter No. 105 in the

/\

Mail Orders add S1.50 for handling
in Cont. USA for check or M.O.

a

Q

C.O.D. add additional $1.00

the head will be pushed away from the

(Not applicable to Drum Fuel)
N. C. orders—Add

4% Sales Tax

...CALL TODAY...

metal, shaped like the head of the rivet.
Don't get the hole too deep, leave it
shallower than the helghth of the head or
surface by the hammering on the other

Below the Sig rivets(described in the

side. Use of the rivets in this fashion is

text) are some miniature hex nuts.

limited by the necessity for access to the

From the ieft: 1-72,0-80 and 00-90.

inside, but it is helpful in making small
sub-assemblies or fastening them to

larger parts of the model.
Photo 5 is a brand new item that

CUSTOM TUNED ENGINES

should find a ready market. These

COMPETmON ACCESSORIES

injection molded plastic rivets were

(Cox .049/.051 Specialists)

to page 26

For catalog, send 13C stamp to:

Kustom Kraltsmanship (catalog)
Box 2699, Laguna Hills. OA 926S3
(714) 830-5162

FAMOUS BRITISH DIESELS
D/C

P.A.W.

M/E

✩ ☆NEWi!r ✩

rudder hinge in upper left, made with

No! Not Seattle Slew's curry comb,
but a "tree" of 50 tiny injection
molded plastic rivets from England's

a 00-90 hex head miniature bolt

Mick Charles Models.

Rivets are held in by the paint, gluing
is not necessary. Note the scale

CATALOG-DIESEL HANDBOOK
$2.00 pp.

HOBBY HIDEAWAY delavan,ill,617;!4

24

^ORAMGE coa^t
iUac H iRatiio

LEISURE ELECTRONICS
RESISTOR CAR WITHOUT RADIO -6 CELL

Choose from Alfa, Vette or Porsche Body Style
Reg. $99.95

$79.98

PROBABLY AMERICA'S
BEST RADIO VALUE!
5 Channel

4 Servo

Al l Nicad

List $259.95

CALL FOR OUR
SPECIAL PRICE

ASSOCIATED
RC100

RC200

Llst$125

Plus K&B ,21
Plus Car Muffler

Retail Value Over $230

$99.98

ALL FOR ONLY $189.88

AQUILA

+AUDi

GLASS FUSELAGE

COMPLETE FOAM

LISTS29.95

WING KIT

$19.95

$29.95

Dumas Fiberglass
"HOT SHOT"
with K&B 3.5 Outboard

QUADRA

Total Retail Value $167.45

SALE $109.88

Join the

■ , 2CU. IN. FORTHOSEBIG

1^ BIRDS — Retail $149.95
$108.88

Helicopter
Revolution
VECO 19 R/C

REVOLUTION
REVOLUTION
HELIBOY

$'35

K&B 35 R/C
2i
K&B 3.5 R/C-muffler
47
KSB 3.5 Marine-muffler 48

K&B 3.5 Outboard
K&B
KSB
K&B
K&B

40
40
61
61

R/C
Pump
R/C-muffler
Pump-muffler

CALL OR WRITE ORANGE COAST HOBBIES FOR PRICES

ORAfNCE COAST HOBBIES
149 76 BROokhuRST ST...WcsTMiM^T(R, CaIiF. 92687

714)879-8844
TO ORDER SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHARGE CARD NUMBER & EXPIRATION DATE
CALIF. RESIDENTS AOO 6% SALES TAX - C.O.D. ADO $1 00

SHIPPING CHARGES:11.50 CONTINENTAL U.S.; J2.75 OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL U.S.(AK. HI, APO, FPO. CANADA)
LARGE KITS, HEAVY BOXES ADD ADDITIONAL Jt.00

HB 12 R/C-muffler

$28.95

HB 15 R/C-muffler

31.95

HB 20 R/C-muffler
HB 25 R/C-muffler
HB 40 R/C

40.95

HB 40 POP

60.98

HB 61 R/C

74.95

HB 61 POP

HB 25 Marine-muffler
HB 40 POP Marine
HB 61 POP Marine

36.95

50.95

.95
50.95
74.95
97.95

4620 Crandell-Lanesville Road

MUT0HLiR;§ HQBBIM
15-500

P51 D (glass)
Lockheed Sirus (glass)

Chipmunk (glass)
Shrike (glass)
-CASS ENG.Pulsar Bipe

26.95
95.95
95.95
82.95
126.95
77.95

-CONCEPT MODELS-ACE R/C11.95

Alptia
Ace High
Upstart II

11.95
10.95
14.94
11.95
17.95

All Star
Mach None
Stirike

Guppy

5.95

GLH II (balsa wing]
GLH II (Foam wing)

11.95
10.95
2.95
19.95
11.95
6.95
11.95
2.07

Uttliest Stick

Super Pacer
Pacer
Dick's Dream
Whizard

Foam Wings
-AIRTRONICSGere Sport

25.95

Questor

23.95

Super Questor

26.95
36.95
23.95
35.95
59.95
17.95
15.95
34.95
47.95

Cessna Centurlan ARF
Cadet 62
New Era III

Aero Star

Square Soar
Q-tee
Olympic II
Aqullla
-A-JUSTO JIGFull House(wlngStfuse)
•ANDREWSAeromaster

Big H Ray
Sportsmaster
-ASTRO FLIGHTASW IS
ASW 17

Super Monteray
Super Mallbu
VrA Mini Starter

Gel Cell Charger
-BRIDI-

52.95
29.95
45.95
35.95
54.95
30.95
23.95
13.95
6.36

AT 6 Texan

95.95

Dirty Birdy (glass)

84.95

Dirty Birdy 60(wood)

54.95

Dirty Birdy 40(wood) 38.95
Basic
RCM
RCM
RCM
RCM

Trainer
Trainer
Trainer
Trainer
Trainer

10
20
40
60

Quicklest 200
Qulcklest SOO
Super Kaos 40
Super Kaos 60
Kaos

Sportster
Tweedy Bird
Compass Cope
Sun Fll 4-20

24.95
19.95
24.95
36.95

42.95
18.95
29.95

36.95
47.95
43.95
24.95
29.95
32.95
21.95

59.95

Cosmic Wind (V4 size)

95.95
13.95
66.95
89.95

Waco
UFO

COVERITE;

FiTiTi'tiVlr"
Skooter II

21.95

Skooter II (racing)

21.95
21.95

EZ Trainer

CZ sport
STRICK'S:

21.95

Cox Flight Power qts.

Chipmunk
B-24 Liberator
Super Buckaneer

4.17
4.77

Waco

Duellist 2/40

7.95

-ROYALPitts S2
Douglas C-47

66.95
92.95

74.95

Staggerwing beaehcraft

75.95

B-2S
Bieriot
Focke Wolf 190

75.95
45.95
66.95
70.95
62.95

Super Coverite

4.89

Siikspun Coverite
Permagloss Coverite
Day Gio Coverite

4.89
5.89
6.39

Camouflage coverite

6.39

Antique Coverite

4.89

Balsarite
2.09
Trim it Knife
.83
Also stock 1 5 ft.8>2S ft. roils.

-JENSENDas Ugly Stick
-LANIERScamp
Comet II
Comet 35
Jester II
Invader

Caprice
Cessna

-CRAFT AIRDrifter
Windrifter
J-Bird
SD100
Sailaire
Viking
Butterfly M

16.95
29.95
39.95
35.95
79.95
55.95
34.95

-DREMEL261 MotO-tOQl kit

29.95

271 Moto-tool Kit
281 Moto-tooi kit

29.95
35.95

371 Moto-tooi Kit

35.95

381 Moto-tooi kit

41.95

571 Moto-Shop

41.95

572
210
223
217

-NOSEN-

Moto-shop deluxe 53.95
Drill press
12.95
Universal stand
8.95
Foot speed control 13.95

-DU-BROTri-Star Scorpian

185.95
265.95
25.45
64.95
27.97
98.95
69.95

Shark 60

Training Gear
Conversion Kit

Update Kit
Collective Pitch

Prop Drive unit
Also stock all accessories

Transit
Pinto

42.95

-MACO38.95
Vaga
26.95
Simplex Trainer
36.95
Tiger Cat
-MARKS MODELSWanderer 99
20.95
Windward
Windfree
Wanderer

20.95
25.95
12.95

Bushwacker

25.95

Sunny
-MASTER KITStinger II
Hiperbipe
-MEN-

19.95

41.95

M.E.N. Trainer

19.95

M.E.N. Trainer 40

36.95

Buzzard Bombshell

34.95

Tri Squire
Li'l Tri Squire

17.95
5.17

22.95

Cardinal Squire

Stinger charger

5.17

Stri kemaster

VrA racing glow plug

1.25

Pitts Special
Silent Squire

.97

Shoestring
Skyiane 62

18.95
19.95

63.95
24.95
57.95
46.95
64.95
26.95
24.95

Attacker
32.95
28.95
32.95

-HOT STUFF-

Stryomate l6oz.

62.95
83.95

Lockheed U-2

55.95
83.95

Super Hunter II (40)

45.95
38.95

Lockheed U-2

83.95

FIDO Super Sabre

P40(40size)

RADIO'S

COX:
R/C CARS Interceptor 53.95
Dune buggyS9.95
customvan 46.95
S-Tee
15.95
Pee wee .020
7.95
Golden Bee .049
8.50
Golden Bee .049 throttle 9.50
Black widow .049
9.50
Tee Dee .020
13.95
Tee Dee .049
13.95
TeeOee.OSI
I3.9S
Tee Dee .09
16.50

D-Vise

16.95

1 2V motorcycle battery 12.95
Charger for above ball. 6.95
KAB 100 gallons
6.95
KAS SOO gallons
7.79
KAB FAI gallons
S.9S

Futaba 4ch. S17

174.95

Futaba 4ch. 316

184.95

Futaba 6ch. 51 7
Futaba 6ch. SI6

199.95
229.95

Futaba 7 channel

379.95

Cox 2ch.(dry)
69.95
Cox 3ch.3tervo,nlcad 144.95
Cox 4ch.4servo,nlcad 179.95
Cox 6ch.4servo,nlcad 224.95
Ace 1ch.pul$e(1 only) 59.95
Craft Airfield boxes
Craft Air e.s.vollmeter

20.95
17.95

MILLER;

2115
21 34
2129
2018

non bleeder,1 5gun49.9S
3gjn set
so 95
29Un sat(18A14) 50.95
Igun set (18)
43.95

2017 2 gun set(l6A14) 43.95
2011 air brush set
40.95
2016 1 gun set(16)
40.95
IB gun
g.s7
16 gun
S.70
14 gun
4.50
Pox Superfuel gallons
9.45
Fox Duke's fuel gallons 9,45
Fox MIssle Mist gallons 11.55

46.95

Kavalier
Kiwi
Colt

27.95
25.95
13.95

48.95

Doubler

17.95

Citabria

35.95
47.95
40.95

Liberty Sport

P51 (Kwik built)

Cessna 150(Kwlk Built) 48.95
36.95
Smith mini-plane
27.95
Piper J-3
27.95
Clipped wing cub
49.95
Ryan STA
39.95
14.95
23.95

Zlin Akrobat

Aerobipe
Kadet

43.95

Skybolt
Kougar
Kiipper
Super Sport
-SOLUTION-

31.95
13.95
12.95

-SONIC-TRONICSSoiid state power panel 19.95
8.49
Electric Fuel Pump
1.98
8 oz. big shot fuel bulb
100-3gear sys&pump
101 -3gear system
Retract main's (pair)
Retract nose gear
Super Charger il pump

38.95
31.95
12.95
12.95
8.95

-SOUTHERN R/CFlight iine&minl caddy
Tiger Tali (deluxe)

11.95
84.95

Sweetator (standard)

59.95

Sweetator (deluxe)

84.95
Compensator(standard) 59.95

Compensatar(deluxe)

84.95

Bobcat

39.95
37.95
37.95
30.95
49.95

Gator Flea

Alley Kat
Southern Kite

44,

Tom Kitty MK15

27.

Tom Kitty MK40

37.

Super Minnow
P39
Twin Comanche

39.
41,
94.

Aircoupe
Comanche

51,
49,

-STERLINGMini Fledgling

15.

Stenson Reliant

45.

WacoS.fl.E.

51.

Corsair

20,

Puddle Jumper

11,

Tri Pacer
RImfire
Gazariator
l-ancer
Lancer SL62
Fledgling
Fokker D7
PT17
Super Cruiser
J3
PT19

23,
32,
44,
30,
38,
29.
61,
62,
34.
18.
18.

-SURE FLITECessna 182 (all foam)
Piper Cub (all foam)
Spitfire (all foam)

24
24
24

Eye Soar
Baby Birdie
Super Eye Soar

12
11
34

Foam Floats (large)

Foam Floats (small)

9

8

-TOP FLITE-

Soio MK M
Saker

Mustang X

-R/C KITSF7F TIgercat

Super Hunter II (60)

36.95

4.55

T38 Talon

Blue Line Vi oz.
2.89
Clear V: oz.
1.89
-HOUSE OF BALSA-

Hein Sr.(tony)
F4U-10 Corsair (40)
Cessna 172 (20)
P-51 0 Mustang (20)
-SIG-

-SONIC SYSTEMS21.95
19.95
15.95

Das Lll Stick

Fire Plug
Fire Plug Charger

WA sport glow plug
-GOLDBERG-

41.95

-MIDWEST-

Stlnger("/2A slarter)

Sr. Falcon

34.95
36.95
34.95
44.95
57.95
47.95
30.95
28.95
30.95

JEMCO
109

Li'l T Glider
Cessna Cardinal
Mach I
Sweet Stick

-FUSITE-"

39.95

44.
41.
128.
29.

P-51 (retract gear)

10.77

98.95

DREMEL:

Cox Glow Power qts.

EAA " "(foam wing)52,

52.98
52.98
58.95

CItabrIa

A-JUSTO JIG:

11.88
2.98
2.40

EAA Aero Sport

52.98

Jenny

Vdb. no.64

16.77

52.98

T28
FW190

27.95

13.95
14.95
11.50
12.50

PERRY:
Pump
Pump Carb.

Spltfire

14.95
9.57
20.95

49.95

17.95

ViA Retracts

Handi Start charger

Fast Charger

11.95

Kraft Super Fll

Medallion IS

ARCO:

Mini
Series IV
Handl Start

SENO FOR FREE LISTINGS
WITH ALL KITS. RADIOS.
ACCESSORIES & PRICES.

-STAFFORD-

-PLATT-

-D.A.E.Single Range
Dual Range

Air Scout
-COVERITE-

Medallion .09
Medallion .09 throttle
Medallion .049
Medallion .049 throttle

Power mile disc sender
"MK II

9-5

49.95
49.95

Pee wee .020 w/throltle 9.50

GlaskotefWpt)

Phone •812-366-3141

Glo Start

ALSO

BRIOl:
Soar BridI

WEEKDAYS

Barnstormer
Travel Air

ALSO
Super Fll

HOURS

RR3, Corydon, Ind. 47112

Fiberglass Kits;

Atlas (standard)

P51 Mustang

37

P40 Warhawk
P39 Airacobra
P47 Thunderbolt
Freshman Trainer
Kwik-Pii ill
SE5A
Contender

39
39
S3.
29.
41.
4).
30.

-WING MFG.Drone
Love Machine

29.
29.

-VK MODELSNleuportl?

46,

Fokker Triplane

46,

Cherokee Babe
Cherokee
Nava)o

27,
46.
46.

Corben Super-Ace
Sopwith Camel

31.
46.

QUADRA ENGINE

96.95

WE WILL BE CLOSED FOR
VACATION A INVENTORY
OCT. 9 THRU OCT.27

Compensator(standard)

-ENGINES.

-BALSA-O.S.MAX-FOX10 F SR R/C
20.45 ISR/CSR bushing 22.95 1/16x3x36
.28
IS R/C
25.45 15R/CSR 2BB
36,95 3/32x3x36
.34
20 R/C
26.95 19R/C bushing
.42
21,95 1/8 X3x36
25 F SR R/C
41.95 2SR/C bushing
.47
21,95 3/16x3x36
25 R/C
28.95 29R/C bushing
23.95 1/4 x3x36
.52
30 R/C
34.45 36R/C bush.slde ex. 23.95 3/8 x3x36
.67
35 R/C
34.95 40R/C SR bushing 28.95 1/2 x3x36
1.04
40 H/C
49,95 40R/C SR BB
41.95 1/16x4x36
.44
40FSRH/C
59.95 45R/C SR bushing 32.95 3/32x4x36
.54
60 Blackhead R/C 68.95 4SR/C SR BB
41.95 1/8 x4x36
.62
41.95 3/16x4x36
60FSRR/C
84.45 60 Eagle R/C
.72
60 F SR w/pump 101.45 60 Hawk R/C
52.95 1/4
.78
4x36
78 R/C
58.95
-K & B-SUPER TiGER-ZINGER PROPS6525 61 R/C
52.95
32.95 7-4.7-5,7-6,7-7
.84
6535 61 R/C pump 67.95 G20/23 R/C
39.95 7W-4.7V7-5,7'/l-6,7Vs-7 .84
801 I 40 R/C
40.95 G21/3S R/C
34.95 8-4,8-5,8-6,8-7
S.T.
35H/C
P.P.
.91
8360 40 R/C pump 67.95
8Vr-4,BV2-S,BW-6.8Vr-7 .91
-ENYA6060 40 R/C marine44.95
.91
7861 35 R/C
20.95 29 IV TV
31.95 9-4.9-5.9-6,9-7
.98
6712 19 R/C
31.95 35 B III TV
32.95 10-4,10-5.10-6,10.7
1.12
8300 3.Sccsl Plane 39.95 40 TV
48.95 n-6w,11-7w
5381 3.Soulboard 59.95 45 M TV
48.95 11.5.11-6,1 1-7.11-7W1.12
11-8
1.12
8384 3.5 Inboard
41.95 60 B III BB TV
78.95
9000 6.See R/C
64.95 webra 40 R/C
79.95 also 9-6W.10-6W.1 l-6w

POWER PACER S42.95 -

MallAphone orders only.sorry no will calls

POSTAGE & HANDLING S2,00, C,0,0, SSc. PEflSONAl CHECKS WILL DELAY ORDER 2-3 WEEKS, HEAVY, LONG DISTANCE & OVERSIZE PARCELS EXTRA. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE, NO RETURN W/OUT AUTHORIZATION,

can wreck ail the files and saws in a

SCALE VIEWS

modeler's workshop, as well as his
disposition. If you haven't discovered

from page 24/22

to page 164

brought to the Tole(do Show by Mick
Charles, former WorW Scale Champion
of Kingston Upon Thames, Englanij.
They have heacJs measuring .046, the

shank is ,020 and length 1/4", One
handy feature Is Immediately evident —
they can be shortened with scissors 25

at once. Mick Is arranging for distribution,
of these rivets in the U.S. and I'll bring
further news on this when it's available.
ITS A TOUGH GRIND

The problems posed by hard
substances like spring steel music wire
26

The cutting abrasive in Tuf-Grind
wheels is impregnated in a
fabric-weave material, making them
stronger.

3116" spring steel music wire can be
cut cleanly in a few seconds with a
House of Balsa "Tuf-Grind" wheel.

DON CHAPMAN

^ovef

Anyone who is reading this

column is probably a helicopter
enthusiast, or is thinking about
getting his or her first helicopter. I hope

that whoever reads this month's column

will take the time to express their
feeifngs on the following subject.
As you know, the NRCHA (National
Radio Controlled Hel icopter
Association) is in a sink or swim position.

If it is to survive it will only be by the help
and support of those who are interested

in such an organization. But it ail has to
start somewhere and this is the time to

show your interest and support. The first
thing to realize is that any undertaking of
this nature is done by people just like
yourself, so don't feel it should be left up
to the better qualified. The qualified
people are those like you who enjoy
helicopters. That is all that's necessary. I
hope ail of you will take an active part
and pitch in and help make this
organization grow.

The following letter is from Waiter

A!Lobaitofrom Sfafen Island, New York,sent this picture of his American RIC Hughes 500
fuse with Kavan Alouette mechanics. Al flys a Jet Ranger. Says the Hughes is his favorite
bird and really handles the wind much better with this body.

Knaus, London, Ontario, Canada, who
is one true helicopter enthusiast and

the job -and I know there are several of

who has already done a lot to help bring

you out there who could do this job with

Sincerely,

together those of us who share the same

your hands tied behind your back. This,
for me, is a monumental task and
without help I cannot undertake the
work, so I need everyone's assistance

Walter Knaus

interests.

To All Former NRCHA Members:

As you know, the NRCHA is officially
dissolved, and I, personally, feel this to
be a very sad state of affairs. Though the
NRCHA was not a very close knit
organization, It was the only

and enthusiasm.

show on the road.

QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

In my opinion It Is importantthat we do
not let the NRCHA disappear into

2.

antiquity, but to have a successful and
respected organization with a

3.

had. We could contact other pilots

world-wide reputation for Integrity, we
must be active. One way to prove we

4.

through the association and there was a

have life is to have a newsletter — this

organization that we helicopter pilots

feeling of unity and Identification; also

does not have to be a high gloss fancy

information could be obtained when

expensive production but one that we

required.

can all relate to. There should be

I had discussed my feelings aboutthe

monthly articles from widely known

NRCHA with Don Chapman on more

helicopter pilots, plus articles from

than one occasion, but was completely
shaken when I discovered I had been

manufacturers, both the model
manufacturer, and the manufacturer of

nominated by this worthy gentleman to

the real McCoy. There should be

try and resurrect the NRCHA on the
North American Continent. I think most

articles and questions from pilots who

have something to say and ask, and it

Indicate if the new organization
should

be a

National or

International organization.
Do you want a monthly newsletter?
Should manufacturers be
approached for support?
Should the dues be raised from
$4,00 to $15.00 or $20.00 to cover
costs?

5.

Should the present Grade Levels

6.

Should a Board of Directors be
appointed by the members?
If a Board of Directors is to be

be maintained?

7.

appointed, how long should the
term of office be: 1, 2, or 3 year
term?

8.

Should Directors be elected or

of you would have appreciated my

should be remembered there is no

appointed for each State and

surprise when your letters began to

single question too simple or a problem

Province?

arrive indicating that, "If I required any

too small. Every member is important
and has something to contribute.

9. Should the old membership

assistance all I had to do was ask." Well,

I am asking.

Constant contact between all pilots

start a new membership and new

I have given some considerable
thought to this and have decided that I

must be an integral part of the new
organization.
I have enclosed a questionnaire that I
would request you answer and return at

will try to get the NRCHA moving and
will continue to do so until someone
more qualified than I am can take over

your earliest convenience. Let's get this

numbers be retained or should we
numbers?

10. Explain how you would be willing to
support the new organization in
getting it started.
to page 160
27

OIGIT^L
THREE CHANNEL SYSTEM! KIT
SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION LAST SUMMER,our Three Channel
System Kit has gained tremendous popularity in the field. Its flawless

performance, easy assembly, sensible mechanical layout, and low price
all have combined to make a radio system kit that is one of the best bar
gains in the industry today.

Now we are adding another dimension to this concept; transmitter
conversion kits so the Three Channel System can be upgraded to five or

seven channel operation ... the builder can start at an economical novice
level with a Three Channel System and, as he gains competence, he can
add functions at a minimum of expense; none of his equipment is obsoleted.

The conversion contains an additional stick assembly, a new case, and

complete instructions for performing the conversion. All existing elec
tronics and hardware are utilized.

Since the receiver has eight channel capability, all that needs to be

added is more wires and connectors plus additional servos for each ad
ditional channel.

If you didn't buy a Three Channel before because you knew you
would want to go to more channels later, you no longer have any excuse.

THREE CHANNEL SYSTEM KIT WITH STANDARD FLITE PACK
10G30
$119.95

THREE CHANNEL SYSTEM KIT WITH
MICRO FLITE PACK

10G30M

$124.95

TRANSMITTER
* Expandable
to more than three channels.

AIRBORNE BATTERIES

* Open gimbel two axis stick.

* GE 450 mah or 100 mah Ni-cds.

* Ouality throttle stick with trim.

* Charger furnished.

* Battery condition meter.
* Uses 9V dry battery.

SERVOS

RECEIVER
* Double deck design (or small aircraft.

I |c333a

I
FIVE CHANNEL
TRANSMITTER

CONVERSION
11G35

$21.95

* CMOS Decoder for low current drain
* Eight channel capability.

(TWO FURNISHED)
* Quality D & R Bantam
or Dunham Micro mechanics.

* High performance Signetic 544 amp.
* Orte comes assembled.

* Light weight

SEVEN CHANNEL
TRANSMITTER
CONVERSION

11G37

$26.95

AVAILABLE ON ALL AMERICAN R/C FREQUENCIES.

NOW,WHAT EVERYONE'S BEEN WAITING FOR!

E\lSiP^rE I

A sophisticated piece of lab quality equipment for
cycling ni-cd batteries. Accurate, dependable, and
attractive.

"Automatic discharging and recharging of both re
ceiver and transmitter batteries, simultaneously or
independently.

"Switch for three different transmitter voltages
- (6V, 9.6V or 12V).
"Switch for two different receiver charge rates,
(20 ma or 50 ma).

BlGiP^rE i

"Four digit LED readout; no mechanical clock
motors.

[4CE K/C,ln(.|

"Modern design and tight tolerance components in
34G15

Ace Digjpace I, assembled $94.95

34G16

Ace Digjpace I, kit

79.95

sure total accuracy down to 1% and 1/10 of a minute.
-Available in kit form or assembled and tested.

1/2A BLEND

MODEL ENGINE FUEL
1/2A Blend, from Ace R/C. is specially formulated

for use in model engines in the 1/2A or smaller category,
-

it contains a high percent of nitro for strong, consistent

performance but not so much that engine life suffers.
Such additives as anti-oxidents, igniters, and detergents
plus a non-foaming agent and a wetting agent produce a
fuel that is perfect for all around use in 1/2A planes,
cars, and boats.

ACi R/C.Inc.

Much study and experience went into the develop
ment of this top quality fuel which assures you peak

performance and long life from your 1/2A engine.
16L440 Ace 1/2A Blend Fuel, 1/2 gal.

$10.95

^ R/C ACE

ACE K/C

e

BOX 511, HIGGINSVILLE, MISSOURI 64037

SHIRT TRANSFERS
Be proud of your hobby! Put some iron-on
transfers on your jacket, shirt. Or jump suit.
Works on any cotton or cotton blend material.

"R/C Ace" is on a light purple background
and looks good on blue, black, and white. It

STICKY FOAM
REED VALVE ENGINE THROTTLE

measures about 10" high,

"I Love R/C" is on a warm yellow back
ground and looks best on green, brown, or

the Babe Bee, Golden See, Black Widow and

yellow. It's also about 10" tall.

QRC.

will fit all Cox rear reed valve .049 engines:

The Ace R/C logo measures about 4" X 10"
and is red in the middle blending to blue. Looks
good on red, blue, black, or white.

24K108—"I Love R/C" Shirt Transfer

$1.98

24K109 —"R/C Ace" Shirt Transfer

1.98

24K110—Ace R/C Logo Shirt Transfer

1.49

Protecting the receiver and battery pack in
small airplane installations is always a problem

This simple, yet ingenious throttle designed
by Ralph Cooneyof Fourmost Racing Products

It doesn't cut any RPM's off the top end as
an exhaust restrictor would and effectively Idles
the engine down to less than 3000 RPM's-adds
only a few grams of weight. Still allows use of a

because there is no room for a bunch of foam
rubber,

Ace R/C has found a solution with this fairly
dense black foam rubber that is only 1 /8" thick
and has an adhesive backing to adhere to the re
ceiver or battery pack case so minimum room is
taken up and yet the components are isolated

from vibration and offered some crash protection.
Also makes good wing saddle cashion material.

muffler.

50L330—Ace Sticky Foam
50L630—Ace Reed Valve Throttle

$2.50

$1.49

1/8" X 2" X 36" roll

Please send me your complete catalog.
Enclosed is $1.00 which is refunded on my name
first order. (Add S.50 for 1st class mail

■

return; add SI.00 handling on all other
orders.)

city •

BOX 511 B, HIGGINSVILLE, MO. 64037,
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Hobby Lobby
GEMINI

iJ lId
IMPRESSIONS

E

G

A

F

P

IMPRESSIONS

E

6

A

F

P

1

Paciiaging

•

Plant

•

Written inslruclinns

•

Quality of Hardwood

•

Quality of Fittergiass
Ottier Materials

NA

•

Overall Parts Fit

•

Ease ot Assembly

•

Fidelity to Scale

Overall Appeal

•

Die-Cutting

•

Parts Matcti to Plans

Flight Pertormance

•

Accessories

Pre-Shaped Parts

NA
•

•

NA

E-6*callenl / G=Gooil I A=Average I F=Fair/ P=Pi)or

SPECIFICATIONS
Name

Aircraft Type
Manufactured By

GEMINI

Sport Biplane
Hobby Lobby — J.L. Modelcraft
Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle
Brentwood, Tennessee 37027

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price
Available From

The Gemini builds extremely fast because the wings
are already covered with 1/16" balsa and the
fuselage halves are already joined together. A
unique feature of this new type of plastic is its compatibility with

Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord
Total Wing Area
Fuselage Length
Radio Compartment Dimensions
Wing Location
Airfoil

Wing Planform
Dihedral

S99.D0
Botti Mfg. & Retail

General Sport & Comp.
46 Inches
SVz Inches
740 Square Inches
43V2 Inches
(L) 8" x (W) 4" x (H) 5"
Biplane
Symmetrical

Constant Chord
7/8" Bot. only

polyester resins. The fuselage is joined together with glass

Stabilizer Span
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.)

ZIVz Inches
8^4 Inches

cloth and resin. The wing hold blocks along with the firewall

Total Stab Area

188 sq. in.

and motor mounts are already installed with resin and filler.
The wing tip blocks and leading edges need only to be sanded

Stab Airfoil Section

to a round contour to complete the wing. After joining the wing
halves together, I used Hobby Lobby's SuperKote for a fast
finish. My fuselage was left in its natural white finish with only
1/4" black D.J.'s tape put over the seam. Trim MonoKote was

Vertical Fin Height
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range

used for striping on both wings and fuselage sides. The white

Recommended No. Of Channels

plastic fuselage can be painted, if you so desire, with any
dopes, epoxies, or enamels.

Recommended Control Functions

Flying the Gemini is just as easy as it is pretty. Just a few
little things for you to look for when setting up the controls: The
balance point is important as it can mean the difference
between a sensitive airplane or a docile airplane. Balance at

1V2" in front of the bottom wing. This will require some weight

Stabilizer Location

Recommended Fuel Tank Size

Landing Gear

Fuselage
Wing
Tall Surfaces
Hardware Included In Kit

Plan Size

Building Instructions on Plan Sheets
Instruction Manual

down for a very quick roll. Rudder and elevator can be set for

Construction Photos

1" in both directions for a very fast snap roll.

Kit Includes

I suggest that to strengthen the front end, to protect the
with glass cloth and resin. The reason I suggest this is
because you must cut away much of the side to get your

muffler to clear. 1 used a Halico landing gear on my Gemini

instead of the wire gear that comes with the kit. This is only
because I prefer a wider gear stance and not for any reason of
the kit gear being inferior. The wheel pants that come with the
kit are of ABS plastic and not of the Poly Flite type that the
fuselage is made of. 1 used Celastic and dope thinner to join
to page 160
30

7 Inches
Vh"(Avg.)
61
12 Oz.

Conventional
4

Bud., Elev., Throt. & Ail.

Basic Materials Used In Construction:

added to the front end. The ailerons need only 1/4" up and

plastic from vibration, that you line the engine compartment

Fiat

Mid Fuselage

Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt

Poly Fllle plastic & Wood
Foam & Balsa
Balsa
See Text

56" X SBVa"(1 sheet)

Yes
Yes (4 pages)
No

Shaped Parts

120 Oz.
23 Oz.

RCWl PROTOTYPE
Weight, Ready To Fly
Wing Loading
Covering & finishing materials used
Engine Make & Disp
Muffler Used
Radio Used
Tank Size Used

122 Ounces
23 oz./sq. ft.
See Text
Super Tlgre .61
DuBro
Cox Sanwa
14 Oz.

THERMALON
FHE ULTIMATE

COVER-UP

WHAT IS THERMALON
with a thermal activated adhesive on one side and painted to

Thermaton was developed by Royal to combine the c)uality, strength and beauty ol a silk and dope finish with the

a high gloss fuel-proof finish on the other. When heat is ap

convenience, speed and odorless application of the plastic
iron-on films. It is a woven polyester fabric that Is coated

plied, the fabric will adhere to the uncovered structure and
will shrink tightly into place.

WHY USE
THERMALON
Thermalon saves time! It offers one-step, easy-on convenience.

THE ROYAL LINE OF SCALE R/C KITS
WING AREA

.60 - .80 SIZE

736 sq. in. 389.95
700 4/5 sq. in. S89.95

Spitfire
Cessna 182
F8F Bearcat

652 sq. in. $94.95

Ju 87D -5Stuk3

gloss Thermalon gives a deeper, more scale-like gloss than the plastic films or

F4U - 1D Corsair
Kl -43 Oscar
Piper Colt
P • 510 Mustang
Kl • 51 Hien

Thermalon stays shrunk! Once applied it won't resag like the plastic films tend
to do over time.

Thermalon can be applied within the heat range of most covering Irons. The

working temperature is 300" P', which is far less than the maximum and beyond
iron temperatures required of some competitive iron-on fabrics.
Thermalon has superior handling characteristics on compound curves. It takes

much of the work out of covering,

642 sq. in. $89.95
723 sq. in. $94.95
669 sq. in $94.95

FW • 190 Focke- Wulf

Thermalon gives the deep-gloss, quality look of a silk and dope finish. Ultracompetitive iron-on fabrics.

613 sq. in. $89.95

946 sq. in. $94.95
777 sq. in. $94.95

676 sq. in. $94.95

Spirit of St. Louis
Pitts Special

958 sq, in. $89.95
856 sq. in. $84.95

Pitts S-2

Staggerwing Beech.
Cessna 206
F4J Phantom

Thermalon is fighter than the leading competitive iron-oh fabric! If weight Is a
consideration, you can save approximately 10% by using ultragloss thermalon.

ME -109 Messeischmitt.
Bleriot

It is available in red, white, navy blue, orange and yellow. Thermalon will
accept Pactra dope, K&B, Pactra and Hobby Poxy epoxy paints, h will also
accept Perfect and Pactra polyurethane paints.

Soitfiro

weight is critical or for scale where matte finishes are desirable.

Piper Coll

.20 SIZE

356.5 sq. in. $55.95
372 sq. in. $54.95
388 sq. in. $56.95

P • 51D Mustang,

405 sq. in. $59.95

C - 47 Skytrain

.40-.61 Size.

.767 sq. in.

Cessna 310 O

.35 ■ .61 Size_

.725 sq. in. $99.95

B -25 Mitchell

.40 • .61 Size.

.750 sq. in. $99.95

$109.95

Cessna Skymaster.35 - .61 Size.

.754 sq. in. $99.95

P-38 Lightning

.35..61 Size.

.695 sq. In. $109.96

P68 Victor

.19-.25 Size.

.502 sq. In. $89.95

S 7.95
S32.95

ULTRAGLOSS THERMALON

44"X 38"
44" X 15'

$82.95
$94.95

TWINS

SUPERWEAVE THERMALOIM
The lightest thermalon! It comes in a matte
finish only.
44"X 41"
44"X15'

$94.95

.468 sq. in. $59.95
.480 sq. in. $74.95

Hien

Cessna 172
Cessna 182

How does it come?

$89.95

. 475 sq. in. $59.95
.527 sq. in. $54.95

Zero

Zero

the plastic films.

$89.95

.564 sq. in. $54.95
. 496 sq. in. $54.95

and is lighter still than the gloss (Ultragloss) Thermalon. It can be used where

Thermalon is strong! Since it is a woven fabric, it is far stronger than any of

830 sq. in.
907 sq. in.
654 sq, in.
477 sq. In.
697 sq. in.

.40 SIZE

Thermalon accepts most paints or comes in colors if you prefer not to paint.

Thermalon comes in gloss or matte finishes. The matte is calledSuperweave

PRICE

706 sq. in. S94.95

A6M5 Zero

S 8.95

ROYAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

$39.95

790 W. TENNESSEE. DENVER,CD 80223

a! '

S9IK ■ !•
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(1) Tidy front end - Webra .91 and Semco muffler fit inside cowUng. Slim-Line and Tatone also working on all-inside
mufflers. Note aqpess/d/e fuel tanks; TV jack for glo battery. (2) Starting up for test flite - cowi removed. Playing field is
unmowed, but big Jungmeister excellent rough field plane. (3) Easy lift off at half-throttle. (4) Fully trimmed and cowl in
place, Bucker climbs away. Needs a pilot-who'll be first with quarter-scale jockey? (5) Ready for static judging. The scale
prop is shown on plans -21" diameter! (6) Inverted flypast a famous Jungmeister show stopper-model does it equally
well.

••

BUCKER JUNGMEISTER
Dave Platt's outstanding scale designs are known
throughout the entire modeling world. RCM
Is pleased to present his latest design which is in 1/4 scale.

F26

TANK BOX
—

f*

/i

^

F2P

(1/6" PL*)

•/Q'O.

/Be

SHAPE OF SEAR L,G.STRUT PRIOR TO

REAR CABANE STRUT

LAST BEND AT BOTTOM-l/B'SOFT WIRE

1/8" SOFT WIRE

1

FUSELAGE TOP VIEW

l/^SHEET SIDE PANELS FROM F2 T0F3

1/8"PLY

FI6P (BOTH SIDES)

_

FIT

1—1 1—1

'PA

L-

BASIC SIZE ANO LAYOUT FC«
OPTIONAL OASH- SEE 3-VIEW
FOR COCKPIT INFORMATION

MOTOR MOUNT

1/8 SHEET—

SPACINS SHOWN

FOR MOST AO'S

TRIM 1/16 OFF INSIDE

MAKE FROM SALSA OR BASS

OF MOUNTS FOR

WEBRA.91

WOOD [OPTIONAL SCALE DETAIL)

MOUNT
BLOCK

F21 TANK BOX
FLOOR BETWEEN

4-:

DUMMY SCALE EXHAUST PIPE-

WINS

LANDING GEAR
BLOCK

MOTOR MOUNTS

||

T
COCKPIT

-—"T'

FUSELAGE SIDE

OUTLINE

1/8 PLYWOOD/
MOUNT BRACE

FIT (BOTH SIDES

SIDE STRINGER

WING INCIDENCE JIG-

•MINUS 1* INCIDENCE
VAC-FORMED CYLINDER
COVERS- GLUE IN PLACE

wiTH"HOT stuff;'

LANDING GEAR
DETAILS

OUTLINE OF TYPICAL .60 CU.IN
ENGINE <O.S.60-FSR SHOWNI

SUTYRATE WINOSHIELO

TERMINAL
SOLDERED
TO STRUT
FAIR CABANES
WITH BALSA

CABANE BRACE-

BOTTOM WING AND STABILIZER

I/I6"S0FT WIRE

AT 0* INCIDENCEiTOP WING IS
MINUS

BALSA

BLO^K

l/4"XI/2'T0P KEEL

SHEET NOS BLOCK

l/8"SHEET TURTLEOECK PARTS
F2S SKIN

CABANES RETAINED
BALSA

BY L.G. CLIPS

TANK BOXUSE SULLIVAN
SS-ie TANK

FRONT LEG

ALUMINUM
SPUN COWL

F2SP CABANE MOUNT
—

/

WE8RA.9I
OUTLINE

CENTER OF GRAVITY-

FINISHED MODEL

F2TSKIN

FORMER F3P

I/8"SHEET FUSELAGE SIDES

BETWEEN SIDES
GERMAN REGISTRATION LETTERING

AEND OF HEAR L.G. STRUT
LEG IS BENT UPAS
SHOWN ANO SOLDERED
TO FRONT LEO

5/8'SQ. MAPLE

F2S SKIN

MOTOR MOUNTS

l/8"PLY SIDE BRACE
SCALE WHEEL
DIAMETER IS A l/Q

F3S(OUTSIDE
FIB BETWEEN SIDES,
=— FIB OUTSIDE

NYLON COWL BRACKETS

3/6 SHEET
WING SADDLE

—. 1/2 XrXg'^WING MOUNT BLOCK

(4 PLACES)

7/8"X1-l/«"X6"

EXHAUST PIPE POSITION

LANCING GEAR BLOCK

(SEE FULL PATTERN.ABOVE)

1/8" XI'
SLOCK

Ifsomebody were to make the

8-32 MACHINE SCREWS
RETAIN BOTTOM WING

sometimes they have such short
moments that flying one is kind of like

normally brings visions of some great

bald statement that the Bucker

Bu 133 Jungmeister was the

trying to balance one ball-bearing on top

of 65", the Bucker fits Into a car handily

of another.

— a Kenilworth isn't needed. Then too, it

finest aerobatic biplane ever designed,

monster. Not so here. With a wingspan

he might get an argument. If so, this

For such a small airplane, only 21'+

will fly nicely with a Schnuerle.60 engine

would come from some who might say

wingspan, the Jungmeister is unusually

the Pitts take it. I'm not looking to bicker

well proportioned: a deep, yet narrow,

(regular direct drive)turning a 13/5 prop,
although I have a Webra .91 in mine.

with anybody, so I'll only say this — the

body, long nose and tail moments,

Jungmeister is the finest aerobatic

gracefully swept wings. For a model, it

The Webra, running on a 16/4y2
Rev-Up, flies the modeU through a

biplane ever designed for an R/C

would be difficult to fault. Even the radial

beautifully slow and realistic aerobatic

model.
One of the difficulties with small

cowl lends itself to totally enclosing any
engine, along with a muffler.
I decided to jump right on the topical
trend and make my Jungmeister as a 1/4

routine, at no time needing more than
1/2 throttle. Forget speed! You won't

scale modei. Saying "quarter-scale"

vertical climb. It just hangs on that big

biplanes, as R/C subjects, is that they
often have to have such big bodies,
giving us a power problem. Then, too,

need it; indeed,at half throttle on the 16"

prop, the Jungmeister will not stop in a

BETWEI
3I0ES

CUT TURTLEOECK FORMERS DOWN

TO DOTTED LINES FOR"D-E»KE'
iND BEVO HOWRRD'S VERSIONS

1

FUSELA6E DATUM LINE
HICH TURTLEDECK
VERSIONS

COVERING

FABRIC
COVERING

TVPIOAL SECTION
THROUGH FUSELAGE

DRILL MOUNT AND
BIND TAIL WHEEL
STRUT WITH THREAD

RUDDER MOVEMENT IS 20* EACH

WAY [THIS IS PLENTY, AS THE
RUDDER IS VERY EFFECTIVE)

STERNPOST

SECTION THROUGH RUDDER

F20P

1/8" SHEET

\M~ SO. EACH SIDE OF CORE SHEET

FUSELAGE
SIDE

REDBANDAROUND
RUDDER WITH BLACK
SWASTIKA WITHIN

WHITE CIRCLE (ON

l/e"SQ. LONGERON

'0-EAKE" VERSION)

S)DE VIEW

BLOCK HEADREST l O-EAKE" VERSION)

DUMMY SCALE PROPELLER- MAKE FROM

BASS WOOD (OPTIONAL SCALE DETAIL)

LOW TURTLEDECK STRUCTURE

ON THESE TWO VERSIONS
ALTERNATIVE HEADREST ON BEVO
HOWARD'S JUNGMEISTER
FRONT VIEW

HIGH TURTLEOECK ON MILITARY

ANO SWISS VERSIONS

VERTICAL FIN AND RUDDER
CORE PARTS 1/6" SHEET

RIBS l/e" X W"SANDED TO
AIRFOIL SHAPE

3/e SO. HARD
BALSA PUSH RODS

FIN BLDCK

rSQ. LONGERON

STABILIZER

ELEVATOR

r

l/R"SHEET EACH SIDE
F20P TAILWHEEL MOUNT

/B X5/8
STRINGER

RADIO CONTROL SCALE
OR STAND-OFF SCALE

/9 SO.LONGERON

3/32"WIRE STRUT

L/S"* 1/2"SPACERS

ONE QUARTER FULL SIZE (J"'l')
BALSA FAIRING

0IICM-AIL COUUERCiaLRICHTSRESCRVEO
3/4'OIA.TAIL WHEEL

BUGKER JUNGMEISTER

(MODEL STEERS FINE WITH

3/ie''SQ. BOTTOM CENTER STRINGER

FIXEO TAIL WHEEL,USING
RUDDER ALONE AND BLIPS
OF THE THROTTLEJ

FUSELAGE SIDE VIEW
NOTE: iLL WOOD IS BALSA UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
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fan and keeps going up,just as slow and
pretty as can be. After his usual W.W. I!

fighters, your author found this a whole
new way to fly!

help it to "sit down" on the runway, it did
help, somewhat. Even then, the ship
must be landed carefully and I now
believe that 13 or 14 lbs. all-up might
even be better. Now I know what Ron (I

As built, my prototype (shown in the
pictures) weighed a'bout 10 lbs. With

forget his last name) meant, when he

almost 1200 square inches of wings,this

told me at Toledo,of adding six pounds

seemed about right until I flew the
model. An unexpected problem arose in

of lead to a 1/4 scale Champion to get it
to fly right!

that, rolling at even a very low speed
(such as in a landing roll-out), the model
has so much lift that it wanted to keep
floating into the air again. After adding

Although I term the model "Stand-Off
Scale" the outlines are in fact scale, and
anyone who cared to go the whole nine
yards with detailed engine, full cockpit,

some more detail, and a little tall weight,

etc., would have an AMA Precision

I figured the extra 1 pound added would

Scale entry. The only deliberate change

involved the wing airfoil. For some
unaccountable reason, the full size

Jungmelster has a flat bottomed airfoil
— odd, considering its fame as the king
of the low, low inverted pass. Playing a
hunch, I went to a semi-symmetrical
airfoil, but stayed with the equally weird

force arrangement used on the plane:
bottom wing and tail set at zero, the top
wing at negative 1 °. Lo and behold - - -. it
worked. The model flew without any

adjustment to the pitch trim. Given the
center spar arrangement in the wings, it
would be easy, for anyone who is super
fussy, to sand the ribs out to a flat

TRIM Ties-CARD STOCK

NUMBER or WING RIBS REQUIRED

OR ALUMINUM

2 EACH OF WI,W2.W9.WI0,WII awi2
4 EACH OF W4,W7 6W8.8 OF W3
12 EACH OF W5 aw6.24 OF
SMALL AILERON RIB Al

STABILIZER

ALL WING RIBS

l/0"SHEET

—

ELEVATOR HORN

l/«"SQ.,TOP
AND BOTTOM

1/8 SHEET
CORE

AILERON END RIB
CUT FROM SCRAP
NTLON nrriNc underneath
FOR AILERON DRIVE LINK

l)«" sheet, top and bottom

1/B'X1"TRA1LINGE0GE

IA1"X9/16"
SPRUCE
REAR SPAR

SPAR TAPER

11

BEGINS HERE
L«4" SO
SPRUCE

NYLON FTTTING

1/2 SO.MAPLE

(ON BOTTOM!

^CABANE MOUNT

•^BLOCKS

TOP W NG

1/4" X J/4"
SPRUCE
FRONT SPAR

3/4"xl3/l6
LEADING EDGE

1/4' X3/4"SPRUCE

FRONT CENTER Sft

NYLON HORN
UNDER

POSITION OF CABANE

SCREW (4 PLACES)
KWIKLINK

l/B"xrTRAILING EDGE

^

3/B*X3A4" GROOVED
BLOCK FOR REAR L.G

f- STRUT ATTACHMENT

Ll/e"XI/2"PtY
* eCULCRANK

L—

MOUNT

„

1/4" SO

f

I/IE MUSIC

SPRUCE

—^J|

HOLES FOR WING
ATTACHMENT
BOLTS

WIRE PJSHROS

l/4"X3/4"

NYLON INTERPLANE STRUT
FITTING- SCREW TO TOP
OF SPRUCE STRIP

SPRUCE
SPAR

I—

1/4" X 3/4"

SPRUCE
•

W9

BOTTOM WING

bottom. If this is done, however, I'd
suggest the stab be rigged at least 1°
positive.
Mention of spars gets us to the
structure. This was an easy design job

since the full size Jungmeister is, itself,
similar to a model in many respects. The
wings will be a breeze to anyone who

ever built a Goldberg Falcon, which I

wings. The ailerons (four of them) are
made separately. The tail feathers are
merely sheets cut to outline, with strips

together at the rear, and turtledeck
bulkheads and stringers added. Note

added each side for the correct effect

Jungmeister are possible. The one I

when sanded to airfoil and Sllkspan
covered. Add the "stitches" if you want. I

did;it takes very little time with white glue

and a hypodermic needle and does add
greatly to the appearance of the finished

that a number of variations of the

made has the high turtleback, but if you
choose to duplicate aerobatic ace Bevo
Howard's ship, you'll need to use the
cut-down rear bulkheads. These are all

shown on the plans.
The fuselage front end assembly is

guess most of us have done. Center
panels are made first, then the spruce

model.

spars of the wing outer panels are joined

uncomplicated affair. Mine, with the
parts cut out, went together in only two
evenings. The front parallel section is

completed next, including the tank box
which is designed to fit the Sullivan 16
ounce square tank. (Incidentally,
contrary to reputation and,therefore, my

erected first. The sides are then drawn

text to page 38

on at the correct dihedral. The ribs are

slipped in correct order onto the spars
and the LE.and I.E.complete the basic

The fuselage Is likewise a very

j 11

FULL SIZE PLANS AND TEMPLATES AVAILABLE — SEE PAGE 187
PARTIAL FUSELAGE SIDE VIEW
STAeiLlZER-ISREOUIRED

A3 PLY

(SHOWS SOME DETAILS THAT

AILERON DRIVE LINK

TAIL RIB SHAPES

VUST DID NOT FIT INTO MA1N

FUSELAGE DRAWING)

MAKE L-BENDIN ROD

11/8"SHEET)
ELEVATORleREOUIRED

DRILL 1/16 HOLE IN TOP
NYLON FITTING FOR LINK

DRILL 5«4"'H0LE IN BOTTOM

POSITION OF DASH PANEL
A4 PLY

NYLON FITTING FOR ROD

CONTACT-BLUE A/C SLEEVING
TO F3P TO HOUSE RECEIVER
AND BATTERY

AILERON LINK

INTERPLANE
STRUT ASSEMBLY

SERVO

SCRAP SHEET BALSA
SURROUNDS SERVO
RAILS

3/8'WIDE STREAMLINED
ALUMINUM TUBING

BICYCLE SPOKE-

EPOXIEO IN TUBE END

SERVOS ABREAST

l/4"XI/2" AILERON
LEADING EDGE

TAPER SRARS AT TIP

STRUT CLIPS INTO KEYHOLE
SLOT IN NYLON FITTING

OTTOM WING DIHEDRAL

ll/32"(3-1/2*)"

TOP WING DIHEDRAL 9/16 11-1/2*)
X5/B

NYLON INTERPLANE STRUT

FITTING UNDER SPAR

WSQ. SPRUCE

REAR CENTER SPAR

l/4"XI/2" AILERON
LEADING EDGE

NYLON FITTING
ON TOP FOR
AILERON
DRIVE LINKS

A4 PLY

IAl"X5/8

1/16"SHEETING.TOP AND BOTTOM

1/<»"X9/16"
SPRUCE

REAR SPAR

1/4" SO.
SPRUCE
SPAR

NYLON
BELLCRANK

IM SO
SPRUCE

AILERON SERVO t
ON SIDE-MOUNT|

l/«"X3^"
SPRUCE
3/4 X1VI6
LEADING EDGE

FRONT SPAR

MOUNT

^

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING WHO HELPED IN THE
PREPARATION OF THIS MODELERNIE KRAFT
LYMAN SLACK
E.A.A.MUSEUM

in

BUGKER JUNGMEISTER

TOP

BOTTOM REAR

FRONT

BOTTOMFRONT

IWELS
SPAR SUPPORTS FOR DIHEDRAL- 1/8 SHEET

SHEET 2 OF 2
PLAN NO.73B

BUCKER Bu 133 JUNGMEiSTER

DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP

Designed By: Dave Platt

3 '/2° Bottom —

11 Inches

I V>° Top

REC. ENGINE SIZE

O.A. FUSELAGE LENGTH

Schneurle .60— .91 cu. in.
FUEL TANK SIZE

TYPE AIRCRAFT

58 Inches

Stand-Off Scale

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA

or Scale Biplane

(L) 10" X (W)6" X (H)7"

WINGSPAN

STABILIZER SPAN
24 Inches

64 % Inches
WING CHORD
9 % Inches

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS
4

8 V2 Inches

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Rud., Elev.. Ail. & Throt.

TOTAL WING AREA

STABILIZER AREA

178 Square Inches

WING LOCATION

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Biplane

Symmetical

AIRFOIL

WING PLANFORM

STABILIZER LOCATION
Shoulder
VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

fiwpnf nnn<;tanf Phnrfl

Q Inrhoc

Semi-Symmetrical

16 Oz.
LANDING GEAR
Convenlional

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.)

1170 Square Inches

.

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rudder)

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION

Fuselage

Wing
Empennage
Weight Ready-To-Fly
U/inn I nariinn

Balsa & Ply

Balsa & Spruce
Balsa
176 Ounces
91

/cn

ft

(A)After building center panel of wing,spars are glued
and pegged at correct dihedral. (B)Supports under
spars at tip make dihedral exact. (C)Block In body
serves double functions;as LG.support and dowel key
for lower wing.(D)Simple cabane strut arrangement.
Uses 118"soft wire; easily bent and adjusted.(E) Block
and turtledeck skins in place. Headrestshown on some
versions.

expectations, the Webra .91 is not at all
scheme. Some six hundred
a gas hog.) The three side stringers,
Jungmeisters were built, and it's quite
glued on the outside of the sheet sides,
conceivable that very few of these were
complete the pleasant shaping of the . similarly painted, i chose one of the

fuselage. This, like the wings, is covered

several available Luftwaffe schemes,

with Coverite.

mainly to be different. Little mention is

The landing gear is removable from
the model. This was necessary for
removal of the lower wing and may be
handy for those with smallish cars; the
disassembled model crowds the back

seat of my Mustang but It all works okay.
The 4" wheels make for easy ground
handling on the roughest field.
And now, scale fans, we get to the

interesting part — choosing a color

red trim. Early (pre-Luftwaffe) versions
were silver with gray front ends and
German civilian registration numbers.
These had the attractive red fin band

military biplane is a rarity at a contest. If

with the white circle enclosing a black
swastika. One thing is certain: it's no
problem to find an appealing color
scheme. The problem gets to be which
to choose! Happy hunting!
(Dave's company, Dave Plait

you like to go,wild with the bright colors
though, the little Sucker had its share of

Models, Inc., 6940 N.W. 15th St.,
Plantation, Florida 33313, has

ever made In aero books of the trainer

types, mostwriters seeming to prefer the
combat types of W.W.2. Indeed, a

these too. Bevo Howard's was red &

announced that a kit for the

white (checkerboards under and
sunburst over). Swiss versions
sometimes were cream or yellow with

"Jungmeister" Is in the works — see
ad in next month's ROM — Ed.)
□
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Bob Violett Models

A4 SKYHAWK II
IMPRESSIONS
Packaging

G

A

P

IMPRESSIONS

•

Plans

•

Parts Match to Flans

Wrinen Instruclions

•

Overall Parts Fit

Quality of Haidwootl
Quality of Fiberglass

NA

Accessories

Oie-Cutling

A

P

NA

NA
•

Ease qI Assembly

•

Fidelity to Scale

•

other Materials

G

Pre-Shaped Parts

•

NA

Flight Performance

NA

Overall Appeal

•

•

NA

E.'EicellenI I G=6ood I A=Average I F^Fair I P^Poor-

SPECIFICATIONS
Name

Aircraft Type

Manufactured By

A4 SKYHAWK II

Ducted Fan

Bob Violett Models
26516 Alken Dr.

Clarksburg, Maryland 20734
Mfg. Suggested Retail Price

Available From
Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord

Total Wing Area
Fuselage Length
Radio Compartment Dimensions

Sincethe introduction ofjet powered flight atthe end of

World War II, the majority of new full size airplane
designs have been jet powered. To the scale
modeler it appears, however, as If airplane design stopped in
1945. Despite the profusion of jet aircraft designs, very few

models are seen, due to the lack of a suitable power plant.
With the introduction of the Scozzi fan unit, a suitable power
plant for simulated jet flight became available. With the

addition of the Violett Skyhawk a combination scale airplane
and power plant suitable for the average modeler was on the
market.

The Skyhawk semi-kit comes with a very complete set of

plans and instructions, an epoxy glass fuselage, tail cone and
wheel pods, cockpit cover and a set of mylar templates for

Low Wing
Semi-Symmetrical

Wing Planform

Swept L.E.

Dihedral

Stabilizer Span
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.)
Total Stab Area
Stab Airfoil Section
Stabilizer Location
Vertical Fin Height
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range
Mfg. Rec. Fuel Tank Size
Landing Gear
Recommended No. Of Channels

Recommended Control Functions

Fuselage
Wing
Tail Surfaces
Hardware Included In KH

Plan Size

easy and accurate.

The wings and tail unit are built-up balsa wood construction.

Since the wood is purchased by the modeler, great care must
be exercised In selecting only the lightest wood for these parts.
Lightness is the key to success with a ducted fan model. The
only difficult part in the construction of the model is the
mounting of the fan unit and forward ducting, mainly because
this part of the building is unconventional. The Instructions and

16 Dz.
Tricycle
5-6

Rud., Elev., Throt.,
Ail., Flaps, Rets.

Fiberglass, Balsa & Ply
Ply and Balsa
Balsa
None

60" x 34" (1 sheet)

Building Instructions on Plan Sheets

Yes

Instruction Manual
Construction Photos
Kit Includes

Yes
Yes
NA

Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight

Wing loading based on rec. flying wt

136 Ounces

29.7 oz./sq. ft.

RCM PROTOTYPE

photographs help immensely here, and it is worthwhile to
study them carefully before commencing.
The model was finished by covering the wood parts with
silkspan,then spraying with auto primer. A finish coat of acrylic

Wing Loading

enamel in the Blue Angels colors was applied, together with
lettering and insignia.

Muffler Used

to page 158

1 Inch

20V4 Inches
9% Inches
136 Square Inches
Symmetrical
Top of Fuselage
IIV2 Inches
ISVz Inches
40

Basic Materials Used In Construction:

the kit is the best seen by this reviewer and requires very little
locations are marked making installation of these items very

27V2 Inches

660 Square Inches
57 Inches
(L) 14" x (W) AVz" x (H) 5"

Wing Location
Airfoil

construction of the wing and empennage. The glass work in
in the way of finishing to produce a superb model. The frame

3119.95

Boffi Mfg. & Retail
Stand-Off Scale or Sport
47y2 Indies

Weigfit, Ready To Fly
Covering & finishing materials used
Engine Make & Oisp
Radio Used
Tank Size Used

140 ounces
30.5 oz./sq. ft.

See Text
K&B 6.5—Scozzi Skyhawk Fan
Tuned Pipe

Kraft Signature
16 Ounces
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NAMBA DISTRICT IX

Approximately one quarter of Roberts Lake at Seaside, California, site of the NAP/IBA Dist. IX Championships.

•The Gold Coast Model Boaters,

spearheaded by CD Howard Power,
conducted one of the smoothest power
boat races we have ever had the

plenty of hot competition.

the spectators, John crossed the finish

Jim also won the C Hydro Trophy
Dash. At the end of the racing In each
class, the top six place winners were

line about six feet ahead of Ed. Such Is

R/C power boat racing, everyone has a
chance of winning.

pleasure of attending. Over a hundred

invited to compete In a Trophy Dash.

Our choice for the most beautiful boat

boat drivers brought about 300 boats to
Seaside, California, on the beautiful

Trophy Dash winners are listed in our
winner tabulation. As sponsor of the
Trophy Dash
races, K&B

at Seaside was a hydroplane owned by
Gary DeLara. The gorgeous rainbow

Manufacturing awarded an appropriate
K&B engine as a prize to the winner in

and trim in gold leaf that had been

each class.

bronze tints. This boat was the subject of
one of the nicest acts of sportsmanship
imaginable.

Monterey Peninsula. The three day
Memorial Day weekend of racing was
the NAMBA District IX Championships.
This race awarded double points for the
district standings which provided an
extra incentive to attend,

A highlight of the races was Bev
Power setting a new NAMBA World
Deep Vee Oval Heat Race record of
1:49.3. Not only is Bev a superb boat
driver, but she organized the heats(176
of them), worked as timer, lap counter,

Ed Fisher, who currently holds eleven
NAMBA world records, brought a boat
for each class. His three hydro entries
were of a new and revolutionary canard

design. Our photo shows the
configuration. These boats use a wing
ground effects principal and are about
the speediest and most maneuverable

hued hull was embellished with numbers

treated to bring out green, copper, and

Gary was, in a hotly contested heat
when he hit the wake of another boat.

His hydro became airborne, dove
straight down,and stuck in the silt at the
bottom of the lake. The retrieve boat was

unable to locate Gary's boat by prodding

score keeper, and about anything else

boats we have ever seen. This particular

with poles. About this time a skiff rowed

that needed to be done. Terrific person!

weekend did not go as well as usual for

out, Rich Fish dove in and in a matter of

The old pro, Jim Whitlatch, took First

Ed and he was unable to take home his

seconds handed Gary's boat to the

Place honors in the exciting glamour

usual share of hardware. In one heat, a

retrievers.

event. Class C Hydroplane, with his

beginner, John Brodbeck, had
everything working right and gave Ed a

A couple of heats later Rich was
racing Gary who was running the boat

nose to nose race. To the excitement of

that Rich

Octura Wing Ding. These exotic boats
with .60 power go fast and Jim had

had just rescued.

/y/.v/

Bev Power with her A Mono entry. Bev set a new Deep Vee record
at Seaside.

Race Heros! Howard Power, CD; Jim Whitelatch, 1st in Class C
Hydro and Trophy Dash winner; John Brodbeck, Trophy Dash
Sponsor (all classes).
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CHAMPIONSHIPS

Dick Tichenor

'ii

NAMBA DISTRICT IX
CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS

Host:taOld Coast Model Boatei'
.;
at Seaside, California
A MONO
1. Ron Erickson

NAMBA Champ, Ed Fisher, holds 11
NAMBA records. Class B Hydro has K & B

2. Dick Albert
3. Howard Price

6.5 cc power, 15 original revolutionary

4. John Buhay

canard design.

5. Joe Monohan
B MONO
1. Ed fisher

Unfortunately they both went dead in the

2. Guy Davis

water and didn't finish. In appreciation
for the rescue, Gary presented Rich with

3. Art Hammond
4. Bob Joshnik

a valuable new OPS .60 engine and

5. Ron Erickson

tuned pipe. Our hats are off to two nice

NAMBA Dist. IX Commodore At Wood.

guys.

Scale English off-shore racer, Webra .61.

There is just no way the excitement

C MONO
1. Bev Power

2. Mike Beauregard
3. Manuel Cardoza
4. Ed Fisher

5. John Perry
A HYDRO

RINGOINGER

1. Howard Power
2. W. J. Hines
3. Bill Webster

4. John Buhay
5. Ed Fisher
B HYDRO

1. Wray Freitas
2. Ed Fisher

3. Ron Erickson

and enjoyment of three days of R/C

4. Standa & Tullock R.T.

power boat racing can be described in a

5. Howard Price

few paragraphs. We hope that our
photos will give a sampling of who was
there and what they were running,
In closing, accolades must be given to

C HYDRO
1. Jim Whitiatch

2. Wally Stewart
3. Wray Freitas
4. Roger Hooks

the officials of the City of Seaside,

California. Roberts Lake belongs to
ducks (first priority, don't hit one)and the

5. Nick Gil

R/C boaters. No boating, fishing or

TROPHY DASH WINNERS

swimming is allowed. For the model boat
text to page 156

Gary De Lara, Octura Wing Ding, Rossi.65

A MONO
B MONO

Ron Erickson
Ron Erickson

power. Reporter's choice of most

C MONO

Ed Fisher

beautiful boat at Seaside.

A HYDRO

Ed Fisher

S-Hy_DRO.,^y^j^^^g^^ -Wray Freitas,
TJEVnWMBAlv^LD RECORD
Deep Vee Oval Heat Race
Bev Power

This is what makes the boat races happen.
Drivers and pit men in front, officials on
stand in back.

1:49.3

Marlene Price, Ward Craft Boat, K & B 6.5

David Price, age 12, Sheff Hull, K & B 3.5

Rich Kassis, Octura Wing Ding, Twin K&B

cc.

cc.

4.9 cc.

Jack Bishop, Perry Boat, OPS.

David Jense, 10 years, Ward Craft Boat,
OPS.

Mike Beauregard (L), Wally Stewart (R),

Fish & Chips Racing Team (L to R)Steve

original Canard C Hydro.

Bramel, Rich Fish, Terry Monroe.

NAMBA Sweetheart,Judy Prigley,McKay &
Campbell Boat, OPS .60.

Santa Cruzzers Racing Team ran
Hamiltunnels in A Hydro. A Steve Hamilton

design. Front spoilers can be rented out
for signs.

Mr. Nice Guy Don Reutlinger,Surveyor 21,

Sanitary Power Plant installation in Jack

Paul Michalczyk, B Mono, 3D Ruff Stuff,

Rossi .65.

Bishop's Perry boat.

OPS .40, Marine Specialties hardware.

Craig Glasgow,original C Mono, OPS.60.

Howard Jordan, Hughey 20, K & B 3.5 cc.

Dave Lindsey, Dumas Deep Vee, ST X40.
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Bob Rasmussen, Saturday Night Fever, A

Don Nicolaus, Sweden Joker, ST .40,

Hydro, K& B 3.5 cc.

Marine Specialities hardware.

Ed Windfeldt, Hughey 20, K & 8 3.5 cc.

«

-

David Bestpitch, Octura Wing Ding 60,

Geared Twin OPS .60 installation for Jim

Who is sponsoring who?? John Brodbeck,

K & e 6.5 cc.

Whitelatch's Unlimited Wing Ding. Built by

Ward Craft boat, Circus Circus power.

Art Hammond.

Here is an idea for the boater that flinches at the thought of loosing his model to the deep.
A fishing bobber, housed in a cut off plastic aspirin bottle, located under a phoney balsa hatch, provides an efficient
method of recovery.

Attached to the bobber Is fishing line(amount and strength determined by each builder). Wrap this line into a neat roll
and allow the bobber to rest on it. Tied to the end of the line should be a wire fishing leader that passes through the
bottom of the aspirin bottle and is attached to the piece of wire anchored between the bulkheads. This wire fishing leader
provides added strength to prevent snapping when the boat is hauled to the surface.
The basia hatch should be mounted with cloth hinges. These hinges should be mounted toward the bow so the force
of the wind during running doesn't blow it open.
BALSA

HATCH

CLOTH

HINGE

FORWARD

DECK

PLASTIC
ASPIRIN
BOTTLE

BULKHEADS

(TOP CUT

OFF)

FISHING
LEADER

HEAVY WIRE

(COAT HANGER)

BOAT SAVER
By Dave Zadler
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Caltech students test their ten foot model of a solar powered airship. Caltech photo by Richard Kee.

CALTECH STUDENTS TEST

SOLAR-POWERED AIRSHIP

Three graduate students from

alternative to fossil fuels for air

transportation - - a solar powered

sausages. These are bridged by a wing,

airship.

upon which are mounted enough
silicone solar cell panels to produce up
to 21 watts of power in bright overhead
sun. A 1/14 horsepower motor and
propeller, as well as control surfaces,

Technology have built what
someday might become an important

After test flying a 10'long model of the
device, they've concluded that the
concept might be amenable to scaling

up to large size, providing that advances
in siticone solar cell technology bring
down costs and increases the efficiency
of the cells.

The students, Ray H. Bartlett, Carl H.
Berdahl, and Stephen G. Wurst, are all
candidates for M.S. degrees in
aeronautics at Caltech. The airship was
a project in a course in experimental

design taught by Paul E. Dimotakis,
assistant professor of aeronautics and
applied physics.

Caltech students test their ten foot

model of a solar powered airship.
Caltech photo by Richard Kee.
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obviously it's a long way from being a
thoroughly tested Idea."
The solar powered airship, as
conceived by the students, consists of
two 10' long pontoons resembling large

the California Institute Of

"A solar powered airship seemed
feasible because the large surface
areas inherent In airships could be
utilized to mount silicons solar cells,"

said the students. "Our flight tests have
proved the concept to a point, but

were mounted between the two helium

filled pontoons. The 9' wide radio
controlled airship weighs only 8V2
pounds, and the helium provides 7V2
pounds of lift. The remainder of the lift is
provided by the wing.
"We chose the pontoon design to give
the airship greater stability than most
airships, and found that this
configuration worked very well," said
Berdahl.

"The airship flew quite well the first
time we tested it," he said, "which we

consider quite an achievement
considering all the unknowns we were
dealing with.

to page 157
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Jet Hangar Hobbies

<

MIRAGE iiiC

JL
IMPRESSIONS

C

Packaging

A

P

Quality ol Hardwood
Quality ol Fiberglass

NA

Qther Materials
Atcessorias

Ease of Assembly

•
•

•

Flight Performance

O

•

Overall Appeal

Ole-Culting

P

•

Fidelity lo Scale

•

F

•

Overall Parts Fit

•

A

NA

Parts Match to Plans

•

Writlen Instructions

G

Pre-Shaped Paris

•

Plans

IMPRESSIONS

•

NA

E=E»ellent I G=Good I A^Average / F^Fair I P=Poor

SPECIFICATIONS
Name
Aircraft Type

Manufactured By

Mirage IIIC
Ducted Fan — Stand-Off Scale

Jet Hangar Hobbies
12554 Centralla Rd.

Lakewood, California 90715

One of the most unusual features of this model is that,

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price
Available From

Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord

as a ducted fan, it flies like a sport or pattern model
airplane and can be flown by the Sunday sport flier.

Total Wing Area

The model Is not recommended for the modeler with low or

Fuselage Length

no model building experience; however, the model can be

Radio Compartment Dimensions

easily built by the average modeler. There were plenty of notes
and instructions on the plans and in the instruction booklet

Airfoil

which includes photographs of the building sequence. There
were, however, some things that I did not totally understand,
such as, why the wing saddles did not fit perfectly around the
leading edge of the wing and how to hook up the twin fuel tanks
located in the center section of the wing.
A phone call to Jet Hangar Hobbies was the answer to my
problems. Larry Wolfe explained the fiberglass fuselage wing
saddle, if molded perfectly to the wing, would lock the fuselage
In the mold and could not be removed. Larry explained that the
gap was filled by using micro-balloons and resin. He also
explained how to hook up twin fuel tanks in model boat fashion

Wing Location

S129.95
Both Mfg. & Retail

General Sport & Comp.
45 Inches
NA

706 Square Inches
60 Inches

(L) 7" x (W) 3" x (H) 6"
Low Wing
Reflex

Wing Planform

Swept L.E.

Dihedral

1% Inches

Stabilizer Span

NA

Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.)

NA

Total Stab Area

NA

Stab Airfoil Section
Stabilizer Location

NA
NA

Vertical Fin Height
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range
Recommended Fuel Tank Size

Landing Gear
Recommended No. Of Channels

by pumping pressure from the tuned pipe to the first tank into
the vent through the fuel pick-up then directly into the vent line

Recommended Control Functions

of the second tank. Hook-up instructions for the Jenesco Fuel

Basic Materials Used In Construction:

BVz Inches
IOVa"
40-.60
16 Qz.

Tricyce
5

Rud., Elev., Throt., Ail.
And Retract Gear

Manifold show the remaining hook-up for the entire fuel
system. I found Larry Wolfe to be very helpful solving these

Fuselage

Epoxy Glass

Wing

Ply & Balsa

problems.

Tail Surfaces

Since one of the major points stressed in the instruction
manual is to keep the model as light as possible, and since this

is a semi-kit, one has the opportunity to hand select the best
and lightest balsa for the dorsal and wing assemblies. The
wing is built primarily of 3/32" light balsa wood, yet,
construction is very strong as noted upon several unplanned

hard landings. Final covering of these assemblies was done
with silkspun Coverite. The dorsal area was finished in the
same manner.

The tailpipe ducting is completely covered in the booklet.
The tailpipe ducting Is made from 1/64" plywood, not Included
in the semi-kit, but available separately pre-cut to shape,
Flights on the model using this plywood tailpipe gave the
model a very realistic jet aircraft sound.
Finish on the model was done using Zinger Paneling Tape
to page 155

Hardware Included In Kit

Plan Size
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets

Instruction Manual
Construction Photos
Kit Includes

Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt

Balsa
None

30" x 84" (2 sheets)
Yes

Yes (14 pages)
Yes
NA

160 Ounces
33 oz./sq. ft.

RCM PROTOTYPE
Weight, Ready To Fly
Wing Loading
Covering & finishing materials used
Engine Make & Disp

184 Ounces
36 oz./sq. ft.
See Text
K&B 6.5, Scozzi

Muffler Used

OPS

Radio Used

Kraft

Tank Size Used

16 Ounces
45

HERE'S HOW

Functional Skybolt landing gear parts. Strut and fuselage
cross members are 2024-S hard aluminum while shock

strut in foreground is steel welding rod.

Balsa cover finishes bottom of fuselage and is heid in

place with three screws.Installation is neat and clean.

1
Gear mounted on fuselage. Four screws retain gear to ply
support. Note shock springs and lower wheel collar used
to level aircraft.

There comes a time when a serious modeler wants to

scratch-build his favorite airplane. He suddenly
becomes aware of fairings, riveted panels, struts,

cowlings, and all the little wiggles and bumps that make up the

Finished landing gear on Skybolt fuselage. An excellent

texture and "personality" of his particular chosen aircraft. So,
during the building process the builder must decide just how
much realism he wants to impart. Detail can be ovenwhelming,

duplication ofits fullsize counterpart.

as well as impractical, when trying to duplicate the real thing. It
can also present the builder with insolvable engineering
problems. Of course, here is where know-how, ambition and
just plain guts to plod into the unknown, play an important part
in a successful project. And,by now you must know,that some

Ray Dehn of Indianapolis, Indiana, became interested in the
Steen Skybolt as a scale project. After looking over a few
Skybolts, Ray came to the conclusion that each of them was
different in some way. Even the landing gear struts were not

of these super builders, with a much higher acceptance level

the same. So, he finally settled on a Skybolt(N288EB)owned

at what they set down on the flight line, are leading the way.

to page 155

'BY JERRY SMITRi

.SHOCK-ADJUSTABLE TENSION

SHOCK STRUT SUPPORT

(ALUM)

MOUNTING HOLES
WHEEL COLLAR -

1/8 ALUM

SETS LANDING GEAR

CROSSBRACE

ANGLE TO LEVEL

1/16 MUSIC

AIRCRAFT

WIRE
RETAINER

WHEEL COLLAR

3/32 STEEL

BALSA

WELDING ROD

COVERED

SHOCK STRUT

STRUT

1/8 ALUM

^(2024-S HARD)

JAM NUT

TYPICAL
WASHER

SPRING

PLY MTG

BALSA
COVER

WHEEL

WHEEL PANTS

COLLAR

mt'g holes

SHOCK STRUT
ANCHOR

BANNER AXLE

TYPICAL FULL SIZE SKYBOLT LANDING GEAR

Two views ofthefinished modelin
the water,showing the clean lines
and the pilot, who contributes
greatly to the general
appearance.Finish is gloss black
and gold trim,after the JPS
Formula I racing car.

COBRA 21

Designed By : David Thomas
LENGTH
28 Inches
BEAM

8.6 Inches

HULL FORM
Moderate Vee
REC. ENGINE SIZE
Electric or .09-,21 cu. in.

Glow Engine
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS
1 or 2

^ CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Rudder (optional speed

control or throttle)
BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION

Balsa & Plywood

COBRA 21
It has been evident for some
time that there is a renewed

interest in electric boats, and

especiaiiy models capable of high
speeds. Among the arguments in favor

of such a craft are: silent running, easy
starting, iack of mess, and reasonable

A unique 28*'
plywood boat that is
quick to build and
fast in the water.

Can be set-up with
electric or glow engine.

By David Thomas

size. With all this criteria in mind, I looked

around for the most powerfui electric
motor availabie on the market, and
came up with the Kroker Sea Ram, a
double-ended motor, capable of
handling up to 500 watts. At about 80%
efficiency, this gives an output, at the
propeller, of some 400 watts, or just over
one half horsepower, which is very good
for an electric motor. Using 4D size
nicad batteries, I figured on a running
time of about6 minutes at full speed, and
some 10 minutes at haif speed — but
with the possibility of rapid recharging

nicads and the radio gear, without being
too cramped, while at,the same time

remaining a reasonable size for easy
transportation and speed. The design
finally came out at BVz" x 28", which is a
decent size whichever way you look at it.
The hull form is a moderate evolutive V.

which gives smooth running if the water
surface is disturbed, while the flattened

V towards the stern gives good turning
characteristics. The superstructure is
unashamedly traditional speed boat, but
looks quite pleasing, especially if
provided with a pilot, and is easy to

from two car batteries in 20 minutes at

make.

10 amps. This would mean that the
average modeler would be abie to have
at least three good runs in an afternoon's
boating, and probably more.
Having decided on the power
requirements, I next got down to thinking

Wanting a model that is easily
reproducible, I chose to use plywood for
the construction, together with epoxy

about the hull itself. This needed to be

do so without any problems.

big enough to accept the motor, 12

glue and simple, easy to find fittings, so
that anyone who feels like having a go at

building a fast model boat will be able to
One final word before we look at the

4

A

ABOVE: Basic frame compiete, showing cut-outs in
formers to take installation. ABOVE FLIGHT:

Underneath of unfinished huil, showing side-skin
overhang, ready to take giass-fibre or epoxy fillets to

form spray rails. RIGHT: Even a kid can build it? The

designer's 3 year old son workingf?)on the prototype.
BELOW: General view of motor and nicad layout. The
servo which actuated the micro-switches can be seen

top center. The switches are fixed to the servo case
with servo tape, and this works fine. BELOW RIGHT:
Radio installation and aerial fixing.

construction. This mode! was designed
around the Sea Ram engine and
equipped with it; the boat is very fast.
Other engines could be used, but if they
are, don't expect to get the same sort of
performance from them — the Sea Ram
is unique in its power output, it would no
doubt be possible to fit the model with a
glow engine up to .21 cu. in., and anyone
wishing to do so should not hesitate. I
have not had time to do so myself with
the prototype, but have no doubt at ail
that equipped in this way, the model
would remain stable and fast, if a glow
engine is used, the inside of the hull
must be thoroughly fuel proofed.
CONSTRUCTION

Having studied the plan, to make sure
that you understand just how everything
goes together, start by making a kit of
the basic parts from good quality

plywood. Trace out or mark out, by

pricking through the plan with a pin, the
deck (either in one piece or in two
halves),formers B1 through B5 and part

K1. Now pin the deck face down on a fiat
building board, and mark accurately the
positions of the formers. Using a small

when the glue is dry. Next, the chine
stringers are glued in place, and then the
under-deck longerons. Leave to dry and,

then, using a long flat piece of wood with
some medium grade sandpaper
contact-glued to it, chamfer ail the

stringers ,so that when the skins are

set-square — you can make one from a

added, they will sit fiat on the stringers.

scrap of plywood — glue formers B2

This is in order to provide a good gluing
surface. Take time over this operation,
and do it properly; the reward is an
accurate and strong hull.
Now take some thick paper — Kraft,

through B5 in place on the underside of
the deck, using the set-square to make
very sure that they are vertical. Glue part
K1 and former B1 into position, and then
let the entire assembly dry. When it is

quite dry, the 3/16" square hardwood
keel stringer can be glued into place,
again using a fairly fast epoxy glue. The
stringer can be held in position while the

for example — and make a pair of
templates for the bottom skins. This is
easily done by laying the paper in place
over one side of the bottom of the hull,

holding it with a couple of pins so it won't

glue is drying by carefully tapping

move, and then creasing it along the

modeling pins through it into the
formers. The pins should be removed

chine stringer and the keel. When lifted
text to page 142

BALSA BLOCK

1/16 PLYWOOD DECK

V16 SQUARE HARDWOOD

3/16' PLYWOOD

y

SECTION A-A

(COOL AIR BAFFLE!

1/8 BALSA SHEET

PLY

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SEE NOTE I

l/K

3 POSITION ELECTRIC MOTOR POWER RACK TO OBTAIN PROPER CG.

NSTALLATBN S SHOWN THERE S HOWEVER, AMPLE SPACE WITHtJ TIC HULL TO ACCEPT MANY
ELECTfiC MOTOR TYPES, AND ALL ENGINES UP TO 21 OBC INCSCS H DISPLACEMENT

T2ir

/

BALSA BLOCK

OPTIONAL 032 BRASS PLATE
TURN FIN

DRIVESHAFT

(LEFT see a BOTTOM SKIN OMITTED FW CLARITY)

SEE NOTE 3

OR

l/B* BALSA SHEET

POWER PACK COOLING

I

VARIANT
500 MAH
BATTERY
PACK

I

,

WS-2

I

l_^

A-,PLATE

(aiZ BRASS

l^-MAKE FROM

I

BALSA SHEET

MUSC WIRE

BRASS PKKIP TUBE

PLYWOOD

6 VOLT

6 VOLT
-IBATTEFWH

Close S2• seres connection

CLOSE siA a se • parallel coNiemoN

PLYWOOO

INSTRUCTIONS

I] HAVE FUN I

A MOOei POWERbCAl CL
MOWS on no 2i cu i

OLE.
PLAN NO. 739

12 lf6TALL RADIO B MOTOR POWER SOATCE COMFOItNTS IN PLACE

9. FORM EPOXY a MICRO BALLOON SPRAY STRIP FILLET ANO SAND

8 CLUE BOW BLOCKS IN PLACE AND SAND TO PROPER CONTOUR

T. INSTALL RUDCER ASSEMBLY a COIXING WATER PICK-lIP ToeEIORTlONaL)

5 FIT a GLUE HULL BOTTOM SKINS N PLACE. KEEPWC DECK-BULKmEAU
ASSEMBLY PWNEO TO BUILDINC BOARD TO ivOlO WARPS

BULKHEADS a SU=ERSTRUC1URE FORMERS

I. CUT OUT 1/16" PLYAOOO DECK ANO MARK OUT THE POSITIONS FOR ALL

BUILDING

(SUOCESTED BY ROD BUSMAN, ELROPEAN ELECTRIC CHAMPION)

OPTIONAL 146'DIA (COOLING WATER)

RADO COMPARTMENT

l/e

IM

I RECEIVER 1 '

VARIANT

RUOOER SERVO

l/B'PLYWbOO-.

IJ. TO SUIT PftOP
ORIVESHAFT ASSEMBLV

LEAVE COCKPIT FLOOR
OPEN FOR MOTOR B

MOTCB PCNVER PACK LOCATION

PLYWOOD

1/16 PLYWOOD BOTTOM

EPOXT/MICRO
BALLOON FILLET

PLYWOOO

WINOSHELO

1/4" BALSA SHEET

ACCESS OPENING

DUE TO THE VARIETY OF POWER SOURCE OPTIONS fiVULABLE TO "DC BULDER. NO DETAII ED

NOTES

DECK OUTLINE

F€AVY LNE CCNOTES

1/4" BALSA SHEET

WNOSHgLO OUTLPE

0«0 CLEAB BUTYRATE PLASTIC

FVYWOOO

FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE — SEE PAGE 187

INCREASED SERVO ACTION

By Don Drury

Using the linear type servos in a new 12'span sailplane. I found there was not

enough travel to deploy the spoilers through their full range of travel. I used the
following idea to increase the servo throw. A small spruce block glued to the

plywood servo tray next to the servo is used as a pivot point for the extension arm.
The arm can be made from either plywood, aluminum or micarta. Cut a slot in the
arm to fit over a 2-56 bolt soldered to a small brass plate. This brass plate is secured

LADY

to servo slide arm. A small hole at other end of extension arm to connect to spoiler
lines via clevises or whatever method needed. A normal linear servo has a 3/8"

travel in both directions. If this arm is twice the distance from the pivot point to the

servo slide arm, the throw will be increase double. This system can be used for
□

other controls such as rudder, elevator or whatever.

By
Evelyn Odell

That's me! Nomad of the

2-56 BOLT

SOLDERED TO
BRASS PLATE

Northwest, and soon to put in
another year of this gypsy life.
Up here in the "wild" north there are a
bunch of flyboys who are not only crazy
RC'ers, but they are nomads — gypsys
— - - whatever you want to call them.
There is no better place to be one than in
the beautiful Northwest.

BLOCK

The Seattle Radio Aero Club (SRAC)

has its flying field in Snohomish County,
just north of Seattle (about 14 miles from
home). It is sometimes under six feet of
water or six inches of snow, but there are

other playgrounds for the flyers as well
— Baker Lake, at the foot of Mt. Baker

(about to erupt one of these days, so
they say) — or one of the many other
club fields, all in the wide open spaces,
known as Zillah, Chelan, Mt. Rainier,

Tacoma and Bellingham. The one
common denominator — otherthan R/C

— is the mode of living the flyers bring

along, from campers, trai lers,
motorhomes, to tents.

Have you ever camped with a field
box, fuel box, float plane, scale plane,
blow boat or sailboat? I can think of the

time when a bottle of syrup fell on the

transmitter, Ugh!; a lamp fell down and
PLY OR

ALUMINUM
EXTENSION

SPRUCE
BLOCK

put a hole in the wing, Yeagodsl; the
trailer jacked down on a fuselage,
OuchI; fuel spilled on the blanket,
Peeyewl; but then the beauty and the
fun of the outdoors overcomes all these
little trifles and the outcome is fun forall.

There are generally around 20 RVs
that take to the road from our own club

and we camp at various meets and

contests throughout the State of
Washington which can amount to over
40 bodies, and sometimes many more
when all the babies, teenagers, and the
like, join In. At night this means two
bonfires and a stranger could get
confused since it is the older ones

around the campfire who are still
whooping it up at midnight while the kids
have long since hit the sack. There are

banjos, guitars, ukeleles, stick and tub,
jew's harps, bottle blowing and singing
— even the strains of an electric organ
/QD

00/

PLY
SERVO
TRAY

(run off an inverter), my husband's third
hobby (R/C, of course, being his first!).
Fun Flies, Pattern and Scale contests
to page 135
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Lastmonth we took care of afew

caused the crash, but knowing what the

structurally sound. A good example of a
structural problem that could cause a

up speed, it started digging for the
ground. A real drastic down trim
condition. I was just about ready to tear
out the stab and stiffen it up, when I got
the bright idea of constraining the
elevator pushrod so it couldn't bend in

Keep'Em Flying. Most of you know most
of the things I'm going to tell you about,

crash that could be blamed on the radio

the middle. That fixed it. However, 1 can

is illustrated In the following story.

but I'd suggest that everyone read the
whole article, because you may learn
something new. And, by the way, these
comments also apply to boats and cars,
and robots or whatever it is you radio
control. If you've got some other points
you'd like to add,send them in and share

I was out flying one day when the guy

picture some hot shot making a low, high
speed pass with his new bird and be into
the runway before he knew what
happened. Another recommendation is
to always fly plenty high with a new plane
to give yourself time to react In case
something does go wrong.

guys who like to know what is
going on inside their R/C
equipment. This month we have some
material that should be of interest to

everyone. The basic theme is How To

them with our readers.

Systems Approach
Your R/C airplane, boat or car is a

original failure was, doesn't help the
serviceman find all the problems In the

radio. So be sure anything you fly Is

next to me started yelling the familiar, "I
ain't got it." I was busy trying to keep my
own airplane In the air, so I didn't see
what was happening, but I was told later

that the airplane was doing loops all by
itself. The guy finally throttled back and
got the airplane down and after I landed,
I went over to see If I could help him find

flutter — another control problem that

the trouble. We checked the batteries

but be sure to eliminate flutter.

Read the recent series In RCM on

could crash you. Do whatever it takes

system and, in order for that system to

and ran some range checks and

I also have a story about clevises. I got

complete its mission, all the
sub-systems and components must
function properly. Once in awhile we can

everything looked okay, so I told him to

to the field one day and Bill Simpson was
complaining about his elevator servo not
neutralizing properly. He was just about
to pull the servo when he discovered one
of his elevator clevises was borken. Yes,
luckily he had a split pushrod, one to

have a failure that will not cause us to

crash but, quite often, a ten cent part
failure can destroy a thousand dollar
investment. In this way a model airplane
is a unique system. If a tube fails in your

pull the radio out, and I'd take it home

and check it over. By the way, radio
problems don't fix themselves. If you get
an indication something is wrong, get it
on the ground and fix it. I've seen many
guys try one more flight, and destroy a
good plane, plus make It difficult to find

each elevator, and that saved him. If

TV set it doesn't wreck the picture tube,
cabinet and the back end of your house.
If it did, you'd probably complain to your
TV repairman like you do to the R/C

the original problem. Back to the story.

surely have said the elevator servo

While I went ahead and flew another

failed.

service station. Another thing that
doesn't happen in a TV set, usually, is to

about his radio, that he had found the

have a string of failures due to an earlier

loose. If the airplane had crashed, we

he'd only had one,and it broke, he would

flight, Charlie pulled his airplane apart.

Make sure you have plenty of

When I landed, he told me not to worry

clearance in all pushrods. When you put
the wing on, you don't want the aileron
pushrods hitting the elevator servos. Or
how about this actual experience. Taxi
out to the end of the runway; check all
controls; everything fine. Hit the throttle;
the aileron servo cable which is tangled

problem. His servo rails had broken

failure.

probably never would have thought of

However, in a model airplane this is
often the case. You crash once,
everything does not get repaired

that and would surely have blamed the
when a plane started doing loops all by

in the throttle servo gets unplugged and

properly. And, presto, another crash,

itself. We would have suspected the
elevator servo except this was a rudder
only airplane. What had happened was

the airplane does a nice slow roll into the
ground on take-off.

and more components weakened. The

moral of the story is, if you don't want
your radio to crash your airplane,
don't crash your radio. You can turn
that statement around and you can
substitute other words such as engine,
and propeller in It. In other words, there
are many things that can cause a crash,
and once you have crashed, these
things are more likely to fail causing
more crashes.

Things That Crash Airplanes
Most of the time the radio gets the
blame when we crash, but there are
many other things that can do us in. I've
made a list which I think most people
would agree, can cause failures that
might be blamed on the radio.

radio. I remember another instance

the pilot didn't put enough rubber bands
on the wing (high wing plane) with the
result that the incidence was changing at
the bottom of the loops, enough to start
another one. The plane eventually
crashed. A similar situation occurred at

the Nats one year, when a flyer from
Mexico would do a snap on the bottom of

his outside loops(low wing airplane). I'm
sure he had the same problem.
Okay then, rule one is to make sure

there are no structural problems in the
airframe. The next thing to look at is the
control system excluding the radio and
servos. Pushrods, hinges,control horns,
clevises all have been known to crash

Let's start with the alrframe. If the

airplanes. I took a new plane out one

wing breaks, it is pretty obvious what

time, and noticed that everytime I picked
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I've also heard of ailerons fitting so
tight, that a little rain, a little swelling and,
what do you know — the servo can't
move them.

Let's get off the control system and
move on to the propulsion system.
You may be asking how your engine can
crash you. Well I think it is just as
important to have a reliable engine as it

is to have a reliable radio. If your engine
quits a second or two after take-off, you
are probably going to ding your plane
unless you fly on a dry lake or some
other wide open spot. Also, if your
engine quits when you're out in the
boonies and you land on the other side
of the rise, blind, you stand a good
chance of busting things up. I don't have
to tell you what happens If you are in the

middle of a low inverted pass and it quits.
And, of course, the engine needs good
fuel lines, filters, tank and, if you use

where you can't see, whether it's behind
buildings or into smog.
Wind. There was a time when people
didn't fly when it got windy. With the

always some weak link"that will fail

The propeller and spinner are very

airplanes and engines available today,

the environment and we could even put

important parts of the propulsion system
that can get you. I've seen propellers

the wind doesn't seem to slow anyone
down. However, I've seen some pretty

off the crash indefinitely by judiciously

break in the air, and control surfaces

good fliers dump their planes due to

For this discussion we will assume

vibrate off before the change in sound
got to the pilot. At the recent Valley

wind conditions. Sometimes you're a lot
better off saving it for another day. The

Flyer's contest, Don Weitz's spinner

classic case is the down wind turn. The

that we are starting with a "good"
system as opposed to the few lemons
that every manufacturer puts out once in

came loose and in short order his rudder
came off. If the vibration can do that it

plane seems to be going plenty fast. It is
relative to the ground, but the airspeed
isn't that great. The pilot tries to pull the

equal, but once you've made your

same radius turn relative to the ground
that he does in calm air, and bang, a high

can to extend the life of your system
whether it is for one year or ten years.

one, a reliable pump,

can break your receiver. I saw Bob
Upton lose a racer, when a broken prop
caused vibration which broke his

sooner or later when subject to the
model airplane environment. We can

prolong the life of the radio by minimizing

replacing things before they fail.

awhile. I'm not saying that all brands are

choice you'll want to do everything you

receiver crystal. So make sure
everything is on tight and balanced. I've
seen engines shake loose and even fall

speed stall. And one thing is for sure,the

Probably the biggest killer is

airplane never responds to your radio

vibration. We've talked about broken

commands when it is stalled. Of course

props and loose spinners and whay they

off. When that happens you almost
always crash. One day I was flying with

the most likely time to stall and fall is
during landing approach. Too many
beginners don't let their planes settle
and end up "landing" when they are still

can do, but even balanced props and

Frank Capan when he hollered that his
hatch, fuel tank and battery pack fell out.
I asked him what he was going to do. He
said "crash" and he did.

I hope you guys aren't laughing about
now. This column reminds me of a film

we saw at a club meeting one night. A

guy had just moved to California from
the midwest and he had put together a
movie of about thirty flights with
twenty-five crashes. Probably a typical
spring day in St. Louis when everyone
brings out their new planes. About half
way through, the audience started
adding their own sound effects with the

ten feet in the air. Very hard on
equipment although it may not show up
till a few flights later.
Another thing to watch, is to allow
plenty of room for error when doing new
maneuvers. If you're a pylon racer and
decide to go to a pattern contest, do

yourself a favor and fly high so if you pull
up when you're upside-down you have

spinners don't make a one cylinder
engine very smooth. You want to isolate

your receiver, servos and battery pack
as much as possible from the airframe.
The battery and receiver should be
packed in foam, and these packages
should fit loosely in the airplane. If you
have to squeeze the whole mess in, you

will compress the foam and defeat the
whole purpose. Servos should be softly
mounted in the trays supplied and/or on
grommets. If you don't isolate your

room to recover. If you are going to try
some roils for the first time, try to do them

equipment,the vibration will break a wire

so that you are gaining altitude. Pull up

crash your airplane.

or a component and then your radio will

and try to maintain the rolls on a straight

Contamination is another cause of

result that everyone was laughing so

line of 45 degrees, if you can do that, it

radio failure. Servo motors don't like to

hard the tears were running down our

should be easy to bring them down to

work in a mixture of oil and dirt. Try to get

cheeks. The guy showing the film didn't
think it was so funny and it really isn't
when it happens to you. So dry your

horizontal.

a good seal on your radio compartment.

Some things that you should be sure
to avoid are known problem areas. If you

Wrap your receiver and battery in
Baggies before you wrap them in foam.

tears and read on.

The next thing to worry about is field
conditions. Don't fly in areas that are
unsafe. Buildings, power lines, trees,
obstacles on or near the runway, all can
take their toll. One day many years ago
we were running some open pylon races
in Sepulveda Basin and we had a card
table set up out on the course. My

have an outer marker beacon close to

Don't spray paint your airplane with the

your field that interferes with 75.64 MHz,
don't fly on 75.64 MHz. If there is a boat

servos installed. Once in awhile open
the servos and clean up the gear trains
and the feedback pots. Keep the
connectors clean. A poor connection on

but, you guessed it, I hit the table. In fact,
I think I've hit everything that flies
including free flights and kite strings.
Crowded skys can be just as dangerous
as poor runways. Mid-airs can spoil your
day. And how many times have you
heard about guys "flying" that wrong
plane while theirs was flying off into the
wild blue yonder.
Visibility is another consideration.

pond or a glider site nearby, coordinate
frequencies with those guys. In other
words stay away from known
interference. Sometimes buildings and
fences can cause glitches. Ignition
engines, which are coming back, can
cause interference. Don't keep flying in
these conditions. Change something or
sooner or later you'll be picking up the
pieces.
Well we've talked about many things
that can crash your airplane which, in
turn, can damage your radio control
system. Once you've done that you
stand the chance of your RC system
failing and, in turn, crashing the airplane.
This can cause a lot of people to get
discouraged and develop great hatred

More than once I've flown into clouds

for the manufacturer when indeed he

careful inspection by most modelers.

and fog and, let me tell you, your heart
skips a beat. I'm sure many planes have
been lost because the pilot let it get
where he couldn't see it properly and
then — what do you know — the radio
wasn't responding right. There is more
than one story about guys with their
plane on edge, pulling full up elevator,
and they can't understand why they
aren't gaining altitude. So, don't fly

has only himself to blame. However,

Some other incipient failures are hard to
detect, but there is no excuse to crash
due to old and beat up cabling.
While on the subject of connectors,it

engine quit and I was making a down
wind landing in the middle of 30 acres

there is the other side of the coin.
How Radio Control

Systems Crash Airplanes
So far I'm sure I must sound like a

any one of the leads to the aileron servo
can wipe out a good airplane. The
aileron connector is the one that gets the
most use and this is the place you are

most likely to get broken wires. How

many people disconnect by simply
pulling on the wing or lifting the fuselage
off the wing without disconnecting. Make
sure you have service loops in all cables
so there is no strain on any wires. If the
wires start looking shabby, replace
them. Also beware of stiff and brittle

cables. Cabling and connectors are
some of the

most unreliable

components in your system. But
catastrophic failures can be avoided by

is a good idea to tape them together or

manufacturer or radio repairman who

use some kind of keepers. Then float the

turns out nothing but perfect equipment.
I think I can safely say that no system is
perfect when it is new, much less after it

whole thing in foam. Having one side of
the connector hard mounted on the

has been crashed and repaired. There is

to page 126

airframe is a no-no. And for goodness
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MH-17 RC HELICOPTER
By Larry Hoffman

such uses as remote monitoring of
difficult to reach, very high or hazardous
locations, to effect preventative
maintenance checks, or for collecting
pollution samples,
Demonstrations of air-sea rescue —

the dropping of life supporting flotation

equipment — have been held with
notable success and the fire department
has been impressed with rescues

effected by dropping life lines to persons
trapped on top of a burning buildingi
Other Government agencies have been
contacted regarding use of this RC

helicopter service for stringing safety
tines across rivers swollen during times
of heavy rain.
According to its designer, Mr. Saito,
the MH-17 can hover in winds up to 10

meters/seconds, with its tail facing into
the wind, a feat he claims not possible
with other RC helicopter designs on the
market today. The reason for this, he
says, is the unique circuit employed In
the SAS. Further, for anyone with some
experience at flying RC choppers,
transition to the MH-17 is quite simple
due to its stability intensifying control
system.
With its prime use in the rugged
mountains that constitute some 7/8's of

Koichi Saito(Left)and Akira Shimizu(Right)check out the MH-17just prior to a

the land surface in Japan, the MH-17

test flight.

can be assembled or disassembled in

approximately 2 minutes making

possible easy transport to the operating
ot too many years ago our

hobby of radio controlled
models was embellished with

the Introduction of an RC helicopter, the
result of several years of research by a
German doctor. Originally available only
in kit form, the growing array of
commercial models has also been

incorporates a messenger cable
container of unique design which
permits the entire cable to be carried

aloft, thus eliminating the drag problems
of snagging trees when pulling the free
end.

The helicopter is equipped with 4

servos for collective pitch, yaw,

augmented by a large number of original

longitudinal and lateral controls, and a

designs as well.

5th servo for either cable cannister

Japan also has produced any number

release or a separate release hook. The

site. General construction includes an

all-metal body and a sturdy, well
supported tail boom. As Mr. Saito puts it:

"even if it should crash, about the only
part to sustain damage will be the main
roter, and this is easy to repair!"
The uniqueness of this device,
however, doesn't stop at just the air
frame. The most important feature of the
design lies in the flight control system.
With the aid of one of Japan's RC

of designs In both kit and CD formats.

hook was added when the designers

equipment manufacturers, a number of

Thus, one may wonder about the

found there were other uses for their

MH-17: "Just what's so different about
this model?" The difference is both

choppers. At the moment, plans are
underway for further development that

transmitter/receiver systems have been
modified to provide a means of

conceptual and mechanical. Designed
by Koichi Saito and test flown during its

will permit remote photographic or TV
filming. This will expand application to

automated control transfer. Here's how

it works: If a flight between two points is
to be conducted over a distance too far

development by Akira Shimizu, the
MH-17 was conceived with the
expressed purpose for use in a
commercial venture. The first of its kind

in Japan, and quite possibly in the world,
these two gentlemen established a
corporation for the design, construction
and use of an RC rotor blade airframe.

Utilization Is by an electric power
distribution company for stringing

high-voltage cables through
mountainous regions of the country.

Some of the features designed into
the MH-17 are a heavy payload
capacity,3.8 kgs at sea level or 2 kgs for
up to 30 minutes flying at a nominal
altitude of 500 meters, and a
Stabilization Augmentation System
(SAS) to handle gusting winds
commonly found along the slopes of
mountains. The design also
54

MH-17 ready for a mission. Note messenger cable canister below.

'
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Akira Shimizu hovers the MH-17 with cable canister
attached.

MH-17 lifts off with cable canister and a full gallon can of
missile mist fuel.

I
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Right side view of fuselage.

Left side view of fuselage.
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Close-up of main rotor head.
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Close-up of tail rotor.

for visual safety, the primary pilot takes
off and flies In the direction of his target.

two pilots the process is repeated when
the second pilot pushes his button and

Shimizu.

When he reaches what he feels is the

the third pilot takes over. . .etc!

limit of his control capability, he pushes a
button on his transmitter. This signals
the secondary pilot who is listening for
the signal, with an earphone, from a
special receiver built into his transmitter.
At the same time the signal is flashed by
the first pilot, the control of the first
transmitter is relinquished and the
second pilot automatically takes over!
Should the distance require more than

When the problem of flying over a
mountain is confronted, two pilots are

point, however, and plans are now
underway to develop newer and more
versatile versions of the MH-17 with an

positioned 'on either side of the mountain

eye on expansion of their services. With

with one on top acting as relay. It goes

larger capacity air frames and a team of

without saying that some measure of
practice is required for such a flight plan,

experienced pilots, plans for this

however, tests so far have proved the
system to be quite feasible. The
mechanism that makes all this possible

the fertile imaginations of its founders.

is presently being patented by Saito and

The ball doesn't stop rolling at this

unusual enterprise are limited only by
A few words about these two

modelers would seem appropriate:
to page 125
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SUPER ScQle.BY DICK PHILLIPS

I must apologize to those of you

who were receiving my

consider these two steps separately and
the best equipment to use for each of

privately produced Super

them.

many as you like easily and quickly. A1"

Exposing the slide or negative of the
original requires precise alignment of

Maltese Gross is also a good shape to

Scale News prior to RCM's acceptance
of this as a regular feature. Several have
written to me regretting that I was no
longer producing the much more limited

the film. The exposure can be made on

edition of SSN they had been receiving.

either color slide film or black and white

Their chief reservation was that this
column had not been the same as its

negative. 1 prefer using black and white
negative film for a reason which will

predecessor in that it did not seem as

become obvious a bit later.

the plane of the original and the plane of

personal. This may partly be due to the

Remember, if you are enlarging a

fact that I was printing it on an offset
press whose normal usage was
producing a catalogue, and the print

small plan, the enlargement will make

quality was nowhere near RCM's

quality. Besides, it is quite possible I had

been overly impressed with having a

everything larger, Including the
thickness of the lines.

For example, enlarging the usual
8V2" X 11" page - to quarter scale
dimensions requires enlargements of 15

places on the original. In this way, they
will all be identical and you can stamp as

use.

Choosing a film to use is important; we
want good resolution, fairiy fine grain,
and a reasonable exposure index, i
prefer Panatomic X for the above

qualities and try to get fine grain

developing done as I no longer process
my own film (not always available,
unfortunately).

Setting up for the exposure is the
hardest part. A copying stand is a great
help but few of them were made to copy

the sizes we are to be dealing with, so
you'll have to make your own or pin the
plan to a wall and shoot from a tripod.

regular column in these widely
circulated pages and that may have

on the original will become a 1" wide line

affected my own attitude towards SSN.

on the projected image. That's a pretty

Make sure the plan is flat and light to the
wail(any bulges or slack areas are going

Anyway,from now on, it's back to normal

wide area to fool around with. It's my

to create problems later on). It is

procedure: this is supposed to be fun as
well as informative! From here on in, it

personal opinion when faced with this

Imperative the plan and the film be

to 17 times. Therefore, a line 1/32" wide

situation to use the center of this 1" wide

absolutely parallel to one another, for

good results. If you cannot manage to

The fourth method of enlarging plans

space. 1 feel comfortable with this
arrangement, and as long as you are
consistent with this, you should be okay.

is possibly the easiest to do, but as with
all the others we have discussed. It can

plan to 3"to the foot, remember to check

will be.
•

create a monster. By this, I mean that if

you are not careful, you'll create a plan
from which you will be unable to build

Enlarging a full sized 2" to the foot
the original plan against the original
aircraft if you want true scale. As
discussed previously, many such plans

achieve this, then save the film for

shooting pictures of the models at the

field. Unless this parallel situation can be
achieved, you're wasting your time and
your film.
As for the technical details of

exposure, lighting, etc.. these will vary

accurately. Better not to bother!

have been altered slightly in order to

The method Is photographic and it can
take a number of forms, using various

provide better flying qualities in the

set-ups and varying equipment.

necessary at quarter scale, as you can

Most cameras of any quality at all
have lenses which will cover a large
enough field of view to eliminate any
distortion In the negative or slide. But

which will fly very well indeed without
changes.
Enlarging from 2" to the foot to 3" to

use the best camera and lens available

the foot, you should plan on shooting two

to you, and the largest film size.

the negative. A view camera, or a
ground glass back for your own camera,

negatives(or slides) of each sheet of the
plan for better resolution and less

best one to use for this copying purpose

will work okay. We are going to make

possibility of distortion. Avoid filling the

would be a view camera. However,such
cameras are used mainly by

good use of these marks later.

negative to the very edges, if your lens
does have any distortion inherent in it,

Once the negative or slide has been
processed, we are ready to produce our
enlarged plan. If possible, it would be as
well to use an enlarger for the projected
image, rather than a slide projector. The

As far as cameras are concerned, the

model. Such alterations are much less
be dead on scale and have a model

professional photographers and will not

this distortion will be along the edges of

be available to ail.

the film, especially along the short edge

Generally speaking, the larger the film

of a rectangular film size.

with the type of film used and your own
special circumstances. Presumably you
have the background in photo work or
have been smart enough to get
knowledgeable help.
Arrange your shot so that your rubber
stamped marks appear in each corner of

helps here, although a single lens reflex

size you can use, the better, but most of

In order to minimize the possibility of

us will be using 35mm cameras. The

enlarger will have a better lens than a

distortion in the projected image, 1 put a
mark on the original plan in several
locations so they will appear In the

slide projector, generally speaking, and
less distortion will result. Ideally, we

better the quality of the camera and lens,
the better the results will be.

Producing

a

usable

should make both the original exposure
and the projection with the same lens,
but this is not always possible and we

plan

projection. These are placed in each

photographically consists of two basic
steps, (1) taking the picture of the

case, I use a rubber stamp of an easily

may have to accept a bit less than we

measurable shape (i.e., a 1" square)
and place these in the appropriate

would like for the sake of convenience.

original, and (2) projecting the slide or
negative for the new enlarged plan. We'll
56

corner of the original and, In my own

In any case, choose the best lens

And that's all there is to it. You can

make of receiver, another make of
transmitter and still a third type of servo.
Once the radio in use had been mated,

enlarge almost anything this way so long
as you observe the necessity of keeping

the problem disappeared. The other
problem was related to me by Pete

the planes parallel and arrive at the
proper size. Even a one page three-view

Pitts S2-A. Pete and Andy had been

available to you for the projection. If

original plan. This difference will be so

using an eniarger, make sure you will not
harm it operating it at right angles to its
normal direction as we will be making
our new plan by projecting the image on
a wall, and this requires projection
parallel to the floor rather than at right
angles to It.
Mount (or prepare) the film for the
projector or eniarger to be used and,
again, keep the plane of the film parallel
to the surface being projected upon.
Mount the material for the new plan on
the wail, again making sure it is flat to the
wall. As mentioned in previous articles, I
prefer tracing linen or mylar which
permits reproducing the plan again and
again later. It's just as well to back up the
material with a white card stock or paper
in order to show up the lines properly.

slight as to be negligible.

Waters, who is pilot for Andy Sheber's

can be enlarged in this way, although it

having an interference problem and

will require the utmost care in alignment

Pete,

and in tracing the new plan to avoid
distortion. The projected lines will be

professionally, had checked their Kraft
system every way from Sunday, and still

very wide indeed and it will take some

the problem existed. I'm happy to report

who

services

radios

care to keep them in the middle of the

the radio was not at fault. After trying

wide area which will result In the

everything they could think of, they
replaced the spark plug in the Quadra,

projected image. If there is someone in
your club (or in your area) who is
particularly well informed and capable in
the photographic field, enlist his help.
He'll likely be pleased to have been
asked, and his equipment will likely be

which was a bit fouled, and the problem

disappeared. Moral: Keep the plug
clean, and don't use any more oil in your
fuel mixture than is called for. It isn't

necessary and will certainly foul the plug

This material can be obtained in rolls

as good as anything around. If he does

sooner than would be the case with the

large enough to provide sufficient areas

his own processing, so much the better.
Cultivate him, he's a good man to have

correct mixture.

for this use.

In making our parallel alignment, we
have some help in the form of the
stamped markings we placed on the
original. These will assure both the
correct ratio of enlargement, and the
parallel condition required. Assuming a
1" square on the 2" to the foot original,
we now want a 1V2 square on our 3" to

the foot reproduction. All of these
squares must be the same size and they
must be square. Once we have satisfied
these conditions, we can be assured

that our new plan Is the right size, and
that the size is constant over the entire
surface.

Now, the reason for using negative
film rather than slides will be obvious.

Our projection, given an original of black
lines on a white background, will now be
reversed and consist of light lines on a
black background. It now becomes a
simple matter to draw in the light lines in
pencil creating our new plan. As the lines
are drawn,the light area shows what has
been done and what is still left to do. This
is much easier than it would be if we had

•

Regarding the Quadra engine, some
of the earlier engines had a potential
problem which could be serious if not
attended to. The screw in the carburetor

throat which holds the butterfly valve in
place can back out due to vibration. If
this should happen and the engine
ingests the screw or the butterfly, you
will have a very serious case of engine
indigestion. More recent engines have
had this problem taken care of, but
check yours anyway. Just look into the
carb and make sure the screw is tight. If
not, you may have to remove the carb to
tighten the screw. Place a drop or two of
Loctite on the screw to prevent It from
backing out.
On the base of the Quadra crankcase,
there is a screw which is sealed with

silicone seal (it's the only one sealed). If

you remove the bottom housing, tap this
hole to 8-32, It will take a pressure tap

(same as fits a muffler). However, as the
crankcase pressure is pulsating

used slide film, where the lines would be

between suction and pressure, you're

black and the background light; the
newly drawn lines wouldn't show.
Once pencilled to completion,the plan

halfway home. We need a method of

can be removed from the wall. Inked and

lettered and It is ready to make more
prints from. However, if construction is to
be started immediately (or even if it is
not) while everything is set up. It is
possible to place cardboard in the
projected area and create patterns of the
parts which will subsequently be
required to build the model. We can
even, if we choose, place the wood in the

projection and draw the parts required
right on the material we will use In the
construction process. Wing ribs,
formers, and the like, can be done in this

way and will be ready when construction
starts.

Placing the material in the projected
area in order to make the parts will
slightly alter the size of the part, due to
the.thickness of the material moving its
surface closer to the lens than the

•

Speaking of Andy Sheber's Pitts, it's

aroundl

holding the pressure, but eliminating the
suction. Any one-way valve will do this
for you, but finding one seems to be the
problem. If you have a medical supply
house handy (or a friendly nurse or
doctor) there is a one-way valve used in
medicine in I.V.'s which can be adapted

available In 1/3 or 1/4 scale. (The 1/3
scale is 80" wide and huge.) I have one
under construction and it is very big. We

have one already in the air here and 1
can tell you that it is a most impressive

bird. Andy's was flown at the
Tournament of Champions, as

mentioned previously here, and made
quite an impact on those present to see

it. The performance of ours here is a bit
less than we would like, but we have
been unable to try more than one or two

props on it to date and expect to liven its
performance up a bit with a change of
prop. The plan is available from Big Art's
Models at 20620 Emmett, Taylor,

Michigan 48180. Big Art also has a 1/3
and a 1/4 scale Kraft Super Fli at93" and

73y2" span, respectively, along with
many other good things for the models.
Drop Big Art a note including an S.A.S.E.
for a list and prices.
•

I had a note recently from Dave
Henshaw who is no stranger to
Canadians as he is a real triple threat(or

maybe more than that!). Dave flies
pattern, scale, gliders, and just about
everything else and,worst of all, he does
them all well. At a recent club meeting in
Windsor, Ontario, Andy Sheber and

Pete Waters put in an appearance and
shared their experiences with the

to our task. If you can get your hands on

biggies with the guys in the Windsor

one of these, you'll soon solve the
problem. This will produce about 5

Club. Dave says they answered 1001

questions — I wonder what happened

pounds pressure which can be used to
pressurize a smoke solution tank,

to the rest of the questions? Andy and

introducing a smoke mixture into the hot
exhaust system. You'll be surprised at
how much smoke it will produce. Qne
correspondent assures me that in two
minutes, it produced so much smoke he
couldn't even see the strip, let alone his
airplane!

construction, materials, and methods,

I have only had two reports of
interference problems with the Quadra.
One of these was caused by the use of
mis-matched radio components. One

Pete covered the Pitts in detail, as to

giving the guys a good idea and the
benefit of their experience. If my own

experience is any criterion, there will
soon be a few biggies under
construction in the Windsor area.
•

George (Woody) Clapp of the
Allegany New York STARS (Southern
Tier Aero Radio Society) has shared a

couple of things with me and I wanted to
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newly made up end, we can thread a
Kwik Link (with keeper) and we are
ready to adjust for length in the case of a
control cable, or for tension if it is to be

used as a flying or landing wire. Simple,
easy, and reliable. Thanks to Woody
Clapp, and the STARS.
Woody is also in the process of
building Dick Barren's quarter scale
Stinson Reliant (SR-9). Not very
unusual, as there must be many of them
under construction around the country.
Woody being a bit of an innovator has

added a new twist. He is building the
fuselage out of 1/4" aircraft grade steel
tubing. He had the fuselage fully framed
when I last heard from him, and it was

George 'Woody' Clapp and his first RC model. A Sopwith Triplane which was
drawn and scratch-built by Woody. Now that's a fairly ambitious project for a
first time RC modeler, small wonder he's wearing such a broad grin. Wires are
functional and the spoked wheels are scratch built as well.
pass them along to you. One ofthe Stars

has developed a method of making up

CABLE

control cables or rigging cables out of

done to scale; not only that, but finished
weight is 3% pounds! That can't be
much heavier than building according to
the plans with conventional materials
(conventional, that is in quarter scale).
Woody has promised some pictures of
this beauty he has constructed and I'll
include them with this column if they
arrive by deadline date.
Just to really dazzle you with the
talents of this multi-faceted individual,

commonly available materials which are

he has been in touch with North

both strong and adjustable. As you will
know if you have been following SSN I
suggest using control cables working

American, and they have supplied him
with details and specs on the B-25. You
guessed it, he and a couple of the

.BRASS TUBE

from both sides of the servo arm to a

STARS are working on a quarter scale

double horn on both elevator and

model of this famous aircraft, meant to

rudder. Making these cables up is a

be powered with a pair of Quadras! 1
have asked Woody to keep me in touch
with this project and will keep you all up
to date on Its progress.

problem if you haven't had to do it before

and the Stars solution is a good one.
Referring to Figure 1, the parts required
are, from left to right: the cable , a short
piece of brass tubing, an eyelet, a cotter
pin, another short piece of tubing and a

EYELET

The STARS are the guys who are
currently flying a squadron(seven at last
count) of quarter scale Bristol Scouts in

section of 2-56 threaded rod.

shows

The eyelets, incidentally, can be
obtained from the small packets of

York/Pennsylvania area. They are

•COTTER PIN

Perfect parts we have been using for
years. I used to save these to make up

the

New

currently planning on a second addition
to the squadron' concept but have not

yet hit upon the subject. Can you picture
a squadron (or even a flight) of B-25's
snarling It's way Into the air? The thought

the ends of wire control lines and still

have a few around although I have not
much use for Perfect parts in my RC

boggles the mind.
The Jim Davis team in England are
currently flying a squadron of Spitfires at
ten foot span and one of these has been

ventures.

Making these up is simplicity itself —
the cable is passed through the brass
tube, looped back through the brass
tubing again, and then snugged up

around

flown across the English Channel to
France. They also have an ME 109 and
a four engined Lancaster bomber which

TUBING

around the eyelet. The brass can then

be swaged shut and soldered, pulled up
tight on the eyelet. Then open the
cotter pin up so it can be passed through
the eyelet, close it again, trim off the
ends of the cotter pin to the appropriate
length, insert it into the second piece of
brass tubing, inserting the 2-56 rod into

I understand, requires three radios and
three pilots to fly it. It is advertised at 27
foot span and Ron Shettler of Quadra
tells me it now has four Quadras

providing the power. The sound of those

four engines beating in unison must be

the silver solder on the cable as the heat

enough to bring the hair up on the back
of one's neck! Anyone else out there
planning, building or flying a
multi-planed team in quarter scale? If so,

required can seriously weaken the

I'd love to hear about it and will be

the other end of the tube, and solder or

silver solder together. I don't like using
cable. At the other end (i.e., cotter pin,

pleased to pass the word along to

tubing and rod) I'm not so concerned

others.

about the heat doing harm; dealers

•

choice here anyway. The other end of

Just a note to those who have been

the cable can be fitted permanently to
the hold-down, or can be soldered to a

solder link (with keeper) and then on our
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writing me, I promised to answer all
FIGURE 1

letters written to me and much as I hate

to go back on a promise, it looks as if it is

not going to be physically possible for
me to keep that one. 1 may have to go to
a form letter with answers to questions

is probably crushed slightly off center
and the wobble created can cause a
vibration as bad or worse than that

judged in the same contest from the

hastily written in. Rest assured, I'll do the

caused by a prop out of balance.

same distance makes for a rough deal

very best I can. Mail started coming in
shortly after the first column appeared

example, a quarter scale model and a
Half-A model (to take the extremes)

for the Half-A model. The Quarter sealer

is at an advantage in that super detailing

back in March and it continues to

I have had a number of inquiries from

a large model is less of a task than doing

increase. RCM tells me that it is going to
become even greater yet, and I must
admit it is good to hear from you all. I'll do
the best I can, but please don't be
offended If the reply is a hastily scrawled

modelers in the U.S. as to the status of

the same thing for a Half-A model. Bob

flying their large models in relation to
AMA insurance. I was not in a position to
comment on this until recently, when a
correspondent forwarded a copy of a

note (and boy, can I scrawl when I'm in a
hurry!).

letter from John Worth, AMA Executive

•

introduction. The letter states, "There's

I had a note recently from Hank lltzsch

of Seekonk, Massachusetts, inquiring
about the new Grish and Top Flite props
in the larger sizes. I've seen them
advertised, of course, but they haven't
reached me here in Canada yet so I'll
have to rely on the comments of others

on their performance, Naturally, any
engine will perform a bit differently on
the same prop in different models,so It is
important to try a few different props on
an engine when it's in a new model.
Slight changes in size and/or pitch will
make a model perform differently, so it is
always a good idea to try a few before
you settle on the one you'll use. Mostly I
have had letters from those who tell me

the 20" props seem to do well on the
Quadra, and the pilch I'll leave to you

and Grish, depending on what works
best for you and what Grish and Top
Flite put on the market. Punctilio in
England have been supplying us with
props here and although theirs work
fine, the sizes stop at 18/6 which is still a
bit undersize for such engines as the
Quadra. Some 20's and 22's with

pitches up to around 8 and 10 would not
be amiss.

Director, to Pappy DeBolt, who needs no
no problem of insurance, as yet. Our
insurance is based on how you fly, not

and a formula should be worked out to

matter how big the plane is. Flying over

reduce the obvious disparity in the case

people is prohibited by the AMA Safety

stated above.

Code. There might be no insurance

Bob also commented that Super
Scale is the wave of the future (with

coverage in such cases." There it is
guys, that's the definitive word from the
guy who is in the best position to assess
•

Recently, received some information

cycle arena which will lend themselves
to adaptation to our needs. Not to

from Dave's Custom Models(1844 West

mention that Quadra and others must-

Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale, California

already be working on engines to
supplement those already available. I

91201) announcing they are now

stocking the Eastcraft Specialty
Products Electra-Starter system. This is
an electric starter for the Quadra (and
presumably other) engines, operating
from its own on-board nicad pack. The

feel sure we are going to see some
remarkable new engines in the
foreseeable future and would ask that if

you hear of any. or are involved in their
development, please let me know so the

system is claimed to be capable of

word can be passed to those who are

starting the Quadra up to 100 times from

interested.

one charge. The batteries and starter
motor may be located at will in the
fuselage to preserve balance. The

^starter is coupled to the engine with a
\:lutch that totally disengages after the
engine fires so places no load on the
engine after it has started. The system

easier on the prop center. They take a
longer bolt than is fitted to the Quadra,
paint the threads inside the prop adapter

and stopped from one channel. Parts
(when necessary) are off the shelf

props used on these larger engines as
the possible vibration level from an
unbalanced prop could be disastrous. In
addition, and perhaps even more
important, be sure you check the
tracking of the prop, much as the
helicopter guys do with their rotors. The
easy way to do this is to set up a piece of
card stock so that the prop tips just touch

which I cannot disagree, obviously!) and
that there are literally dozens of
motorcycle and other engines in the two

the situation.

will operate from an auxiliary channel on

It is extremely important to balance all

suspect the idea warrants further study,

what you fly. Qn that basis it doesn't

A few fellows have made a change to
their Quadra engines that takes it a bit

with Loctite, or similar product, thread
the new bolt into the adapter, cut off the
head of this bolt (after the Loctite is set
up) dress the raw end of the bolt and fit it
with a large prop washer and nut. Using
a larger washer over the prop center is a
good idea as it spreads the compression
load over a wider area which is less likely
to deform the prop hub.

suggests the judging should be done
from a distance equal to 5 times the
wingspan of the model (forty feet for the
quarter scale model and approximately
eight feet for the Half-A). Sounds like a
great idea to me and a fairer way to go.
Far be it from me to make suggestions to
the AMA (being a Canadian) but I

yourTx. The engine can be both started

available so repairs should not be a
problem. The total weight of the system
is 40 ounces, not a problem for most of

Ron Kobilka's L'il Swift, from RCM

plans. Swift yes, but not I'll anymore.
More details in Super Scale News.

the quarter scale models around. Cost is
$129,95 and a charger for the nicad
pack is S9.95. Eastcraft's address is
P.O, Box 25, Irwin, Pennsylvania 15642.

Some months ago RCM printed a plan

Try your local hobby shop, but if not

for a .40 powered model called a L'il
Swift. It really appealed to me at the

available there, write Dave or Eastcraft.
The information related here comes

from an advertising piece received
recently, I therefore, cannot speak for

time, and I built one. It was conventional
construction with a foam wing, and the

one I built flew like the original flying

the quality or the operation of the unit.

brick. In all fairness to the designer, it

Comments from those who have will be

was more likely my fault than his. I had to
oile a great chunk of lead in the nose of

much appreciated by this cowboy!
•

1 had an interesting note from Bob

line to get it to balance properly and it
did not, as you may have gathered, fly

Slater in Phoenix a while back and while

well at all.

Minnesota, dropped me a line recently

it as you turn the engine over by hand. A

his letter is a bit lengthy to reproduce
here, he made a point about judging
which I think bears repeating. In a Scale

bit of pencil lead rubbed onto the tips will

or Stand-Off Scale contest, there is an

make a mark on the card stock, and both

obvious disadvantage in judging varying

tips should touch in exactly the same
spot. If this is not the case, the prop hub

sized models against one another with
the current judging distance. For

Ron Kobilka of Cottage Grove,

telling me about his L'il Swift. The wing
span is 96", length is 69", the model
weighs 19 pounds and flies on a Quadra
with an 18/8 prop. The wing is foam with
to page 124
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Hobby Shack
DAS SUPER
SLUPEN THING
IMPRESSIONS

E

Packaging

G

A

F

P

Pre-Shaped Paris

•

Plans

•
•

NA

•

DIe-CutlIng

A

F

P

•

Overall Parts Fll

•
•
•

Fidelity to Scale

NA

Flight Performance

•

Accessories

G

Ease ol Assembly

•

Quality ol Fibarglaas
Oilier Materials

E

Parts Matcti to Plans

Wrinan Inslrucllons

Quality of Hardwood

IMPRESSIONS

•

Overall Appeal

•

•

E =E»elienl I G^Good / A=Avsrage I F=Falr I P=Poor

SPECIFICATIONS
Name

DAS SUPER SLUPEN THING

Aircraft Type
Manufactured By

Sport Sailplane
Hobby Shack
18480 Bandilier Circle

Fountain Valley, California 92708

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price
Available From

844.95
Mfg. & Retail Outlets

Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord
Total Wing Area

Sport Sailplane
108 Inches
8V2" (Avg.)
957 Square Inches

Fuselage Length

as Super Slupen Thing is a sport sailplane designed
by Bob McVickar, and sold by Hobby Shack. Das

Super Slupen Thing {will you forgive us if we shorten
this to Das SST?) . . . anyhow, Das SST is a nicely
proportioned, polyhedraled big brother to (what else?) Das

Slupen Thing, and boasts a 108" span with a generous 957

Radio Compartment Dimensions
Wing Location

50 Inches

(L) 9V2" x (W) 2V2" x (H) 3"
High Wing

Airfoil

Wing Planform

Flat Bottom

Center Section — Constant Chord
Outer Panels — Swept L.E.

Dihedral

3 Inches

square inches of wing area. With credentials like this, you can

Polyhedral
Stabilizer Span

see right off that this is a bird to reckon with.
Digging into the kit, we came across what seemed to be at

Stabilizer Chord (tncl. elev.)
Total Stab Area

least a cord of balsa wood, a plastic envelope full of
accessories, a beautiful clear plastic canopy, a set of wing

Stab Airfoil Section

Stabilizer Location

Top of Fuselage

wires, and two sheets of full sized plans. Since the plans were
so good, we might as well tell you that they were done by VInce
Micchia, and approved by Paul Bender. The first sheet of plans

Vertical Fin Height

10% Inches

covered fuselage and tail section construction, and included

no less than four perspective sketches of the fuselage in

various stages of assembly:one sketch of canopy installation;
and two of these fine helpful little drawings were of the elevator

2-7/16" —2nd panel
28 inches

Vk"(Avg.)
182 Square Inches
Flat

Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.)

8" (Avg.)

Mfg. Rec. Engine Range

NA

Mfg. Rec. Fuel Tank Size

NA

Landing Gear

NA

Recommended No. Of Channels
Recommended Control Functions

2
Elevator & Rudder

Basic Materials Used In Construction:

and rudder. Also included on the first sheet was printed

Fuselage

•.

instructions for building the fuselage. There were no

Wing

Ply, Balsa & Spruce

instructions or notes for the vertical or horizontal stabilizer

construction, but then, none was needed so well done were

the drawings. Sheet 2 of the plans contained full size drawings
of both wings, plus perspective sketches showing various
details of rib, spar, and wing tube placement. As with the
sketches on Sheet 1, these little drawings are very well done,
and proved to be an excellent aid in building. No written
instructions were included on Sheet 2, however, for the most
part, none were needed. More comments regarding this later.

All things considered, this kit was found to be well planned
and put together, with the sole exception of the lack of written
instructions for building the wings. Balsa wood quality was
very good, and die-cutting ranged from excellent to fair. The

die-cut balsa parts, for the most part, separated cleanly, and
no problems were encountered here. The 1/8" ply fuselage
sides and doublers were examples of what excellent
to page 120
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Tail Surfaces
Hardware Included In Kit

Plan Size
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets
Instruction Manual
Construction Photos
Kit Includes

Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt

Balsa & Ply
Balsa
See Text

24" x 56V2"(2 sheets)
Yes
No
No
Die Cut Parts

Not Given
Not Given

RCM PROTOTYPE
Weight, Ready To Fly

Wing Loading
Covering & finishing materials used
Engine Make & Disp
Muffler Used

Radio Used
Tank Size Used

58 Ounces

8.25 oz./sq. ft.
See Text
NA
NA

RS Systems
NA

ITj

fPIT
_DlI

Balsa U.S.A.

Phaeton Biplane
IMPRESSIONS
Paskaglng

G

A

F

P

IIVIPRESSIONS

E

G

A

Pre-Siiaped Parts

•

Plans

•

Wrilien Inslrucllons

•

Quality ol Hardwood

•

Quallly of Fiberolass

NA

F

P

NA

Parts Match to Plans

•

Overall Parts Fit

•

Ease ol Assemtily

•

Fidelity to Scale

NA

Other Materials

•

Flight Performance

Accessories

•

Overall Appeal

Oie-Cutling

•

•
«

E==Eicellenl t G°Good I A=AvaiaBe I F=F3lr / P=Poor

SPECIFICATIONS
Name
Aircraft Type
Manufactured By

Phaeton Biplane
Sport Biplane
Balsa U.S.A.
P.O. Box 164

Marlnette, Wisconsin 54143

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price
Available From

Many modelers are turned on by the mid-sized
biplanes that are in such profusion today, and I am no
exception. Unfortunately, most of these exotic bipes
are out of the financial reach of most Sunday fliers. Again, I am
no exception. Now the money troubles are over. A new bipe
entered the market a few months ago called the Phaeton
Biplane: it is the answer.
The Phaeton Biplane is manufactured by Balsa U.S.A. for
the remarkable price of $22.99. This price becomes even

Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord
Total Wing Area
Fuselage Length

Radio Compartment Dimensions
Wing Location
Airfoil

Wing Planform
Dihedral
Stabilizer Span
Stabilizer Chord (mcl. elev.)
Total Stab Area
Stab Airfoil Section

more remarkable when you open the box and find the kit much

Stabilizer Location

more complete than you would guess. The manufacturer has
done away with the unnecessary items such as the kit box (the
balsa is packed directly in the shipping carton), and
over-simplified plans (anyone with a little common sense and
the experience to fly a bipe will have no trouble). Using square
balsa blocks instead of pre-shaped pieces such as wing tips,

Vertical Fin Height
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range

etc., is another price cutter. However, the finished aircraft is
not affected by these.
The kit has many quality features that more than make up for
the cost cutters. A few of these are; rolled plans, good
die-cutting, a very complete hardware pack (horns, hinges,
strip aileron torque rods, windshield plastic, and a pre-bent
aluminum landing gear). Some of the balsa was a little fuzzy,
but a few strokes of #320 sandpaper smoothed it.right out.

The actual building of the kit is not as easy as the Ugly Stick
type of kit, but it is as easy as the older kits such as the Esquire

orTarus. The wings are semi D-tube with leading-trailing edge
planking with cap strips. The fuselage is slab sided with
formers and sheet planking for the top cowl and turtle deck,
and the tail surfaces are sheet balsa.

The only shortcomings I discovered while building were that
the hardwood cabane strut material was 1/4" wider than

shown on the plans, no given finished weight to use as a goal
(probably wouldn't have helped, but it's nice to know), and not
even one sketch of the finished aircraft.
^

to page 114

Recommended Fuel Tank Size

Landing Gear
Rec. Number of Channels

Recommended Control Functions

822.99
Direct from Mfg.

Gen. Sport & Adv. Trainer
Top 48"-Bot. 44"
Top 8V4"-Bot. S'A"
763 Square Inches
38 Inches

(L) 7^4" x(W) 3V2" x (H) 5"
Biplane
Semi-Symmetrical

Constant Chord
Top 0" — Bottom 3/4
17Va"
7^4 Inches
114.7 Square Inches
Flat

Mid Fuselage

6% Inches
7V4 Inches
35-.45
Not Given

Conventional
4

Rud., Elev., Throt., & All.

Basic Materials Used In Construction:

Fuselage
Wing
Tail Surfaces
Hardware Included In Kit

Plan Size
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets

Instruction Manual
Construction Photos
Kit Includes

Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt

Balsa & Ply
Balsa & Ply
Balsa
See text

62" x 29" (1 sheet)
No

Yes (2 pages)
No
Die Cut Parts

Not Given
Not Given

RCM PROTOTYPE
Weight, Ready To Fly
Wing Loading
Covering & finishing materials used

Engine Make and Disp
Muffler Used

Radio Used
Tank Size Used

:. 96 Ounces
18.5 oz./sq. ft.
See Text

K & B .40
Semco

Hobby Lobby
8 Ounces
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'n Dicks Cockpit

BY DICK BRADFORD

protectors, and a megaphone.
"When I give you the nod, slip that

weak link," he explained.

megaphone on the exhaust and stay out

four hours to produce from a solid chunk

of the prop plane. The asbestos glove
will get hot, so when you can't stand it

of titanium that goes for $10.00 per

Glen's con rod costs $50.00. It takes

any more, disconnect and take it off,"

pound. Glen says to produce horse
power, it's either cubic inches or cubic

Glen said.

money that counts.

The engine fired right off, and Glen
'tweeked'the needle valve. I got the nod,

Model Parts, 1015 8. 6th St.,

Glen Dye Is the owner of Performance

and gingerly plugged on the

Minneapolis, Minn., the manufacturers

of TWA engines and a host of fine

Here, Glen shows us a piped rear

megaphone. Holy cowlThetachjumped
to 21,000 RPfyi -- that test booth was a
mighty unpleasant place to be. We shut
down and calculated the horse power

rotary .60 — puts out over four
horsepower(see text). This would be

using Kavan test equipment — 4.05

was treated to a modeler's paradise.
Glen eats, drinks, and sleeps model

H.P.!

engines, and Is very generous with his

Glen Dye, owner of Performance

Model Parts, builds fine TWA engines.

a fine mill for an assault on the RIC FAI

speed record.

TWA ENGINES

Glen tore down the engine and

accessories. On a recent lay-over In

Minneapolis, I visited Glen's plant, and

showed me Its 'Innards'.

time and talents. I 'picked his brain' for
several hours — a real gentleman.

"Here's the secret to keeping one
together at 4 H.P.." he said.
Glen was holding the con rod — a
titanium beauty with needle bearings on

models used as test beds for engines —
R/C, control-line, boats and race cars —
some of the finest to be seen anywhere.

Scattered throughout the shop are

"It's an expensive item, but the only

And the engines — many displacements
for most applications. Of particular

"You bet!"

way to go. Several .60's on the market

interest to the RC'ers are the throttled

Glen strapped the TWA to the bench,

can approach 4 H.P. — design-wise
they're close — but in the metallurgy
department they fall short. The rod is the

engines. The Perry pumper pattern .60

readout equipment accurate to .0005

Dye's secret of keeping a .60 together
at four horsepower — a titanium rod

Performance Model Parts impressive
line of TWA engines.

inch.

with needle bearings.

Finished ABC piston and sleeve for

Steps in machining brass sleeve.

"You want to see over four horse

power out of a .60?" Glen asked.

closed the test booth door, and handed

me some asbestos gloves, ear

Glen is big on boats ■ • • uses digital

.40Sch.RIC.

62

both ends.

with tuned pipe is really something — It
text to page 112

Front end and cranks for rear rotor
.60.

.40 Sch.RIC with Perry Pump — Glen

Breakdown of.40 Sch.RIC.

Drilling and turning fixtures for.40.

uses Kavan test equipment.

•iatv.-K.iws

Accessories

produced

Performance(see text).

at

Beautiful TWA Sch. pattern .60 with

Boatersdrool — .40 Sch.RIC Marine.

Perry Pump,carb and pipe.

r

A BETTER WAY

By David L. Peltz

The parachute lines used at the end of RIC soaring "high starts" and winches twist and tangle quite easily during a short flying
session. The simpie addition of a spare circularservo outputdisk, drilled to accommodate the correct number of parachute lines will
provide a rapid means of untwisting the lines. Merely slide it up and down once, and the lines will untwist, by themselves.

Additionally, sliding and leaving the disk at different points along the lines will control the speed of descent of the chute. Slide it
away from the chute to slow down descent, or towards the chute to speed up descent by partially collapsing the chute. Heath has a
circular servo output wheel with 8 holes. There may be others.

CHUTE

TOW
RING

SLIDE DISK TO
UNTWIST LINES

USUAL CONDITION OF
LINES AFTER A FEW
TOWS

HOLD
HERE
WHILE
SLIDING
DISK

•SERVO DISK
ONE HOLE PER

TOW
LINE

LINE; LINES PASS

DISK

DISK

THRU HOLES

POSITION

POSITION

FOR
SLOW
DESCENT

FOR
FAST

DESCENT

SONIC

^ LOCATOR
By Alfred I. Anderson
'' s

J
Several times last summer I
tramped through tall corn fields
trying to find a downed
airplane. When the stalks are over your

C1

INPUT (A)

O.lmfd.

AI-105

head and as thick as a hedge, you have
to literally walk on top of the plane to find
it! I decided there must be a better way to

GND

implement the standard search

FIGURE 1

techniques, After considering (and

SONIC LOCATOR FOR POSITIVE
PULSE SYSTEMS

rejecting) the automatic release of a

balloon for flares, the concept of a Sonic
Locator evolved. Initially it was only to

all familiar with electronic circuits. Figure

provide a homing signal to allow the pilot
to walk directly to his downed plane,
however, other benefits immediatley
became obvious. This simple circuit will

1 is the schematic which describes the

provide at least four useful functions.

First, it does an excellent job of helping
to find lost aircraft. Second, it reminds

you to turn your receiver off when you're
done flying! Third, it makes for an
extremely simple way to range-check
your equipment. Finally, you can easily

If the imput pulses are discontinued
the situation changes. Q1 no longer
discharges the storage capacitor. After a

circuitry.
The circuit is designed to turn on the

short time, the voltage across C1

audio indicator whenever a lack of servo

increased to the point where 02

control pulses is detected. Normally the
signal Imput (point A In Figure 1) goes

becomes cut-off. This drops the voltage
across R3 which turns on 03 causing

positive for a millisecond or so about
sixty times a second. These are the
pulses that position the servo In
response to the control sticks on the
transmitter. Each time a pulse is

current to flow into the audio indicator,

received, transistor Q1 discharges the
storage capacitor, Cl. This keeps the

A1, producing the tone. The active state
current flow is around twenty
milliamperes. The above description
assumes a positive pulse system such
as Heathkit, Kraft, etc. If your R/C
system uses a negative pulse (such as

voltage across the capacitor near
ground insuring that transistor Q2 is
saturated causing nearly 4.8 volts

Is exactly the same circuit with the
polarity changed and the PNP and NPN

of a loud audio Indicator and a control

across the resistor R3. This state keeps

transistors interchanged.

circuit. It may be attached to an unused

the output transistor, Q3, cut-off so that

This circuit has been designed around

channel of your receiver or may be

no current flows into the audio indicator

the AI-105 audio indicator available from

paralleled onto a servo.

A1 and no sound is produced. The
quiescent current draw is typically less

Projects Unlimited, Inc. It is ideal for our
purposes.This is not a simple buzzer but

than one milliampere.

a small transistorized oscillator that

check to see if anyone else is using your
frequency.

When completed,the Sonic Locator is
smaller, weighs less, and draws far less
current than a KPS-12 servo. It consists

Construction of the Sonic Locator

should pose no problems to anyone at
GND

(GRN)

INPUT (A)o

Cl
O.lmfd.

+4.8

FIGURE 1A
SONIC LOCATOR FOR NEGATIVE
PULSE SYSTEMS

64

VVorld Engines), refer to Figure 1 A. This

drives a miniature tuning fork. This
produces a 400 Hz tone at about 80 db.
Since there are no mechanical points
(as in a buzzer) there is no radio
interference or vibration sensitivity. By
mounting the Sonic Locator to the frame
of our aircraft, a large sounding board is
realized. The 400 Hztone is easy to hear
and will cut right through corn, tall grass,
etc. This is the only part of the circuit that
I recommend you do not substitute.
The first step in building the Sonic
Locator is to produce a printed circuit,
(pc) board which is about the size of a
postage stamp. Although this is not
absolutely necessary, It Is simple to do
and will result In a neat assembly. If you
have never made a pc board before, the
following procedure is guaranteed to
succeed. This technique is suitable for-

5/8"

Cut the pc board to the size specified
in the drill diagram.

i
_1
FIGURE 2

LAYOUT DIAGRAM, FOIL SIDE

thin piece of paper to trace the holes as
shown in the pc board layout. Then use
rubber cement or Scotch Tape to hold

this against the pc board and drill the
indicated holes with a #59 drill, Next
clean the board with an abrasive

y

is;

cleanser such as Ajax or Comet until the

copper side of the board is bright and
shiny.

It

?liura

After drying the board, use the resist

pen to trace the pattern shown in Figure
2 onto the copper side of the pc board.
These lines are the places where the
copper is not to be removed in the next
step. Pour the etchant into a plastic tray
that is sitting in a pool of hot water.

■ •••

Cement a copy of the drili diagram to

the side of the cut pc board without
any copper.

Immerse the board and agitate it if you
are so inclined. About twenty minutes

later you will find all of the unwanted
copper removed. Rinse the board well

and again clean with Ajax or steel wool,
That is all there is to it!

Appiy the resist to the copper side of
the pc board as shown in the layout
diagram.

After your finished board is dry, insert

the components as shown in the
component placement. Figure 3. To
to page 99
R3, 6.8K

R2, 270K

R1.47K

-<□ +4,8 VOLTS (GNO)
AI-105 RED (GHN)

Drill the holes with a #59 driil.

<□ AMOSGRN (RED)
INPUT

^—o GND (+4.8V)

all prototype projects and is quite
economical. Pick up some pc board,
etchant, and a resist pen. I buy mine

C1, O.lmfd,

from Radio Shack but these can be

purchased through the mail from many
sources. Cut a piece of pc board to the
dimensions indicated in Figure 2. Use a

(

) ARE FOR NEGATIVE PULSE SYSTEMS ONLY
FIGURE 3

COMPONENT PLACEMENT
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Designed By Joe Bhdl

Photos - Text by Ben Strasser
REARWIN SPEEDSTER M6000M
Designed By : Joe BridI

each piece center tip block to prevent
mishaps later. Also, be sure you mark a

bones by sticking mainly to the building

TYPE AIRCRAFT

sequence. Somehow, it seldom works

1/4 Size Stand-Off Scale

ribs total for each wing panel) and drill
the hole for the aileron pushrod. Either
1/16" piano wire alone may be used, or
the hole through the ribs can be drilled to
accept an outer NyRod tube to minimize

ach time we do a construction

E

article for RCM, we try to keep
the words down to the bare

right and left piece. Stack ribs #2-#9(8

out that way though. It seems that with

WINGSPAN

each aircraft there are some cautions to

96 V4 Inches

point out along with special ways of

WING CHORD

14 % Inches

assembling different parts that will make

it go together better. And each special
idea takes a few more words. Ah well,

TOTAL WING AREA

friction.

1420 Square Inches

By studying the plans, you'll find that
the wings are held to the hardwood spar
supports on the fuselage with a 4/40
screw that passes through a clearance

WING LOCATION

we keep trying.

High Wing

The Rearwin Speedster Model 6000

AIRFOIL

is a new Bridibird designed by the man
for the experienced R/C pilots among us
who are interested in the 1/4 scale

scene. A sturdy design that will eat up

Semi-Symmetrical

hole in the bottom of the front and rear

WING PLANFORM
Constant Chord
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP

spars. They screw into the threaded

hardwood pieces. A square 1/16" ply
plate is glued into the bottom of both
spars, both to offer a hard surface for the
screws and to reinforce the spars at that

1/2 Inch
OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH
69 '/2 Inches

your MonoKote, Solarfilm, or Coverite

faster than the 454 engine in my pickup
truck eats gas on the trip to the flying

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA

point, so the screws can't compress

field; the airplane can be flown with a

(L)17"x(W)5'x{H)6"

Quadra,.80, or .60 with a prop reduction

STABILIZER SPAN

them. Relieve the spars in the location of
the screw plate. Glue the square plate in

unit. To help out your construction, RCM

34 Inches

is making the epoxy-glass cowl, wheel

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.)
10% Inches (Avg.)

pants, and dural landing gear available.
Building The Stabilizer, Elevator

place. Next, relieve all of the spars for
the long ply plate so when it is added it
will be flush with the surface of the spar.
See the wing side view on the plans.
Glue the long plate into the inboard end

STABILIZER AREA

365 Vz Sq. In.

Halves, Fin, and Rudder
We'll begin construction with the tail

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

of each spar.

Flat

feathers because they go together
quickly and don't require much in the
way of special comments. The only

Because webbing is used along the

STABILIZER LOCATION

Top of Fuselage
.

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

front and back spars, we recommend
preparing these pieces before the ribs
are glued in place. Also, the ply plates

^

caution we want to mention is that the

13 Inches

leading edge of the fin extends into the

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (Incl. rudder)

used in the first bay and the webbing

15" at Fuselage

fin plate on the top of the fuselage at the

pieces should be cut so they stop about
1/8" from the surface of the top and
bottom spars. In that way they won't
show in your covering material, By
preparing these webbing and ply pieces

REC. ENGINE SIZE

tail. Also, the fin tail post extends to the

.60. .60 w/reduction unit,

bottom of the tail of the fuselage. Finish
the building job by cutting the necessary
hinge slots and adding the control horn

1.5 or QuadraFUEL TANK SIZE
16 Ounces

insert. Easy, huh?

LANDING GEAR

now, they can be used as a guide when

Preparing To Build The Wing
Next, the wing, especially since it

Conventional
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS

must be built to finish the fuselage. Here
are the preparations to be made. Use

4 (2 servos req. for ailerons)

the ribs are installed to insure a snug
webbing to rib fit. Number the webbing

the template provided on the plans to

Balsa

the piece about 1"long and the exacttop

Rud., Elev., All., Throt.
BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION

draw the airfoil shape on the spar end of
the center tip block. Note that the airfoil

Fuselage
Wing

is semi-symmetrical, so mark the top of

Empennage

66

Balsa & Ply
Balsa & Ply

pieces for the appropriate bays —
unless you've stacked sanded them to
make sure they're all exactly alike. Then,
use one of the hardwood spar supports
to prepare a spar spacing template. Cut

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Wl. Ready-To-Fly
Wing Loading

200 oz. w/1.5 eng.
20.28 Oz/Sq. Ft.

REARWIN SPEEDSTER M6000M
to bottom width of the hardwood spar
support. This template will be used when
the top front and rear spars are installed
to insure that they are properly spaced to
accept the hardwood pieces.

the long plywood plate side down. Use
the spar spacing template to get the
proper spacing between the top and
bottom ribs in the first bay. If necessary,
it's okay for the top spars to extend a bit

To complete your preparation, select

above the ribs to get the desired fit to the

two of the ribs and number the rib #14.

Is not the rib centeriine because the rib is

template, and to the spar support. If they
do extend a bit above the top of the ribs,
the spars can be sanded later as you
detail sand the wing panels. Add the ply

semi-symmetrical — down the length of

plates on both sides of the spars and

Using the false rib side view on the plans
as a guide, mark the datum line — which

the rib. This line will be needed later

triangle stock reinforcement pieces in

when you prepare to sand the wing tips
to the desired shape.
Building the Wing
Plans are provided for both wing
panels so you can build them at the
same time if you have the room to do so.
With the plans covered with plastic
kitchen wrap, and remembering that the
bottom spars have the square ply insert,
pin the front bottom spar onto the plans

the first bay. Add the webbing as shown

with the square ply insert side down. A
3/16" strip of balsa is used to block up
the bottom rear spar. Use the root wing
rib as a guide to assure the proper
spacing of the front and rear spars. The

rear spar should be angled slightly so it
fits squarely into the cut-out in the wing

on the plans.
Using the rib contour drawn on the
spar end of the center tip block, pin and

glue the center tip block in place to the

in the same way. Glue in the sub spar
behind the leading edge. This spar can

be bent slightly down at the tip end to
glue to the leading edge block. Use the
aileron as a guide to glue in the tip

trailing edge block and Inboard trailing
edge piece. Sand the leading edge of
these pieces to assure they line up

property with the wing rib contour.
When the adhesive has set up, the

wing should be removed from the
building board. The rear top and bottom
spars are to be cut off flush with rib #14.
Trim the leading edge and spars at the
root rib as necessary. Add the tip

geodetic rib, the bellcrank/bellcrank
plate assembly, the servo mounting
plate — which is glued just below the top

top and bottom forward spars. When this
block is properly aligned, the top and
bottom spars will extend a bit above and
below the block. Use scrap balsa to

sheeting for the aileron pushrod exit. Cut

block up the center tip block as
necessary so it is centered on those
spars and is parallel to the surface of

out the rectangular holes in the root rib
on each wing panel for the hardwood
spar support. Prepare the aileron servo

your workbench.

compartment access hatch. Drill the

Add the leading edge block so it is

surface of the wing — the three ply strut

plates for each wing panel, and the balsa

hole through the root rib for the servo

centered on the side of rib #13 and on
the rib contour drawn on the inside of the

wire.

center tip block. Install the rear tip block

the plans you'll note that from the front

Detail sand the wing. By referring to

ribs.

view, the curve on the top of the tip Is

Using the ply pieces in the first bay
and balsa webbing for the other ribs to
get the proper spacing, glue the 1/4" root

greater than the cun/e on the bottom. To

If you haven4 gotten into

rib and other ribs(except the geodetic tip

the 1/4 scale models,give

rib) in place. Use a carpenter's square to
assure that the root rib is at 90° to your

building board and to the leading and
trailing edge. Then, with a piece of 1/2"
balsa strip under the leading edge as a
block, pin and glue the leading edge in
place. Add the trailing edge, making

certain it is properly aligned with the

Joe*s a try.It makes a good
first **biggie** for the
experienced flyer.The

sand the wing tip to the desired shape, a
reference line is needed. Pin the wing

panel down on your building board with
the trailing edge blocked up such that
the datum line on rib #14 is parallel to

your building board. Stick a pin through a
block of balsa so the point sticks through
the other side and lines up with the

Rearwin is a long time

center of the trailing edge at the aileron.
Move the block around the wing tip to

favorite of many modelers.

scratch a mark from the trailing edge to

trailing edge of the ribs. Glue the top

the leading edge. Note that at the

front and rear main spars in place with

leading edge this mark will be a bit below
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Completed fin & rudder. The leading edge of the fin is not

The nearly completed stab and elevator halves. Hardwood

yet cut to length.

joiner yet to be added.

the center of the leading edge because

cut-outs, pin the cabin block template

runs from the location of the back of the

of the semi-symmetrical airfoil. Then,
use a soft pencil to darken the line so it's

cut out from the plans to the root rib of

rib 1/8" below the top surface of the

landing gear plate to the middle
longeron, the vertical piece that runs
from the middle longeron to the bottom
of the cabin top block, and the
3/8" x 3/8" angled piece at the top rear

wing. Using the holes in the root rib as a

of the cabin. In addition, you'll install that

guide, mark and cut out the rectangular
holes in the template. Then, use the

upright at the aft of the servo
compartment, the cabin top block, and
the upper and lower vertical pieces in the

easy to see. Sand the top and bottom of
the wing tip to this line.

To sand the ieading edge to shape,
pin the false rib (which is to be glued to
the fuselage sides later) to the root of the
wing panel. Trace around the front of the

one wing panel. Because 1/8" sheeting
will be glued to the top of the cabin block,
the template should be pinned to the root

false rib to guide your sanding. The
ieading edge must fit this shape exactly.

template to mark the holes to be cut in

Add the aileron clevis rod and the servo

the holes. Save the template to mark the

middle of the fuselage behind the wing,
those directly under the leading edge of

to bellcrank linkage and you're ready to

rectangular holes in the false ribs to be

the fin, and at the tail.

cover the wings. Because of the difficulty

glued to the fuselage sides later.

in removing and installing the servo arm

When cutting and installing the center
longeron, note that it Is installed in three
pieces. One piece runs from the back of

solder-on clevis may be used. If you

Building the Fuselage Sides
To assure the fuselage sides are
exactly alike, the second fuselage side is

wish to use an adjustable clevis, a

built on top of the first side over the

coupler may be used to solder the clevis

plans. When the first fuselage side is

rod to the piano wire pushrod. Make
certain that the coupler will be located in

completed, a piece of plastic kitchen

screw in this installation, a metal

the center of one of the bays so it won't
bind on a wing rib as the servo is
operated.

Preparing To Build the Fuselage
In preparing to assemble the fuselage
sides, you have 24 cross braces to cut.
And, the cross braces at different
locations are to be cut from either

3/8" X 1/2", 3/8" X 3/8", or 1/4" x 3/8"

the 3/§" balsa cabin top blocks. Cut out

wrap is laid overthe fuselage side before
construction of the second side begins.
The kitchen wrap is pressed down over
the pins. So the hold-down pins won't

longeron must extend 1/8" above the
cabin top block and rest on the top of the

piercing them. Then, when the second
side is built, the balsa pieces can be set

upright piece. This is required to mate

can be easily pressed down over the

of the wing, all of the cross braces in this
area are exactly the same length. The

pins.

braces. When the cross brace just
behind the trailing edge of the wing is
installed, the sides of this brace will have

to be sanded down slightly to fit. The top

view of the fuselage on the plans can be
used as a guide to cut the cross braces

at each of the locations behind the wing.
' With all of the cross braces cut, glue
the cross braces to the front and back of

the landing gear plate as shown on the

When cutting the 3/8" x 3/8" vertical
piece at the aft of the servo compartment

is built, groups of three pins are used to
bracket the wood pieces without

parallel from the nose to the trailing edge

used as a guide to cut these cross

to the upright at the tail of the fuselage.

and installing the balsa top block and top
longeron, the forward end of the top

which size is required for each location.
Because the fuselage sides are

width of the landing gear plate can be

another from there to the upright at the
aft of the servo compartment, and the
last piece from the servo compartment

have to be removed as the second side

in place between the pins. If needed,
however,the top fuselage side parts can
be pinned directly to the lower fuselage
side. Normal straight pins rather than
"T " pins are used so the kitchen wrap

balsa strips. By looking carefully at the
fuselage side view you can determine

the bulkhead to the first angled upright,

Begin construction by splicing the
bottom longeron pieces together as
shown on the plans. Epoxy should be

properly with the sheeting to be added to
the top of the cabin top block later in the
construction sequence.

Also install the 1/4" x 3/8" angle brace
in the bottom rear of the servo

compartment and those above and
below the middle longeron aft of the
servo compartment. Do not install the
balsa pieces shown on the plans above

the stab at this time. They are custom fit
to the stab and stringer later.

used for this joint and all of the other

To finish work on the fuselage sides,

construction in this sequence. As you

add the ply cabin block doubler to the

assemble the fuselage sides you will be
cutting and installing the bottom, center,

inside of the fuselage sides. This

and top 3/8" x 3/8" longerons, the
3/8" x 1/2" upright immediately behind
the front bulkhead, the long one-piece
angled upright that glues to the forward

and 3/8" x 3/8" rear pieces. Mark the
location of the landing gear plate on the

end of the cabin top block, the shorter
angled upright piece that runs from the

doubler overlaps the 3/8" x 1/2" forward

inside of each fuselage side.
After the adhesive has set up on both

fuselage sides, they may be removed

plans. Next, cut the rectangular holes in

middle longeron to the bottom longeron

from the building board and the
rectangular holes cut through the ply

the 3/8" balsa cabin top blocks for the

at the location of the center of the

doublers.

hardwood spar supports. To mark the

landing gear plate, the angled piece that

Assembling the Fuselage Sides
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Wing panel allframed up. Webbing yet to be added.

Wing tip blocks glued in place. Note rib contour center tip
block.

Tip configuration sanded to top view. Geodetic rib yet to

View of wing tip showing reference mark for sanding.

be Installed.

wing tip with geodetic rib installed.

Bellcrank and outboard strut mounting plate detail.

Inboard mounting plate not yetinstalled. Bottom view.

other fuselage side is to be glued in
place to those cross braces and landing

sets up.

fuselage side. Lay one fuselage side on
your workbench with the "inside" up.

gear plate. Use a slower set-up epoxy to

glued together, the fuselage is to be

give you plenty of time to align the

shifted to an upright position. Glue the

Using 5-minute epoxy, glue in all of the
cross braces and ply landing gear plate

fuselage sides before the epoxy cures.

fuselage sides together at the tail. To do

Use a carpenter's square along the

so, however, the inside of the fuselage

from the nose to the upright at station
"C". Use a carpenter's square when you

bottom, nose, cabin blocks, top and tail
to make certain the fuselage sides are

sides at the tail will have to be sanded so

glue these cross braces in place to
assure they are at 90° to the fuselage
side. Do not, however, glue in the cross
brace at the wing trailing edge.Then,the

perfectly aligned with each other. A
couple of books or other weight can be

Remember that the ply cabin block
doublers are on the inside of each

laid onto the upper fuselage side to hold
it accurately in place while the adhesive

With the front of the fuselage sides

when they are glued together the tail will
be approximately 1/16" outside of the fin
tail post on each side of it. This approach
will allow you to add filler at the step and
sand to the fuselage contour without
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Bellcrank and outboard strut mounting plate detail - top
view.

Root rib cut-out, ply plates added to form spar box.
Triangle stock not yetadded.

Top view of wing showing servo mounting plate detail.

Bottom view of wing showing servo installation.

Servo mounting bracketscrews may have to be cut down.

Triangular braces not yet installed on ply spar support
braces. Aileron servo wire exit not yet drilled in root rib.

fA

Fuselage with landing gear installed.

Inside view of ply landing gear mounting plate.

sanding down the back of the fin tail
post. Add the cross braces on the middle

1/8" above them. Add a piece of 1/8"
balsa scrap onto the top of the longerons

and bottom longerons from station "C"

cross braces, temporarily put the top

along the length of the fin saddle block.

stringer in place so It rests on the cross

to the tail.

edge and fits into the slot in the fin saddle

longerons. Then,to locate the remaining

and glued in place at the tall between the

By looking at the plans you'll find that
the cross braces along the top longerons
are glued in place at an increasing depth

longerons. The 3/8" slot on the

from front to the rear below the top

centerllne is both for the fin leading edge

surface of the longeron. To glue these

and the top stringer. When properly
installed, the back end of this block

cross pieces in place, begin by sanding
the edges of the cross brace at the wing

should be flush with the top of the
longerons while the front edge should be

trailing edge for a custom fit. Glue it in

Install the triangular stock braces at

place 1/8" below the top surface of the

the nose of the fuselage. If you wish, the

Next, the fin saddle block is to be cut
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brace just installed at the wing trailing
block flush with the top surface. Using a
straight-edge along the stringer, glue the
remaining cross braces in place so they
contact the bottom of the stringer. Do not
glue the top stringer In place yet.

Top cross braces are installed at depth below top surface
of longerons. Cabin top sheeting removed in this

Fuselage details at tailsection.

prototype.

Bottom fuselage - landing gear installation. Balsa strips
not yet installed down bottom of landing gear. Access

Side stringer detailshowing bottom stringer brace.

hatch behind formers.

Bottom view offuselage front showing stringer detail.

Fuselage bottom showing access hatch detail. Note
rounded frontformer and angular rear former.

firewall may be temporarily held in place

top of the bulkhead, the top of the cowl

block, stick a piece of masking tape

to align these pieces. Glue the two
formers in place on the top front of the
fuselage and add the top sheeting. As
you did earlier, the firewall may be used
as a guide to align the front of the former
and sheeting. Afterthe sheeting is glued
in place, the ply bulkhead is to be

will be flush with the top of the sheeting.

along the side of the top longerons so

Use epoxy to glue the bulkhead in place.

the tape aligns the top edge. Use a
sanding block to sand the fin saddle

Next, the top of the fin saddle block is
to be sanded to form a straight line from
the base of the fin to the side of the

block and balsa scrap pieces on top of
the ailerons to a straight line from the

longeron. Temporarily put the fin in

side of the fin to zero at the corner of the

place and draw a line down the fin

longerons. Sand carefully so you don't

installed. Note, however, that the

saddle block along both sides of the

nick the sharp edge of the longerons.

bulkhead should be down below the

base of the fin. Remove the fin from the

Adding the Bottom Stringers and

surface of the curved sheeting just

fuselage. To prevent sanding into the
longeron when you shape the fin saddle

Access Hatch

enough so when the cowl is in place on

Turn the fuselage upside down. Add
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II

^
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WINS STRUT
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1/8 BALSA
-TRIANGLE STOCK

1/r.J/l
FRAME

CUT HOLE IN PLY. TO

>

1

ACCOMMODATE FUEL TANK

1/2 Il/rx'COWL

BLOCK

l/lVl/B BALSA STRINGERS
BOTH ENDS
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FAN HEAD SCREWS

_

I/S'l3/*"PLY

-/-H-f-

l/« Piy. FIREWALL

''' j C)(_
^SCALE EXHAUST PORT OPTIONAL

-i-ALU.BRACE FOR WINS STRUTS.
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BOLT TO l/l'PLY. a.PLATE WITH 8'4-»BB0LTS. VaTBOTHENOS

OPPOSITE SIDE

"■ i/Z"BAL^^

'

STRINGER BRACE

ENSINE EXHAUST AREA

SECTION 'A'

SECTION

B

BALSA
BLOCK

1/4" PLY LANOINO
SEAR MOUNTING PLATE

1/8 BALSA CROSS BULKHEAD. OUT Ff
DURAL SEAR

REMOVABLE RADIO ACCESS HATCH AT BOTTOM

I
SECTION

C

4-1/2 OIA
WHEELS

CEMENT 1/4 >3/8 BALSA STRIPS TO CORRESPOND
WITH BOTTOM STRINSERS. STRINSERS ARE BUTT
CEMENTED TO INSIDE OF HATCH BULKHEADS
SECURE HATCH WITH TWO
40 MACHINE

the triangular shaped block and two
formers between that block and the

access hatch. Mount the durai landing
gear. Add the three stringers forward of

the access hatch. Add the piece of
1/4" X 3/8" balsa to each side of the

bottom of the front fuselage with
5-mlnute epoxy so that these pieces
align with the longerons from the bottom
and glue to the bottom of the dura!

landing gear. These pieces provide a

base to which the bottom covering
material is applied to the fuselage along
the bottom of the landing gear.

Cut the remainder of the triangular
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4.40 MACHINE SCREWS

SCREW

shaped formers which are located aft of

the stringers.

the access hatch, To do so, refer to the

To build the radio compartment
access hatch, cover the longerons in the
hatch area with a piece of plastic kitchen

plans and measure the side to side width

and top to bottom height of each former.

Note that each former overlaps only half
the width of the bottom longerons. Cut
out each former as a rectangle. Then,
mark the width of the center stringer on
each former. Draw a straight line from
the outside of the stringer to the bottom
corners and trim the formers to shape.
Each should look like a triangle with the

take the gentle bend of the longerons on

point cut off. See the section "C" cross
section view on the plans. Glue all of the

which they rest. Add the two side
stringers between the two formers.

formers aft of the hatch In place and add

wrap. Pin the rounded forward and
triangular shaped rear hatch formers to

the fuselage formers at the front and rear

of the hatch opening. Glue and pin down
the two 114" X 3/8" balsa pieces that run
along the longerons from the front to the

rear hatch formers. These pieces should

You'll note that the center stringer has a

3/9^ACSA FUSCUGE
STRINSER

a/8 BALSA

V 81 r/('BALSA
STRINGERS
a/B SQ.BALSA
eCTlON C
FIBERGLASS PAMS
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SKIN
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\.p

BRASS TUBE

BALSA
OVER FRAME

/i'x 3/8 BALSA

^

RUDDER HORN

'RUDOEREXII

^ (ONE SIDE ONLY)

BALSA FILLERS

/

/
3/32 WIRE WITH
NYLON BEARING

SPLICE BOTTOM RAIL AT THIS POINT

IKI*l/2 WHEEL

l/« SO

TYPtCAL

SECTION

BALSA SHEET

REARWIN SPEEDSTER MODEL 6Q00M
WINS

SPAN

DESIGNED 8V JOSEPH BRIDI

96 l/i'

INKED BY VINCE MICCHIA

WINS AREA
U20 SQ.INS.
OVERALL LEN61H $91/2'

ENSINE SIZE

60, BELT DRIVE .60.

CUT 3/tl2'0/e'llO'3/6'SLOCK(F«.i)TO FIT INSIDE TOP REAR OF
FUSE.FRAME. ALLOW l/B'TO SHAPE AS Flfi.2 AFTER CEHENTIN6
IN PLACE.

SHEET 1 OF 2

PLAN NO. 737 ®

pine hardwood block glued to each end.

Drill the clearance holes through the

fuselage. Note that the two upper

These blocks are to accommodate the
hatch hold-down screws. Glue the block

blocks and hole through the plates for

stringers are 1/4" x 3/8", the next Is

the blind nuts. Remove the hatch from

to both ends of the center hatch stringer

the fuselage and install the blind nut in

1/8" X 1/4". The two 3/8" x 1/4"

with the grain running parallel to the

each one. To complete the construction

stringers will have to be spliced for the

stringer. The face of the rear block will

of the hatch,the edge bottom 1/4" x 3/8"

required length. To prevent the covering

have to be sanded to an angle to mate

pieces are to be shaped to the contour of

material from distorting the bottom

square with the angled former. Put the

the hatch formers.To do so,stick a piece

stringer as the covering is applied, a

bottom stringer/block assembly
temporarily in place, Mark it so you can

of masking tape to the side of the
longeron in the area of the hatch. Mount

shape It to the shape of the front and

the hatch. Use an X-Acto knife or

back formers. Shape it and then glue it in

sanding block to shape the hatch bottom
pieces to the former contour. Do not

place with epoxy. Add the two 1/8" ply
plates between the longerons for the
4/40 hatch mounting screw blind nuts.

sand into the edge of the former.
Next, add the side stringers to the

1/4" X 1/4", and the bottom stringer is

brace is added in the area of the hatch

and another to support the stringer
under the stab. When the stringer that is

glued to the middle longeron is installed,
the top surface of the stringer should be
flush with the top surface of the

longeron. Glue the side stringers in
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_
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NOTE- BOTH WIN6S SIMILAR BELLCRANK ARRANOEMENT

place.

middle, and rear supports in the cabin

Once installed, all of the stringers are
to be tapered to zero at the tail In top

zero at the top edge of the top longeron.

area. The front two are cut from

3/8" X 1/2" balsa. The other is cut from

Finally, a wedge shaped piece is added
to the angled piece at the upper rear of
the cabin. Cut from 3/8" x 3/8" balsa,

view. Draw a vertical line across the side

3/8" X 3/8".They run from the stringer to

stringers on both sides of the fuselage

the center line on the balsa rib shown on

this piece runs from the upright to the

approximately aVa"in front of the fin. Use

the fuselage side view. Cut the balsa to

false rib center line. The wedge is
shaped from the thickness of the wedge

a straight-edge to draw a straight line

length. To form the wedge shape, they

from this point to zero at the tail. Cut the
stringers to shape.

are cut in side view from the width of the

along the upright to zero at the rib center

stringer at the bottom to zero at the top.

line. Note, however, that this wedge
shaped piece must also be shaped to

In order that the covering material will
follow the proper contour from the
middle longeron stringer up to the cabin
top block, wedge shaped pieces of balsa
are to be added next. A wedge shaped
piece is to be prepared for the front,
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Cut and glue these pieces in place. Next,
a similar wedge shaped piece is to be

the angle of the wedge at its root. Tricky,

added to the upright piece at the leading

but necessary for a good job. Shape it

edge of the fin. Cut from 3/8" x 3/8"
balsa, this piece runs from the width of

and glue it in place.

the stringer at the middle longeron to

Installing the Spar Supports

Checking the Wing Alignment and

FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE — SEE PAGE 187
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Put the spar supports temporarily in

to each other and the fuselage, set at the

the false ribs. Rememberto allow 1/8" at

place and install the wings. Check the

proper incidence and,still in place on the

the top of the template for the sheeting

wing incidence, which should be zero

fuselage, tack glue the hardwood spar
supports in place by working through the

when you align it with the contour of the
top of the false rib. Slide the false ribs

top of the cabin, Then, add the balsa

onto the hardwood spar supports and
put the wing panels in place again. Align
the false ribs perfectly with the root rib of

with the stab. If it's necessary to raise or
lower either or both of the wing spar

supports, a hardwood shim must be
used to fill any gaps between the
hardwood spar supports and the balsa

blocks above and below each spar

support as shown on the plans.

Remove the wings. Put a bead of

each wing panel. As you do so, draw a
line along the bottom of the false ribs on
both sides of the fuselage. Remove the

wing, it should not fit flush to the cabin

5-minute epoxy on the cabin blocks
around each spar support. Use a blade
screwdriver to press the epoxy into the
spar support/cabin block glue joint. Use

blocks because the false ribs have not

the cabin block template you used

piece under the false ribs so the false

yet been installed.

earlier to cut the rectangular holes in the

ribs will mount flat to the cabin top block
on each side of the fuselage.

cabin block. Also, double check the

alignment of the wing panels to each
other. As you check the alignment of the

When the wings are perfectly aligned

cabin blocks to mark and cut the holes in

wings and the false ribs. Cut off and
remove the part of each wedge shaped
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Hatch detail. Note rear angular former and rounded front

Cabin detailshowing false rib and balsa filler block.

former.

Cabin top showing sparsanded to contour.

Tail wheel strut installation.

Tailsection completed and glued in place.

Engine mounting box detail.

To glue the false ribs in place, put a

and fill any gaps between the false rib

coat of epoxy onto the cabin block side

and cabin block with some epoxy. Next,

of each false rib and slide it in place onto
the hardwood spar supports. Before the
adhesive sets up, slide the wings in
place and perfectly align the false ribs
with the root rib of each wing panel. Be
certain that the false ribs are held snug

the false ribs before the sheeting is
installed so a shim can be added along

the piece of balsa sheet cut to mate with
the contour of the bottom of the false rib

the top edge of the cabin top blocks if

and extending to the bottom edge of the

Completing the Fuselage

needed.

cabin block is cut into pieces so it can be

Glue the top stringer in place. The

forward end overlaps the cabin top

the adhesive sets up to make a perfect

glued in place between the wedge
shaped pieces. When properly located,
these pieces of sheeting should assume
the angle of those wedge shaped pieces

wing to fuselage fit.

and be flush with them. Add the 1/8"

the fuselage. Cut the balsa piece for a

balsa top cabin sheeting. Check the fit to

to page 99

to the root rib of the wing panels while

Remove the wings from the fuselage
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sheeting and is shaped to the contour of
that sheeting. Add the upper balsa stab
brace by first laying the stab in place in

^ouuer Booting
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You may remember that a

.It.

Products, manufacturers of Hobbypoxy.

In the parcel there were samples of a

couple of months ago I

mentioned the Mocontrol VCB

new thixotropic glue and a new,

electronic speed control unit for electric
motors, made by Galler Electronic
Industries, P.O. Box 87, So. Wapole,

sandable epoxy filler. (The origin of
thixotropic has me puzzled: the prefix
thixo- is Greek and means a touch, and

Mass. 02071. Well, the model I had was

my edition of Partridge gives the

a prototype, and while it worked, It did
have a couple of problems. After trying it
on four or five different motors, a couple
of different radio sets, and voltages

definition of thixotrophy as being the

ranging from 4 to 12, I came to the
conclusion that something was wrong
somewhere. So, I wrote to the firm, and

told them of my findings. This confirmed
what they already suspected, that a
value of capacitor was not what it should
be. The simple change from one value to
another has turned an average speed
controller Into a very good one, with very
fine progressive control, a wide neutral,

and progressive reverse. But the most
interesting aspect of this unit is the
power bypass relay. To be quite honest,

property of some gels, when shaken, of
The Mocontrol and the Astro-Flight 05
marine motor in the prototype boat,

becoming fluid. So I'm lost — any
ideas?) What it means, in modeling
terms, is that if you put this glue on a

running on an 8-cell power-pak.
Experiments are afoot to watercool
the power transistor on the
o-controller.

hobbypoxy

there is a power rating of 20 amps max.
for two minutes, but experiments are
now under way to water cool the power
transistor, in order to improve on this,

FILLW COMPO^

and I'll keep you alt posted.

UUTIM

♦

I also mentioned that I have been

playing with the Astro Flight 05 Marine

I have used a similar idea myself, on a
couple of servo operated speed
controllers, where the trim at the top end

electric motor and. In fact, this is the

of the stick movement has been used to

foregoing tests. As can be seen from the

close a micro switch, to give full power.

This is necessary, because in every

photos, it is in the prototype balloon
bursting hull, which the motor suits very

electronic speed controller, some power

well. I must say that these motors are a

loss exists. The Mocontrol Is much more

very good value for the money, since

sophisticated than my rather rustic outfit,

they develop quite a lot of power for their

you have to admit that that can be pretty
useful. Anyway, Petit has asked me to

and as the stick comes to the end of its

size and weight, and stand up to quite a

evaluate these two products for marine

travel, full power is switched by the relay

lot of abuse. I have had mine too hot to

model use, so that's yet another job.

across the motor.

handle, after a long run on an 8-cell

motor that has been used in most of the

power-pak, and it seens to have done It
no harm at all. Once again, we'll come
back to this one.

Hobbypoxy's new sandable resin filler
-1 haven't had time to try this one out,
but as soon as I do, I'll talk some more
about it.

vertical surface, it won't run down it, and

Boy, I'll get out to that lake and play, if it
kills me!
♦

I keep on telling you that one of these
days I will show you how to make models
skiers that can be towed behind a boat,

taken over jumps, and so-on. Well, the
day has come, and I can only apologize
to those who have gotten fed-up with

waiting, and cry pressure of work.

hqbbypo)(^
The Mocontrol VC electronic speed
controller, now sorted out and

^XOTRDPIC

^PQXYGLUE

I HOBBYP0^

I would suggest that this controller Is
of the boat can be regulated within very
fine limits, to simulate exactly the
performance of the full sized vessel. It is
also useful for models where the full

battery power is necessary. Incidentally,

Way back, around 1968-69, I saw a
modeler with a water skier behind his

L ^ttOTROHC !
^ flH)XYGU/f

boat, but I didn't much like it, because

the thing was made with skiis so big that
it floated due to the size of them, and

working very well.

ideal for scale models, where the speed

Anyway, here we go.

was completely non-scale. I decided
The new 2-part thixotropic epoxy glue
from Hobbypoxy. This should be very

that I would like to try and develop one
that looked scale, and that behaved in a

useful for fitting the hull skins on
model boats, since it doesn't run.

scale-like manner. The crux of the whole
model is the doll. This Is'a realistic one,

about 27 cms high, made of a fairly hard

Finally, a week ago, I had an
unexpected letter and parcel from Petit

plastic in Taiwan, and available just
about everywhere. Having gone out and
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will be hidden by the costume. Use

plenty of spare plastic, because this joint
is going to take a lot of pressure when
the skier is on the water. A look at the

photo of the finished job will show that I

got one leg very slightly out of place on
the trunk initially, but this really doesn't
matter.

m
4i

The next job is to ballast the doll. I

always wait until the legs are done but, in
point of fact, the ballasting could be

The doll with the legs off - note the
pencil mark on the right-hand leg,this

carried out before attaching the legs to
the trunk. The ballast consists of some

is where the top of the leg is to be cut

very small bore gun shot, or fishing

off, with a razor saw.

leads, which are poured through the arm
holes, until each leg is full up to the top of

S iiJ

the calf. Then a little 5-minute epoxy is
poured in to hold the weight in place.
And there she is, one skier ready for use,

except, of course, for the swimming

11

costume. The easiest way around this
one is to cut the material to shape, and
then contact-glue it in place. Or, if you
have a wife, or girlfriend, or mother, who

is handy with a sewing needle, get her to
make-up a real little bikini for you. Failing
that — and this is what I did on the

original — paint a bikini on her .. . the
doll, I mean!Seen from a distance on the
water, no one will know the difference.

The doll from Taiwan, as it comes,
dressed and on a stand. Make sure

Now we come to the skiis. These are
made from two laminations of 2 mm

that the plastic is hard, and not
supple.

The doll with the legs welded into

position; i got the left leg slightly
lower than the right one, but this is
not important, provided the error is

The double strips in place, glued and
clamped down. Leave them like this

for at least 24 hours, preferably more.

small.

a pencil mark on them, as per the leg on

the right of the photo. Now cut right
across this line, on both legs. Don't
throw away the piece of plastic you cut
off, this is needed for cementing. And
here comes the only really awkward bit;
it is difficult, not to say impossible,to find
a glue that will hold the legs in position
with sufficient rigidity. So, I use a small

soldering iron, and I melt the plastic. It
sounds difficult, but it isn't. Place the leg
in position, angled slightly forward, and
touch the place where the leg is in
The doll undressed, and ready to be
modified.

you can keep the material to make the
swimming costume.

The job now is to fix the legs so that
they are locked rigidly some 16 cm
apart. Take them off the trunk, and make
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plywood — and it is better, though not
alDSoiuteiy necessary, to choose a good
grade of material. With a saw of some

contact with the body lightly with a small
soldering iron. Do the same on the

2 cm wide. Now mark a line across the

opposite side, and let the plastic harden,
This will tack the leg in place. Now, if it

flat board, a block of hardwood 4-5 cms

looks okay,do the same thing ail the way
bought yourself one (why not buy two
while you are at it — you'll see why in a
minute), the first thing is to undress it;

The finished ski, showing the smooth
curve to aim for.

around.

Next, cut some slivers of plastic off
that piece you kept, and use the iron to

sort, cut out four strips 42 cm long and
center, as shown. Take an old piece of
high and a clamp, Place two of the
laminations on the block, as shown, and
fit the clamp in place over the center line,

melt them into the trunk and leg all the

and tighten it down. This will give the
front half of the skiis a nice upward

way round the joint. Try to keep the joint
as neat as possible by stroking the

curve. Now look along this curve, and
make sure that it is a good, fair curve,

plastic with the tip of the iron, but don't

with no awkward bends, due to a weak

worry if it doesn't look too tidy, the joint

spot on the wood. If there are any, they

can be removed by using other, smaller
blocks to prop them up. Do the same
with the other two laminations, and then

take them off the board. Now spread a
good epoxy glue on the top of the two
bottom parts, put the top laminations in
place, and clamp down. It is now very
Important that the skiis are left in this
position for at least 24 hours, and longer

if possible, to make quite sure that the
glue has fully set. If they are taken off the

board before, the glue will give, and the

people have been made very lazy by the
multitude of resin cored solders
available on the market: but it must be

attached as shown to the tips of the skiis.
The tow-line proper, which can be

anywhere between two and four metres
long, is attached to the exact middle of

pointed out that these solders were
originally designed for electronic

the bridle. At the other end, fit a

components soldering. It is my

snap-ring for quick fitting to the towing

experience that they do not work very

boat.

well on music wire. Use the same soider,

In order to be quite authentic, itwouid,
of course, be better if the doli held a bar
with a white nylon tow-rope attached to
it. A little thought will show that it is quite
impossible to tow with this rope,
because the result would be to pull the

but get some iiquid soldering flux — any
brand will do — and put some on the joint
to be made; this will allow the solder to
"wet" the metal far more easily.

curve will slowly disappear — and

Having made the two struts, drill holes

those skiis will not work without the

at the front and back of the skiis as

doll over on her face. However,there is a

curve.

shown,fix the struts in place, and spread

trick that can be used here. Glue a dowel

on a good layer of epoxy. Leave it to set

rod to the doll's hands, make up a white

As for the glue used, this Is not
Important; I have used a variety of glues

well.

nylon tow-rope, and attach it to the

on this job, and they all seem to work. A
good, slow setting one, such as

Finally, drill a hole about 2 mm in
diameter in the tip of each ski, to take the

Hobbypoxy 2, is probably one of the
best. I recently had to give a
demonstration, and didn't have a skier in
good condition, so I made one up
rapidly. Not wanting to wait 24 hours for
the skiis, I clamped the laminations

towing line, and paint them the color of

snap-ring, but leave some slack in it, so
that the black button thread is doing the
actual work of towing. This is quite

down and ran Hot Stuff into them. Five

button thread. That's right, the one they

with the respective lengths in order to

minutes later I undamped them, and

use for sewing on buttons! But get the

get it just right, but it is certainly worth the

they were perfect. Okay, but it takes

heaviest grade you can find, because
that line will take sortie punishment if you
want to practice jumping. Why can't we

extra bit of trouble.

quite a lot of Hot Stuff, and this is a rather
expensive way of doing it, but if you are
In a hurry, I can tell you that it does work.
Now, if you have a Dremel saw, cut

your choice.
The towline itself is rather special. I

effective, because, as mentioned

have experimented with several

invisible on the water and it looks as

materials, and have found only one that

though the white rope is towing the skier.
It may be necessary to experiment a bit

works really well. This is heavy duty flax

already, the black thread is almost

As far as the boat is concerned,

anything will do — just about any boat

use an artificiai line, such as nylon

with a reasonable turn of speed and a

fishing line? The answer is quite simple

.29 engine on up will do the job. Having

the tips to shape, and then clean up the

— nearly all these synthetic lines are

said that, it is obvious that it would be

whole thing on the sanding disc

monofilament, and will give slightly. You

attachment, and the skiis are made.

can use it, but you will find that your skier

preferable to have a model boat that is in
keeping with the skier. For many years I

The big difficulty Is, of course, to
persuade the skiis to remain at the same

will have a very jerky movement on the

distance apart, and parallel. It has to be

water, and that doesn't look too good.
The thread should be black,so it doesn't

remembered that when the skier sinks

show at all on the water, and the two

had a much-modified Rorqual, which
started life as a racing model. It
was made of plywood throughout and,
as time went by, the fuel residues got at

up to her neck in the water, and is then
towed up to the surface on accelerating,

struts should be painted matt black for

the wood, despite everthing I did to

the same reason.

a lot of pressure goes onto the skiis, so
they have to be solid. But at the same

The bridle is made of thread and

prevent it, and eventually it just feli to
pieces. (1 well remember that we had a
solemn funeral byre at that time, it was a

the ski, countersink the hole carefully

well beloved boat. For anyone who is
wondering about the name, here's the
explanation. My wife, who is French, had
been trying to get me to re-paint the
kitchen for just ages. She caught me
putting several fresh coats of paint on

time, we want them to look as authentic

as possible. Okay, let's go. Take two
small wood screws with countersunk

heads, and drill a hole in each ski, on the

centeriine. Working from the bottom of
and push the screw up through it. Now,

the boat, in the kitchen, and came out

screw It up Into the foot of the doll,so that
she is leaning well back, as shown. Do

with,"It is not useful painting that thing; it
would be much better if you got on and

the same with the other ski, and then

did the kitchen!" in French. "Not useful"

spread a generous layer of epoxy all

in French comes out phonetically as

around the foot and on the ski. Use the

The music wire strut in place at the

same glue to hide the screw head. I have
found that Araldite works pretty well

front - note that it is bent up in the

here, but it does help if the plastic is

does not look very scale!

"Pazutil", hence the name of the boat.
And yes, I did eventually paint the
kitchen!)
Ever since then I have been looking

middle,to avoid creating spray, which

roughened up first.

around for a replacement. I have tried

To keep the skiis parallel, two music

out five differrent models now, and not

wire struts are necessary. These need to

be quite stong, so use about 1 mm

one of them has given entire
satisfaction. And then, the other day,

diameter wire. Measure the distance

going through the graveyard of model

that the skiis are apart — this will vary

boats in the cellar, I came across an old

according to the distance that you set
the legs apart. Now bend a right angle at

glass fibre cabin cruiser, and I have a
feeling that changed over to ski-boat
configuration it will be just fine.

each end, as shown. Take a smail piece

of tin-plate — you can cut this from a can

Weil, that's it for this month, gang. Go

of some sort, it doesn't matter what sort

out and buy some dolls, and make some
skiers — why not? And I used the plural

— drill a 1 mm hole in the middle, and

solder it to the leg on the music wire at
each end.

While we are on the subject, a word
about this soldering business. Most

The finished skier, ready for painting.

The tow-bar is glued to the doll's
hands.

advisedly, because next time I'll tell you

how to adapt them to go over a ski-jump,
and we'il talk a bit about suitable boats.

See you then.

□
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^BUD NOSEN MODELS
INCORPORATED

BOX 105, TWO HARBORS, MINNESOTA 55616

All kits feature all wood construction, fast assembly, huge rolled plans, assem
bly Instructions, machine and die cut parts, all necessary hardware and much,
much more. Designed for .60 engines on up. Write for our illustrated catalog—50<t.

standoff Scale
Formed ABS
cowl
Kit /

\

$119.95
3 or 4 Channels

—

Flys like a
trainer

Kit -

$99.95
1/4 size Standoff
scale

3 or 4

Channels

Kit -

$99.95
3 or 4 Channels
No foam or

plastic

Kit •

$79.95
Standoff scale
4 Channels

required

Kit-

$129.95
1/3 Size Standoff
scale 4 Channels

required

Kit -

$129.95'
1/4 size Standoff
scale
3 or 4

Channels

Kit -

'$139.95
40

*,

1/4 size Standoff

scale fvlolded
cowls

Kit -

$169.95
AUSTRALIA

EK Logictroi Australia

SWITZERLAND
Blue Max

44 fviacquarle Road

Modeilflug-Technik AG

Eariwood 2206

Sydney, Australia

Alte Landstrasse 122

CH-8800 Thalwll Switzerland

—
OVERSEAS

DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH AFRICA
Radio Control World
202/4 Oceana House

Lower Burg St.
Capetown 8001 So. Africa

CANADA

John Klassen Hobby Central
400 Cuyler Street
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Kit includes 21" canopy

No foam or plastic

Box 105

Two Harbors, MN 55616

m

Decals not included

catalog 50C

available direct only $16.95
Huge roiled Plans
Machine and die-cut parts

6" spinner is not included

BUD NOSEN MODELS,INC.

Proof of scale 3 views

26V4" chord at root

4 channel radios required
Designed for .60 engines
with prop driver
Very stable flyer

16.5# flying wt.
1800 sq. in. wing

102"Span

2.75" equals r

Stand-off Scale

KIT $169"

102" P-51 D

spectacular

Pit Stop.

GENE HUSTING

i

Location of the 1st World Cup RIG Race was in Monaco at the same site the Formula I cars race on. The location and race
preparation was the best ever seen. It was standing room only to watch the race.
1st World Cup R/C Car Race

You're probably going to find it
hard to believe what I'm going

to tell you, because this
actually happened to us and we ail found

it hard to believe. We being, Butch
Kroells, Bill Jianas and Gene Husting,

Sunday, May 21 — Our group of 4

wintertime. I don't see how they could

racers from the Associated Team

race on this road with snow and ice on it,

boarded an LI 011 jet, flew to New York

when Jianas was having a hard time on it
in the dry. Actually we thought Bill was

where we picked up Arturo from the
Delta Team and then flew to Paris in a

doing very well at the time, but we later

747 jet. Thorp would be leaving 3 days
later. We dreaded the thought of having

found out he would have been classified

to unpack all our boxes of car parts at the

1st, 2nd and 3rd at the 1977 World's

French customs, but we showed them

Championships, Roger Curtis - ROAR
1977 National Road Champion, Arturo

our invitations to the race and they let us

Carbonnel - former ROAR Champion
and John Thorp - former ROAR
Champion, We were invited to

as a Sunday driver in the USA.
We eventually found Monaco and

were immediately captivated by the
area!! It's everything you might think it

through.

would be, only a whole lot better. We

Monday, May 22 — It was now
Monday and we flew to Nice, in France,

found the track, which was located next

where we rented a VW bus to handle all

to the starting grid for the Formula I race,
which was still painted on the street. The

participate in the 1 st World Cup R/C Car

our luggage and proceeded to get lost

Formula I race is run through the streets

Race, to be held in Monaco on the
French Riviera, at the same location as
the Monaco Formula I race which was

on our way to Monaco. But it was

of Monaco. A lot of you probably saw the

fantastic! We ended up on a road

Monaco Fl race which was televised

through the mountains that is used for

live.

run 3 weeks earlier!!

the Monaco Rally races in the
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At the track working hard was Richard

Phil Greeno wins the 1st World Cup

Phil Greeno's P.B. car with March

Differential used on Phil Greeno's car

RIC Car Race to become the 1st World

body and OPS engine.

worked very well on this type track.

Formula RIC Car Champion.

w

H

-

rol»t»«

Modellspo"

Fastest car in the Main event was

Debbie Preston drove a very good

Fastest qualifier for the Semi-Mains

Giulio Ghersi's Associated car.

race to take 2nd Place in the Main,

was Phil Booth.

Ghersi was also fastest qualifier for

undoubtedly making her the best

the Main Event, and was 1977 Italian

woman driver in the world.

Sports and Formula Champion.

%
High driver's stand with starting
benches and pit crews below.

Track course contained 2 sets of
esses which were marked with 4 foot

Electronic sign gave constant

diameter red markers 3" high. This

Gene Husting's Lotus Fl was the

position of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place

photo only shows 113 of the long

highest qualified USA entry. Gene's

cars.

course.

Associated car was changed
somewhat to move the European
muffler to the center of the car for

each racer within seconds of the end of

with his wife, and Patrick, Jean-Louis

better handling.

and Robert. We thoroughly enjoyed

Monaco, which was the sponsoring club.

the race! And just in case there should
be any problems, all the racing would be
tape recorded on television cameras. All
the race operations would be handled by

Behind most events like this, there is

75 people. This had to be the most

whole town looks like it's right out of a

generally one man who is the real
organizer, This is Richard. He had been
organizing this race for months and was
now working night and day on the final

prepared for R/C car race ever.
We then went to the top of the 10' high

with Jean-Louis Bevacqua and Robert

drivers stand. It's a good thing It was this

Molinari for lunch. Right here and now I
want to say that man for man and

Lajoux, President of the Aero Club de

high, because this straightaway was

ourselves.

Tuesday, May 23 — In the morning

we took a walking tour of Monaco. The
Hollywood set. In the afternoon we went

details. Richard gave us a tour of the
facilities. The timing tower, including all

twice as long as the longest

woman for woman,the drivers in Europe

straightaway we have ever run on, and it

the Swiss Timing equipment for the
Formula I race, were also to be used for

was only 12' wide! On the inside corners
were these hugh red dots 4' across and

are twice as good as the drivers in the
USA. They have to be. I drive a Firebird

our R/C car race. This included a

3" high. There would be no way anyone

computer which gave a printed readout

would be cutting any corners.

of the finishing position, laps and time of

That night Richard invited us to dinner

at home because I like the size,

horsepower, and handling. In Monaco,a
Firebird is way too big. A Honda Civic is

just right. The roads are so narrow and
83

twisty that it requires a very small

installed smaller carbs so the cars

maneuverable car to get around. Also,
there are no parking lots. I rode with
Jean-Louis to Italy and I swore we were

wouldn't be so violent under power in the

plug and burned it out in the middie of the
run, part of his rear tire came off on

corners and this had worked out very

another run, and he missed the start of

well in testing the cars on Thorp's track.

another heat when he was in the pits

But on this track, due to its design, you
coasted around the corners and only

repairing his car. Thorp made some
good runs, even winning one of his

applied the power after the car was
going straight. We could have used the
power we left at home.
The PB cars were equipped with new

qualifying heats, but his times weren't
fast enough. John said the car was fast

ori a qualification run for the Monaco Fl
race. If the people drove like this in

America, they'd all get arrested for
reckless driving. But in Europe, that's

just the way it is. Also, everyone parks
on the sidewalk, that's the only room
there is. On the way back from Italy we

enough but he couldn't drive quick
enough through the esses. Jianas never

prototype differentials, and were doing

ran more than 8 minutes at a time and

the qualifying heats were 15 minutes
long. On his first dry track qualifying

through tunnels around trucks, other

very well, coasting the corners and
punching the straights. Ronnie Ton had
a new experimental muffler, not a tuned

cars, etc. It was all mountain roads. No

pipe, that made the Super Tigre engine

way to an easy Semi-Main spot; when

straight lines. It was interesting.

in his SG car as fast as the K & B's.

he hit a sideways car at the end of the

At night we went to the Casino, made
our deposits, and took a tour of the

None of the other Super Tigres in the SG
cars were nearly as fast without this

straightaway and killed the engine. At
the start of the next heat the engine

took a freeway and the Honda

speedometer was pegged all the way —

heat, he was smoking the track, on his

Monaco Fl race circuit through the

muffler. Naturally, he wouldn't tell me

wouldn't idle down and we found the

streets.

how it was constructed. And Phil Greeno

crash from the heat before had bent the

pod and cracked the engine case. He

. Wednesday, May 24 — John Thorp

was running an OPS that was almost as

ahd the rest of the racers from around

fast as the K & B's. But I'm sure the 50%

put another engine in before his last

Europe and South Africa arrived today.
We did some bench racing and then

nitro added to his performance. Another
interesting fact is that rear tires did not
wear at all, because we were coasting

race, but we didn't get a chance to get it

went over to Jean-Louis's hobby shop to
mix our fuel. Karlheinz Will, from

Germany, was also bringing some fuel
for us. Wednesday night it rained.

the corners. The back straight.was so
long you had to shut down the last
quarter of it to make the turn, and the

set right and it was running too rich and it
died. Roger Curtis had one real good
qualifying run, but he tried to stretch his

Thursday, May 25 — The track was

straights before the esses were long

darrip, but it dried out in a couple hours. It

fuel stop to 7V2 minutes and he ran out of
fuel. Butch Kroells had nothing but
engine problems all four days and never

enough that you punched them and then

got enough time on the track to even

seemed like all the cars were either

coasted through the esses. We used
one set of tires for both days of practice.

learn the track.

My one good qualifying time looked
like it would be good enough to get me in
a Semi-Main, but the rest of our group

day. sun shining and about 75°
temperature. The atmosphere of this

running into each other or over the red

niarkers. I was up in the last practice
heat and I found out why. The track was
super slippery and it was just impossible

to go fast without hitting something.

Everybody was constantly replacing

wasn't doing very well at all. Arturo's first
qualifying run on the damp track was his

broken parts, but by the end of the day

best, but it was too slow and on his next

the bite started to come in.

three rounds he had nothing but
problems — he tried a Super Tigre glo

Friday, May 26 — The track was
much better today, but everyone was
still doing an awful lot of crashing — into
each other and the red markers. There
were two tight esses in the track marked

by these red markers. If you touched a
red marker, your car summersaulted
through the air. Also the last half of the

straightaway was fairly rough, causing
most cars to be out of shape, making
passing almost impossible, but this

didn't stop most guys.
Saturday, May 27 — Today was
qualifications. It rained last night, The

day can never really be adequately
described by anyone. You would just
have to be there to appreciate it. The
location — right at the starting grid for
the Monaco Formula I race. The same
to page 98

1ST SEMI-MAIN
NAME
Phil Booth

Ronnie Ton
Guerrino Stanzanl
Keith Piested

Per Gustafsson
Mario Marzccchi
Masse Mares
Franco Sabattini

track was damp but there were no

LAPS
103
102
98
97
94
89
67
60

COUNTRY
Great Britain
Netherlands

Italy
Great Britain
Sweden

Italy

Italy
Italy

2ND SEMI-MAIN

jDuddles. We got four qualifying races of
15 minutes each. After the first round,

Sunday, May 28 — A really beautiful

Italy

Arturo Carbonnell had fast time, but

Giulio Ghersi
Phil Greeno

everyone knew as soon as the track

Pieter Bervoets

Netherlands

dried out, the times would be faster.
After the 2nd round, Phil Booth of
England had the fastest time. I was in 6th

Debbie Preston

Great Britain
USA

place overall among the 48 invited
drivers. Before my run I was determined
to do my best to keep off the red
markers. I only hit the red markers once,
but I wasn't going as fast as I wanted. I
was losing brakes at the end of this long,
long straightaway. This caused me to
coast too long and lose too much time in

the sweeper. As the day wore on and the
traction got better and better, it was
apparent we had guessed wrong on how
to set up our cars for this track. We had
84

Great Britain

Gene Husting
Patrick Gabblani

Monaco

Giovanni Bellia

Italy

Hans-Olof Olsson

Sweden
MAIN EVEITT

Phil Greeno

CAR
PB

Debbie Preston

Associated

Phil Booth.
Keith Piested
Ronnie Ton

PB
PB

Guerrino Stanzanl
Giulio Ghersi
Pieter Bervoets.;

SG

PB
Associated

Serpent

r
GLO\N PLUG CLIP

By Ed Gerhardt

Having recently finished assembling a Revolution helicopter, only to find I could not start the engine because none of my glow
plug clips would fit the available space. After some head scratching, I made the clip shown in the accompanying sketches. It
works as well as anything I have ever used. It is basically a semi-circularspring which applies downward pressure on the plug and
upward on the engine fins to make contact. The spring is made from two pieces of flat metalstrips which are insulated from each
other by a piece of balsa, fiber or what have you. The dip as shown was made for a.40 engine but works as well on a.19 through
.60 engine size. By bending, It can be adapted to most engines. Included is a sketch showing how to adapt the clip to a pocket
size battery.

1/4

-3/4-

•2V4-

•3/4-

1/32 X 1/2 STEEL,
BRASS, BRONZE OR

DOTTED LINES INDICATE BENDS

ALUMINUM. MUST

HAVE SOME SPRING

o

CLIP IS THIS SHAPE BEFORE ATTACHING

4-40 BOLT OR SOLDER

DO NOT MAKE SHARP BEND

1/16 TO 1/8 BALSA
EPOXY AND BIND
WITH THREAD

^(LAMP CORD)

STONE AGE GLOW PLUG CLIP
GRASP AT THREAD BINDING, HOOK ON
TO PLUG — THEN PULL DOWNWARD TO
SPRING LOWER CONTACT UNDER FIN.

TV ANTENNA

CLIP TO
BATTERY

NO SCALE

ABOVE SKETCH SHOWS ADAPTATION FOR "C"
SIZE NICKEL-CAD CELL. WIDTH OF SPRING MAY

BE INCREASED TO SUPPORT ADDED BATTERY WEIGHT.
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RC Projects

m

At

SHDKT

LANDING
10. YYo;

> On Tin

Lti-

International
Science and

Engineering
Fair
By Dick Tichenor

m

Science Fair exhibit by Arthur C.

John C. Hoover displayed a STOL
project. Clipped wings to meet 30"

Grantz.

The International Science and
Engineering Fair(ISEF)is held

max booth requirements.

Gregory L Tyler shows his winglet
experiment.

designed and tested various winglet
configurations in a wind tunnel that he

communication of results.

speeds up to 60 mph, some of which

annually with student (grades

9-12) contestants competing from the
United States and foreign nations. It
culminates a selection process involving
thousands of school and regional fairs,
their student participants and judges.
This year the ISEF was hosted by a
committee composed of representatives
of Orange County, California, education
industry, and government. The fair's

built. Tests were conducted at air

Approximately 450 students

competed in 11 scientific disciplines for

used smoke trails to aid in visual
observation. Dial indicators connected

cash awards, scholarships, trips and

to wing sections inside the wind tunnel,

summer work study at research

by means of an elaborate leverage

institutions.

were

system, provided data for his
calculations.
A radio controlled Craft-Air J-Bird

objective is to promote activities

overwhelmed with the complexity and
the detailed presentation of so many
projects, we are limiting our reporting to
only those involving radio controlled

involving the discovery of new

models.

While

we

sailplane was modified to include the
winglet configuration proven most

efficient in the wind tunnel tests. Utilizing

knowledge and to encourage young

"The effect of Low Reynolds Number

the wind tunnel results and actual flight

people to participate in the world of

Winglets on the Lift and Drag of a Model
Sailplane Wing" was a project of Arthur
C. Grantz, age 16, Menchville High
School, Newport News, Virginia. Arthur

tests, a winglet was shown to be

science:from laboratory research to the

Airfoil research project by Gregory L

to page 98
TAKE OFF

>'01,

LANOINC

Tyler.

Wind Tunnel and test models used by

Split trailing edge flap tested by John

Arthur Grantz.

C. Hoover.
ritOTE!) Slff
tlHFDIl KLII

Instrumentation devices atop wind

Kleln-Fogleman airfoil test project by

tunnel.

Gregory L. Tyler.
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SERVO HELPER

By E.R. Andrews

The following units can be used to take the load offof your servos when building those large 114 size models. The full size template shown
was used on Bud Nosen's 9'Trainer. Be sure and consider that while the servo load is reduced, also the control surface movement will also
be reduced by a corresponding ratio.
/FOLD UP TO 90°
•1%"

2Vi'P

1 0

O
(MATERIAL)
1/16" MED.
HARD ALUM.

DRILL FOR

1

O

o

10-24 ROUND
HEAD BOLT

DRILL SERVO
HOLES TO
TO SERVOS

FIT NEED

10-24 NUT

(BOTH SIDES)
TIGHTEN NUTS
TO SNUG FIT
NOT TIGHT

THE MORE

LEVERAGE YOU
USE THE LESS
WORK FOR

AND THEN

YOUR SERVOS

SOLDER NUT
AND WASHER
TO NOSE
WHEEL

TO BOLT
SHAFT

ARM

TO GIVE YOURSELF
MORE UP OR DOWN,
JUST CHANGE YOUR
CENTER HOLE MOUNT
TO WHAT IS REQUIRED.

#10 FLAT
WASHER

(OIL BETWEEN

FLAT WASHERS)

TO ELEV.
SERVO
TO RUDDER

10-24 BOLT

(ALL THREAD)
TIGHTEN NUTS
FOR A NO
PLAY FIT

AND SOLDER

CAN BE
MOUNTED
ON VERTICAL
INTERIOR PANEL

TO WORK
AREA

1/8" CLEARANCE TO BOTTOM
SOLDER 10-24 NUT AND

#10 FLAT WASHER TO

4 #6 SHEET METAL SCREWS

10-24 BOLT

FOR MOUNTING
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husband, the ASC, did one in a quilt
pattern ("Patches" ROM April 1974)and
another in the family tartan ("Bonnie

t ^

Lass" ROM May 1975) but there was

nothing there identifying feminine
creativity.

What is it that people identify women

with more than anything? Why flowers

ri

and perfume of course. Flowers we will

take up now and Chanel No.5 perfumed
castor oil will be our next project. I talked
him,the Apprentice Senior Citzen(ASC)
into building, for me, one of Cox
Airtronics Q-Tees and while he filled the

balsa dust factory with balsa dust I

headed for the public library to do some
research in botony. I found lovely
designs that could be used, in books

such as Good Housekeeping's
Complete Book of Needlecraft,
Adventures in Needlepoint and, also.
Beginner's Needlecraft. I toured the

local craft shops and the variety stores
looking for other ideas. Not only did I get
ideas for flowers but I discovered
hundreds of useful decals. You can find

anything you want; flowers, several

kinds of birds, butterflies, bees,
vegetables, kitchen-ware and all kinds
of Early Americana. Another idea I ran
into would be crewel work in MonoKote

or 1/32" striping tape which would take

hours of time but would be decidedly
feminine.

I finally decided to use a basic design
of petals, leaves and stems, so anyone
could rearrange, add to, or take away,
from the design without too much

trouble. I made several full size drawings
of the wing and tail to work out the basic
pattern and position of the flowers in

order to get a design that would be
pleasant to the eye.

When the design was finalized I
decided that a neutral background
would be appropriate so we covered the

wing and tail assembly with cream
SuperKote. Since this is a very low heat
material, I decided to make my applique

FLY IT
WITH
FLOWERS
By Jeri Denson

While looking over the planes at
the last fun fly it gradually

dawned upon me — in all of

that beautiful array of planes there
wasn't a single one you could identify as
belonging to a woman contestant. Oh
yes! We do have members of the fair sex

in our club. They fly and they hold office
— but where were their planes? There

were planes with sunbursts, stripes,

letters, checkerboards and insigna. My
68
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MUSHROOMS

CENTER FOR
MUSHROOM
MUSHROOM

SMALL
APPLE
PETAL

PISTIL

BUTTERFLY

FLOWER
CENTER

BODY

WINGS

\/N/

/\/\
TUPLIP

LARGE APPLE
PETAL

ANTHURIUM

DAISY

LEAVES

CORN
F
FLOWER
D

]
STEM

chisel shape. I cut out each part with

Needles to say, the Q-Tee flew

beautifully, attesting to the quality of

woefully lacking in the colors I needed,

scissors (there might be an easier way
but this seemed to work for me). I placed
each part of the flower in its position on

from Trim MonoKote. I made a quick
check of the scrap plastic covering
draw/er out in the shop and found it

design and, as expected,the comments

After three hobby shops and getting a,

the wing in accordance with the pattern I

regarding the covering design were
many and colorful. Overall they were

"Pink what?" reply, I finally decided they

drew. Do this before you remove the

complimentary and there was no doubt

just don't make pink and baby blue Trim

paper backing, you can arrange them as
necessary, but once you take off the

in anyone's mind that a feminine hand

MonoKote. Well, there went the pink
roses and bachelor buttons. I accepted

was involved.

backing they will stick and it is next to

When your "flower garden" shows up

the fact that a woman did not have

impossible to remove them. Now it is just

at the next Saturday fun fly or contest,

anything to do with choosing the colors
for Trim MonoKote, so my flowers fit the

a matter of taking your time and putting
them on piece by piece.

everyone will know that it belongs to a

old axiom, "What you see is what you

I am not real sure that the ASC

comments he expected from his flying

imagination go,and, using this design as
a start, come up with some novel ideas
for decorating model planes and people
will not only be surprised that you enjoy
the fabulous sport of RC modeling but

the MonoKote and drew around it with a

buddies when he showed up with the

are artistically creative too. Happy

wax marking pencil sharpened to a

'Flying Flower Garden'.

Flying.

get."

insisted that I go to the field the following

I made templates from lightweight
cardboard using my drawings as
patterns. Then I placed the template on

Saturday to watch the 'maiden voyage'
or to insulate him from the type of

member of the distaff side. So let your

□
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/for WHAT IT'S worthy
Shack switch. The wiring diagram
shown explains how the problem was
solved.

Raymond T. Prada of Norway, Maine,
suggests if you are building a waterproof

O'.''

F®

m.

71^1

o

box for a radio to use in a boat or float

NYLON

plane and need a waterproof switch, use

PUSHRODS

a Du-Bro Kwik-Switch Mount and

FORMER

substitute for Part "B" (see sketch) a
K&B Pushrod Seal Assembly 1/16

POROUS
PLASTIC
FOAM

RETAINER

or better than spring clips or hemostats.

diameter Part #8588 which is identical

It's just right for flyers using pressure fuel

except drilled and fitted with "O" ring

systems, but has many other uses in the

seal.

flight box. The sketch shown is self
explanatory. Try making up a few as we
SLIT FOR
OUTER

SUBSTITUTE
K&B PART
#8588 FOR
DU-BRO PART B

think you'll like them.

RODS

DRILL HOLE
IN FORMER

GRIND OR FILE TEETH OFF
LARGE ALLIGATOR CLIP

Don Heckmann of Millburn, New
Jersey uses a one gallon detergent or
milk jug, with the front upper half cut out,
for his 1/2A flight box. It can easily house

EPOXIED
FOAM

A very easy and effective way to make
nylon pushrod supports comes from
Paul O'Dell of Calumet Park, Illinois.

a dry cell, quart of fuel, small tools and
extra props. The glow plug wires are

Paul uses a piece of porous plastic foam
lightly smeared with epoxy cement. Cut

FILL TOP & BOTTOM WITH
SOLDER & SAND SMOOTH

stored in the top of the jug with the cap

FOR EVEN LESS ABRASION

container makes it easy for

PUT HEAT SHRINK TUBING
OVER TOP & BOTTOM

transportation. See sketch.

the foam oversize and slit to

removed. Also, the handle on the

approximate location, of the outer rods,
smear with epoxy and push into place

with the mixing stick. In tight quarters
and particularly when the servos are
near the rear of the wing saddle, this

GREAT FOR 1/2A FLYERS

method gives proper support where you
want it. It will not cause undo binding

Here is an idea sent in by John Pamer
Jr. of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. John finds

USING PEN BLADDER TANKS

because the rod is mounted too close to

pumping fuel with a Du-Bro Kwik Fill

a rotary servo arm. The accompanying

Pump with a Sullivan starter is really

sketch should be self-explanatory.
Ron Farkas of Coram, New York, has
come up with a fuel line pinch clamp that
costs about 50 cents and works as well

PLUG
WIRES
BATTERY

SMALL

TOOLS,
EXTRA

great; but no means is provided for

PROPS.

defueling. Here is a simple and
inexpensive way to solve the problem of
reversing the direction of the starter so
pump will defuel also. He used a Radio
DOUBLE POLE

,SINGLE THROW

f SWITCH
(REAR)
JACK FOR
STARTER

LEADS FROM
12V BATTERY

1 GALLON
PLASTIC
BOTTLE

MARK PANEL — FORWARD

(FWD)

(SW)

REVERSE

(REV)

This self-explanatory sketch from

Dick Swartwout of Penn Laird, Virginia,
shows how to make a simple, exposed

o

/FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH V
drill press vise to aid you in drilling
straight holes.) Use any wire such as
copper or brass, however, be careful not
to use any wire that breaks easy. This
method is called safety lock wiring and
works great. There is no chance of your
mounting screws working loose unless

FIN
CLEARANCE

CEILING BEAM

your safety wire breaks. This method
may seem like alot of extra work but, with
the investment you have in your aircraft,

QUICKIE

SQUARE
DQWELS

STANDARD
1 X 3 PINE
WIDTH

should be well worth the time it takes.
The sketches shown should help clarify
the explanation.

WOOD PANELING.

HOLE DRILLED

PLYWOOD, ETC-

THROUGH FOR WIRE

MINIMUM HEAD

CLEARANCE
DESIRED

beam basement or garage ceiling

post or the side of your flight building or

brackets for planes, wings, balsa, etc.,
from scrap lumber. The square dowels

set into a conduit/pipe such as the club
used. Use a separate standard for each

rotate in the side holes to conform to

fuselage angle and permit "drop down"

set of frequencies (ie., 27/54/72 meg.)
See the accompanying sketch which

removal of the plane by withdrawing the

should be self-explanatory.

dowels. The brackets can be as long as

0

desired so long as you don't hit your
head on the landing gear. The width is
your choice. It is advisable to be holding
onto the plane when you pull out the

CUT OFF

WIRE THROUGH DRILLED

HEADS AFTER SCREWS

dowels.

HAVE BEEN TIGHTENED

TWIST WIRE A
FEW TURNS
BETWEEN SCREWS
y

The Arvada Associated Modelers

FIREWALL

required a frequency control system that

o

WHITE

would allow a number of flyers to be in
the air at the same time and yet be

portable enough that it could be

BLUE

72.160

c

•ROUND

EDGES &
REMOVE
BURRS

/

removed with a minimum of trouble. The

field that they use is on public land and
could not put up a permanent
installation. It had to be portable so it
could be moved to a new site when it
became available. Ron D'Andrea of

Arvada, Colorado, came up with a

simple yet effective frequency pole that
was Inexpensive to construct. Using
standard aluminum brackets and

TWIST ENDS
TOGETHER

standards that can be purchased at any

BEAM TYPE
MOUNTS WITH
BLIND NUTS

hardware store, he removed the end of

8" brackets and painted them with the
appropriate frequency color. A 3/4"
conduit was driven into the ground and
the standard was placed into the

WHITE
72.320

PURPLE

Playtex Rubber Glove. Cut a square
from an old glove slightly larger than the
switch plate. Burn the holes for the
switch screws by heating a nail over the

conduit. The brackets are attached to

the standards with a small length of

chain and the flyer who is using a

particular frequency, hooks the bracket

stove or use a fine tip soldering iron.

to the standard and attaches his pin to it.

hang on attached chain. This

Schaeffer of Bellefonte, Pennsylvania.
This is the same method used on full

Place the piece of latex rubber under the
plate and over the switch. Trim the
edges after it is mounted in your model.
It keeps out dirt, fuel, water and other
foreign material. The switch can be

arrangement has proven to be very

sized aircraft and is done in the same

turned on and off right through the latex

effective. If you do not wish to attach it

manner. Ken uses socket head screws

rubber cover and will last from six

with a chain, the brackets can be

so they can be drilled through the heads

months to a year. The gloves come in

permanently attached with a screw. The

for the wire. Use a small diameter drill. (It

several different colors.

standards can be attached to a wooden

would be best to use a drill press with

A quick glance will tell if any frequency is
in use. Upon completion of his flight, the
pilot removes his pin and removes the
bracket from the standard allowing It to

o

To keep the radio switch clean, LeRoy
Humphries of Jefferson, Oregon, uses a

If you need a good way to secure
engine mounting screws, you might try
this method suggested by Ken

Allitems appearing in Showcase 78are
press releases supplied by the
manufacturer ofthe productandlor their
advertising agency unless otherwise

is available direct from Rein Krone,4660

1; material — steel brackets and

Ross Road, Gary, Indiana 46408,(219)
838-7087, at $4.95 if you are unable to
obtain it at your local hobby shop, Rein

Aluminum Timing Pulleys; installation
time — 30 minutes - bolt on assembly.
For further information, contact Andy

specified. Note: The review or

also has the Reference Guide available

discussion of any product by Radio

Sheber, Inc.

for 1976(RCM) at $3.95.

Control Modeler Magazine does not
constitute an endorsement of that

product nor any assurance as to its
safety or performance by ROM.

r

KIWI

Sig Manufacturing, 401 S. Front St.,
Montezuma, Iowa 50171, introduces
their new RC Sport Pattern "KIWI."
Designed by Hank Pohlmann, it is
EXHAUST THROTTLE LINKAGE KIT
FOR K & B OUTBOARD ENGINE

Techni Models, P.O. Box 9382,
Glendale, California 91206, introduces

compact, builds fast, and is strong. It has
a 54" wingspan and Sig suggests a
.35-.45 engine and a 4 channel radio.

The K & B Exhaust Throttle Linkage
Kit comes complete with all the parts

their new Hobie Hawk Dorsal Fin. Price

die-cut Sig balsa and plywood, printed

necessary to hook up from throttle

balsa fuselage sides — built directly on

linkage to servo. Included are easy to

the wood, sheet balsa tail surfaces,
shaped balsa, ply and hardwood parts,
clear bubble canopy, pre-bent torsion

follow, step by step, instructions, a
complete list of parts, and an illustration

bar main landing gear, coil spring nose

called out and identified on the

gear, nylon nose gear bearing and
steering arm, aluminum motor mounts,
nylon strip hinges, nylon control horns,

shops. Manufactured by K & B

HOBIE HAWK DORSAL FIN

is $2.50 plus shipping. Techni-Models

also has available many other parts for
the old favorite Hobie Hawk - - - wings,
fuselages, tail surfaces, canopies and
hardware. Available through dealers or
direct.

The "KIWI" kit features: built-up wing,

wire aileron torque rods, nylon wing
1977 R.CM

bolts, RC links and threaded rods,

MAGAZm

screws, blind nuts and other small

RifERBNCB

hardware, full size plan, illustrated

BUIDB

instruction book, and decal sheet. The

showing the entire hook-up. All parts are

illustration. Available at most hobby
Manufacturing, 12152 Woodruff
Avenue, Downey, California 90241.

price is $37.50. See your dealer or order
direct from Sig Manufacturing.

SPRING STARTER

Here is a new spring starter for the

Cox T.D. or Medallion .049 engines.
Suitable for glow or diesel powered
engine. No batteries required. Made of
plated spring steel, it gives you that
1977 ROM MAGAZINE

quick snap over start for even the most

REFERENCE GUIDE

stubborn of engines. From Davis

A new 48 page reference guide for
R/C Modeler Magazine has been

SUPER DRIVE

released. It covers the 1977 issues in

FOR QUADRA ENGINES

detail, giving not only the specific article

From Andy Sheber, Inc., 18497
Brentwood, Livonia, Michigan 48154,

you are looking for, but articles related to
the subject as well.

You can save many hours of looking
through back issues trying to locate an
article you are sure you have seen. ROM

Dieseal Development, Box 141, Mllford,
Connecticut 06460, it is priced at $2.95
plus 50c postage and handling, or see
your dealer.

comes the "Super Drive" for Quadra
engines. It has a thrust of 22 lbs.
measured (Standard Quadra

issues, trying to locate articles to satisfy

18 X 6-8200 rpm -16 lbs.); the weight is
1.70 lbs. plus Quadra engine; propeller
size — 24/10 Grish Brothers; propeller
rpm — 4400 to 4600 (depending on

a phone call or answer a letter. This

accuracy of Quartz crystals have been

engine); engine rpm — 8800 to 9200

1977 ROM Magazine Reference Guide

combined to create a distinctive,

(depending on engine);drive ratio—2 to

handsome and highly functional

has found these reference guides to
save us many hours in researching past
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PROP CLOCKS

The beauty of natural wood and the

timepiece. The 4 ply laminated
hardwood prop is 46" in length. Hub face
is 5" in diameter by 3%" deep. Finish is
hand rubbed lacquer and waxed with
prop tips striped in red. The cordless
movement is an extremely accurate
USA made quartz-pulsar design,
keeping time within one-half second per
day. Two ordinary C cells will last for one

year. All props and clocks are
guaranteed and come complete with

class racing, Dumas Products, Inc., 901

all twins should be a thing of the past. A

East 17th St., Tucson, Arizona 85719,

fuel pump is recommended. For

has developed a new boat for the
popular Deep Vee Class. Created from
the proven successful Deep Vee 40 hull

additional information please write to
Kendel Model Engines, 43443

Telegraph Rd., Elyria, Ohio 44035.

and modified through suggestions by
two of the Easts better racing drivers,

the new Competition Deep Vee .21

promises to be a winner. The freeboard
has been reduced, yet retains a scale

hang hardware. The prop can be

appearance; length is 30" and beam
11"; a new deck has been designed

personalized with your AMA number at a

providing more room for radio gear,

nominal cost of $3.50. Props are

tanks and tuned pipe as well as to

available in 4 hardwood laminated

closely resemble the current full-size

types. Natural Fir $89.50; Light Birch or

offshore racing boats. The new

Maple $149.50; Antique Dark
Mahogany $109.50; Black Walnut
S199.50. Available direct only from J.A.
Enterprises, 1422 Tesia Drive, Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80909.

Competition Deep Vee .21 is well suited
for rough water, yet no significant loss of
speed on "mirror-like" surfaces has

MIDVW

been noticed in prototype tests. Its hull

design handles the increased power of
the new 3.5 racing engines very well. By
popular demand of many racing drivers,
the new Competition Deep Vee .21 is

available as a plywood construction kit,
The Dumas 20 CF which has done so
well in the 3.5 outboard class will still be

available in fiberglass.
MIDWEST PRODUCTS
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MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS A4D-1
SKYHAWK

We doubt very much if any model

company — outside of the plastic kit
industry — has ever before had the
courage to undertake a project of this
magnitude. Nick Zirol i's widely
publicized .049 ducted fan, balsa and
foam model, was used as the base

INSTRUMENT PACKAGE

expanded polystyrene foam ARF

J.P. Products, P.O. Box 58,

version. Nick's model has accumulated

Harrisburg, Illinois 62946, introduces
the 1 "Private Package", 35 scale
instruments with 3/4" face design to

satisfy the quarter scale crowd. The
instrument package sells for $1.50.
Other scale instrument packages
available from J.P. Products are: WW II

Military Fighter Package with 1/2" face

and suggested scale 2" = 1' 0", selling
for $1.00, Jet Package, 20 scale
instruments in two suggested scale
sizes 1 Va" = 1'0" and 2" = 1'0" selling
for $1.00 each. The instruments are

printed clean and sharp. When installed
per manufacturers instructions they
make a realistic looking instrument
panel in your model.

THE KENDEL TWIN
The Kendel Twin is 1.2 cu. in. realistic

in appearance, rear flanged firewall
mounted engine. It has been tested in

excess of 13,000 rpms - 11000 with a
14/6 prop and 10,000 with a 16/5 prop.
As you can see it is quite a potent engine

With the increasing interest in .21

utilitarian lines to the gently sweeping
curves of the full size airplane, bringing
the model closer to scale and to the
aesthetic lines of the McDonnell

It has instant throttle response with very

product. The world of ducted fan models
is unique. With the conventional
engine/propeller,the modeler only really

good idle. Tuning is simple. The best
way to set it would be to remove one plug

builds the 'outside' of the airplane, but
for a ducted fan to realize its greatest

and run one cylinder and set the best
running speed and idle, repeating same
on the other cylinder. Both fuel lines

the inside, to ensure that air flows

must remain on the carbs at all times to

fan to be fed with turbulent air means a

lubricate the cylinders and rods. This is

considerable reduction in thrust.

and it should haul the larger ships easily.

efficiency, equal care must be taken with
smoothly and easily to the fan. For the

necessary because the engine is

Likewise, the air leaving the fan must

designed to operate as two separate
engines and the carbs cannot cross over

also flow smoothly along the exhaust

into each others crankcase cavities. A

friction. With this knowledge,
considerable effort was put forth by

bearing fit at the center of the crank
prevents this from happening. The fact

DUMAS NEW COMPETITION
SERIES DEEP VEE

considerable flying time and was
therefore, well proven; it only remained
for Midwest to restyle Nick's rather

that it is an opposed twin makes it very
smooth running with very little vibration.
With dual carbs and "separate"

pipe, with the minimum of obstruction or
Midwest to eliminate the work of dubt
fabrication by the modeler. The photos
reveal the complex curves and
transitions inside the model; an almost

crankcases, over lean or rich mixtures

impossible task for the average builder.

under all flying conditions common with

The magnitude of the task can be
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gauged from the fact that their

Heavy Hub for Cox engines is provided

engineering personnel, on the fuselage

with a steel stud cut to the proper length.

alone, made 54 cross section drawings
which involved techniques used
extensively on the Concorde supersonic
airliner. In order to achieve the smoothly
flowing lines of the ducting and to blend

Price $.99 each.

efficient airfoil for maximum thrust. And,
because each long lasting Top Flite prop
is made of rock-hard maple, you'll

experience less splintering and nicking
in virtually all flying conditions. Plus,
regardless of the diameter and pitch,

the complex changes of shape on the

outside of the A4D, they were forced to
cross section their drawings not only
laterally, like the average modeler, but
vertically and horizontally, tool This
mammoth task on just the fuselage

each prop is designed with the same
dedication to craftsmanship you have
come to expect in all Top Flite props.
Sizes and Prices are 16/4, $5.95: 16/6,
$5.95: 18/6, $6.95: 18/8, $6.95: 18/10,
$6.95: 20/6, $7.95: 20/8, $7.95: 20/10,
$7.95. Contact your local hobby shop for

occupied two weeks of full time intensive

drawing . . . aero engineers will
recognize this technique as 'lofting.' By
comparison, the wing and tail were

simple and the credit for translating their
complex drawings into 3-D wooden

patterns, from which the highly
expensive metal molds are cast, must
go to their pattern maker. From Midwest
Products,400 South Indiana St., Hobart,
Indiana 46342.

flying. Each features accurate
balancing, a high luster fuel-proof finish,
true aerodynamic pitch and a highly

your choice of big props from Top Flite,
"THUNDER VOLT"

or the latest up to date prop chart.

Thunder Road Automotive, a division

of Tatone Products Corporation, now
has available the "Thunder Volt", a

1/12th scale electric racing car. It
features a one piece aluminum front
end, a fully adjustable motor mount, and
support for ny-liner bushings. The
chassis plate is pressure laminated

fiberglass which is light weight and
extremely durable. It uses standard
JoMac front spindles and rear axle.
Optional equipment is also available for
use in the new Roar Modified Class,
such as ball bearing rear axle and mount
to locate motor in front of rear axle. This

car is ideal for four and six cell operation.
CARL GOLDBERG RETRACTS

Carl Goldberg Models, 4734 W.

Chicago Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60651,
thought modelers might like to know
about a worthwhile improvement in their

Chassis kit less wheels is only $29.27
and available at all hobby shops or can
be ordered directly from TRA, 1209
Geneva Avenue, San Francisco,
California 94112.

retracts. Starting with the tri-gear unit,
they are going to one coil only on their

1/72 SCALE DOUGLAS
WORLD CRUISER

Williams Bros. Inc., 181 Pawnee St.,

San Marcos, California 92069,

introduces the 1/72 scale Douglas World
Cruiser which will appeal to the historical
minded model builder. During 1924, the
history making Douglas World Cruisers

made the first around the world flight.
Covering some 27,533 miles, the epic

voyage lasted 175 days. Now you can
construct a highly detailed model of one
of these famous aircraft of yesteryear.
The kit features; Decals to allow

finishing model as any of five different

main gear struts from the three coils on

aircraft: Seattle, Chicago, Boston, New

the basis of what the experts have

Orleans, and Boston II, and wheels and
pontoons. At a price of $4.95, it is
suggested for the experienced model

found. New struts will be made available

on request.

builder.

f
LARGE DIAMETER PROPS
INTRODUCED BY TOP FLITE

Top Flite Models, Inc., 1901 N.

Narragansett Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
HALF-A HEAVY HUB

Available from Harry B. Higley &
Sons, Inc., 433 Arquilla Drive,

60639, is expanding its prop line to
include a complete selection of
low-priced, large props for today's

Glenwood, Illinois 60425, is the Half-A

bigger planes with large engines or

Heavy Hub, a 1/2 ounce nose weight
made from nickel plated brass hex bar
stock with the front end rounded for

reduction units. Crafted from rock-hard,
straight grained maple. Top Fllte's new
props are available up to 20" in diameter

safety and appearance. A standard prop

and in an assortment of pitches to meet

wrench is used to tighten this hub. Two
sizes are available, one fits Cox, the

your flying requirements. Economically
priced, the big props are suitable for R/C
racing, sport scale, scale, and pattern

other is forthe Testor engine. The Half-A
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T2-40

Bob Smith R/C Aircraft, 9525

Cozycraft Ave., Unit H, Chatsworth,
California 91311, presents their new
T2-40 epoxy fiberglass kit. The
specifications are: Engine size, .40;
Wing span, 57"; Wing area, 540:
Weight, 5V2-6y2lbs.: Root airfoil, 16.5%:
Tip Airfoil, 18%. Priced at $89.95, the kit
features epoxy fiberglass fuselage with
molded In canopy and fin: detailed
full-size plans: precision cutfoam wing&

stab (1/64 ply wing/stab covering
supplied): all balsa parts machine cut; all
hardware supplied; and build It fixed
gear or retractable. Distributor and
dealer inquiries Invited.

offer is $42.50 p.p. USA. Direct onlyfrom

utilizing mufflers. It is just about audible

Gee Bee Products.

at a short distance. That feature alone

makes it the Ideal power plant, besides
scale applications, for sport models,

helicopters, and power boats, all of
which can be operated without fear of

generating too much noise. A whole new
dimension has been brought Into flying
of big scale models by the appearance
of the DAMO PS 218. It has the power

and torque to swing really big propellers
1/12 SCALE WHEEL KIT

and, in doing so, produces the most

Thorp Manufacturing, 1655 East

satisfying scale exhaust note. Watch

Mission Blvd., Pomona, California
91766, has a new 1/12 scale wheel kit.
These wheels are ideal replacements

that 1/4 scale J-3 coming in low and
slow, the DAMO on a fast idle. Listen to
the sound of air rushing past the

for all existing 1/12th scale cars or for

airframe. One can not come closer to the

scratch building. The six spoked nylon
three 2-56 socket head cap screws. The

real thing. Hear the throbbing of four
cylinders in that big DC-3, just going to
full power,changing the exhaust note for

hubs are set screwed to a round 1/4"

a low-pitched drone when climbing for

wheels mount to aluminum hubs with

axle. A key is furnished for use with the

altitude. That is realism one has been

JoMac gear. Available direct from Thorp

just dreaming about.
Besides being quiet In operation,
scale-like in appearance and full-scale

or your local hobby shop. Priced at
$22.50.

In the exhaust note department, the
DAMO PS 218 has a few more

advantages. As a multi-cylinder
four-cycle. It produces very little In the
way of vibration. It operates on straight
RE-USABLE EXPLODING BOMB

methanol, making use of the very slight

Vortac Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 469, Oak
Lawn, Illinois 60453,has something new

lubricating properties of the methanol

for sport and scale flyers alike. This

operation, leaving model and pilot clean
and tidy after a day out flying. Operation

Itself. That makes for very clean

WW II American type bomb scales to
approximately 500 lb. size for Top Flite

with nil oil content in the fuel Is made

possible by using the very highest
quality metals and hardening
processes, utilizing the very best

Stand-Off kits and 1000 lbs for the

House of Balsa .40 powered P-51
Mustang. The bomb Is hollow and may
^be filled with chalk, flour, charcoal ash,
etc. On Impact It separates into two

halves and discharges the powder
giving off a puff of smoke. The two

halves may be snapped back together

INTRODUCING THE

DAMO PS 218 - FOUR-CYCLE
TWIN CYLINDER MODEL ENGINE

Until recently, production of four-cycle

and used again. The bombs are made of

model engines have been almost

high Impact polypropylene and their

non-existant. That Is true especially with

molded on shackles are compatible with

regard to multi-cylinder types, designed

Vcrtac's Bomb Release Mechanism.

and built for practical field operation.

They are $5.98 each and S9.98 for two.

After a prolonged period of testing and
development, we are happy to
announce the availability of the DAMO
PS 218, knowing It to be close to the
ultimate in four-cycle model engines.
Now.that is a somewhat bold statement,
however, we base It on experience,

earned the hard way.They have spared
nothing in terms of time, hard work and

available In ball and needle bearings,

keeping a super watch on tolerances
and taking the highest possible care in
the hand fitting of each engine. The
result Is a precision piece of machinery,
built for trouble-free operation and a
minimum of maintenance. All engines

will carry a serial number and comes
packed in a sturdy shipping box with
comprehensive Instruction and
maintenance sheets and parts list.
Available In the U.S.from Nelson Model
Products,6929 W.59th Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60638.

"SEAL-IT"

Devcon's new "Seal-It", clear,

silicone rubber is packaged in an
attractive 3 oz. tube with a 2y2" long
"Seal-It" makes a durable and

Gee Bee Products, P.O. Box 18, East

costs, developing the DAMO Into a
rugged yet sophisticated model power
plant, built to give the utmost of
satisfaction, dependability and quality.

Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028,

The DAMO PS 218 was designed

seaplanes and fastens securely to
almost anything. It's guaranteed not to

i

THE DREAMER

introduces the Dreamer, a
hi-performance sport biplane. It has a

having two main aspects in mind. The

tapered nozzle and tube tightening key.
waterproof gasket for boats or

shrink or become brittle for 10 years,and

SSVg" span, weighs AVa lbs., and is

first one, quiet operation. Is of utmost
importance these days. The second one

powered by a .40-.45 engine and 4

was to have a scale-like power plant

make It useful for muffler gaskets.

channel radio. All hardware, pre-bent

available for big 1/4 scale models, now
catching on rapidly In popularity.

Attractively blister packed, one per card

Being a four-cycle, the DAMO PS 218

Du-Bro Products, Inc., 480 Bonner
Road, Wauconda, Illinois 60084.
□

cabane struts, wheel pants with
exclusive "i-oant-loc" are Included.

Building jig not required. Introductory
\

Is very subdued In an unmuffled state,

Its high temperature rating (500°) will
at $2.75. For further Information, write
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